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Linked by Water, Linked by Blood
madrid ditch no. 2 in cucharas, colorado, 1884–1903
Virginia Sanchez

H

istorians typically associate southern Colorado’s acequia history with
the San Luis Valley. This article expands that subregional framework
to include the Lower Cuchara Valley of Huerfano County, an area just east
of present-day Walsenburg, Colorado.1 Relying heavily on two rare ledgers of
the Madrid Ditch No. 2, this piece examines the collective efforts of male and
female parciantes (irrigators) to keep water flowing to their homes, farms, and
fields, despite intermittent natural and human challenges, from 1884 to 1903.
Two ledgers for the Madrid Ditch No. 2 (hereafter Madrid Ditch) exist. The
first one (Madrid Ditch Ledger, volume 1) covers the period between 1884 and
1912; the second (Madrid Ditch Ledger, volume 2) dates from 1913 to 1923.2 The
Madrid Ditch ledgers illustrate the importance of acequia rules to parciantes,
and they serve as a valuable addition to documented accounts of conduct,
work, and water use. This article provides transcriptions of entries in which

Virginia Sanchez is an independent historian who enjoys researching the history of the Southwest. She has presented several papers at New Mexico Historical Society conferences. In 2008
she was recognized in Denver, Colorado, by the Hispanic Annual Salute for her contributions
to the Hispanic community in the area of history. She received her master’s degree from the
University of Colorado at Denver in 1988 and retired from the telecommunications industry
as a senior technical writer for a Fortune 500 company. Her recently published book, Forgotten Cuchareños of the Lower Valley, identifies Cucharas as an official Colorado stage stop and
introduces the people of Cucharas, including the captive Indians who lived there with their
owners. She thanks her father, Jose T. Sanchez, for the enjoyable hours and discussions while
working together to transcribe and translate the ledger entries. She thanks Malcolm Ebright,
Durwood Ball, and the reviewer for their editorial assistance.
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ill. 1. spanish version of madrid ditch no. 2 bylaws
Entry 9 March 1885, p. 1, vol. 2 (1913–1923), Madrid Ditch Ledger.
(Photograph courtesy Virginia Sanchez, ledger vol. 1 in private
collection in Denver, Colorado)
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ill. 2. english version of madrid ditch no. 2 bylaws
Entry 9 March 1885, article 6, vol. 2 (1913–1923), Madrid Ditch Ledger.
(Photograph courtesy Virginia Sanchez, ledger vol. 2 in private
collection in Pueblo, Colorado)
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the mayordomos (ditch bosses), writing in Spanish, detailed pertinent rules
and regulations.3 Spanish spelling variants, omitted accent marks, and other
linguistic characteristics appear in the mayordomos’ ledger entries.4 Apart
from two entries and the English translation of the acequia bylaws, items in
both ledgers were written entirely in Spanish.5
This article also discusses topics related to water measurement and apportionment as well as the exchange and sale of water. It examines how
parciantes used the time-honored practice of resolution and conciliation as
informal processes to resolve water disputes. Specifically, it discusses how
parciantes, a group that included Hispanic and Anglo males and Hispanic
and Native American females, worked together, or en común, to assure the
continued operation of their ditch. This article, then, is a history of local
acequia governance and culture in Cucharas, Colorado, an area first settled
in 1862 by Hispano families from Arroyo Hondo in northern New Mexico.6
Hispano families first migrated from northern New Mexico into the San
Luis Valley searching for plentiful water, fertile lands for crops, and abundant
grasses for their sheep. Others migrated east over the Sangre de Cristo range
into the Lower and Upper Cuchara valleys.7 When the Nuevomexicano
families settled along the Madrid Ditch in Cucharas, they continued traditional Spanish and Mexican settlement patterns and water regimes despite
Anglo emigration, industrial development, and prior appropriation.8 In
late October 1862, eight Hispanos with familial ties to Arroyo Hondo drove
their sheep into the Lower Cuchara Valley and “wintered there for the first

map 1. area map of southern colorado and northern new mexico
(Map courtesy Virginia Sanchez)
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ill. 3. adobe home of a hispanic family in cucharas
(Photograph courtesy Anita Archuleta)

time.”9 José Andrés Roybal, José Mariano de Jesús Valdéz, and Antonio José
Vallejos established permanent residence at Cucharas, and eventually two
of them became parciantes of the Madrid Ditch.10 Parciantes of the Madrid
Ditch struggled to sustain their water customs and retain their share of scarce
water in the Lower Cuchara Valley. Despite the profound changes brought
by Anglos, Hispano family practices such as compadrazco (family unions as
a result of baptism or marriage) helped maintain Hispano acequia customs
and water-sharing regimes.
According to county history, Cucharas was officially settled in 1866,
six years after La Plaza de los Leones, and seven years after Trinidad. The
Cucharas Plaza was located along the Cucharas River in the Lower Cuchara
Valley, eight miles northeast of La Plaza de los Leones.11 The Denver–Santa Fe
Road, the main north to south thoroughfare, passed through Cucharas at the
property of José María Bustos, whose family tended horses for the Denver and
Santa Fe Stage Line. Hispano farms, numerous adobe homes, a stagecoach
relay station, a post office, eight acequias, a reservoir, a penitente morada of
La Cofradia, and grazing sheep all dotted this 144-square-mile area.12
The arrival of the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad (DRGR) brought an
influx of Anglo settlers, land speculators, miners, and cattlemen. With them
came economic pressure to sell land and water. In 1872 the Union Contract
Company and the Southern Colorado Improvement Company (SCIC)
established the railroad town of Cucharas City three miles northeast of the
old Cucharas Plaza.13 That same year, the SCIC acquired 2,640 acres in the
Cucharas area for the DRGR.14 In 1873 the Spanish name of the community’s
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parent village, La Plaza de los Leones, was changed to Walsenburgh (later
spelled without the letter h) in honor of Fred Walsen. The politics associated
with the name change were stimulated by the arrival of the DRGR and the
discovery of coal.15 Anglo pioneers from Kansas settled at Cucharas City in
1873.16 The following year, laid out in lots, blocks, streets, and alleys, the newly
established Cucharas City was supervised and jointly owned by the DRGR
and the SCIC. Lumber, rather than adobe traditionally used by Hispanos,
framed and sided these newcomers’ homes and commercial buildings. The
stage relay station and post office moved nearby to be closer to the town’s
economic activity. Cucharas City was officially open for rail business on 1
March 1876. Passengers, freight, and mail arrived daily by rail from the north
and by stage from the south. Provisions intended for the mines in the San
Juan Mountains came by rail and were freighted by wagon over the Sangre
de Cristo Range. Coal mined around Walsenburg and ore extracted from
the San Juan mines moved by wagon to chutes near the depot, where they
were loaded onto rail cars for transport. Within the year, railroad construction
moved farther west toward the San Luis Valley and into the San Juans.17
The Cuchareños (Hispanos living within the community) faced various
obstacles in the wake of Anglo emigration. Population and livestock growth
absorbed land, timber, and available water, causing deforestation and a struggle
to access valuable natural resources. By 1890 Anglos controlled the community’s
economy and changed its political makeup from Democrat to Republican.18
Changes in political power throughout southern Colorado pushed Hispanos
out of key offices, thus weakening the protection of their rights.19
Despite these changes, the Madrid Ditch remained an important means
of sustenance for a large part of the Cucharas community. The ditch ran
through El Palomar, the area of Cucharas known for the wide variety of
birds that nested there. Not to be confused with Madrid Ditch No. 1, which
obtained water from the Huerfano River, the Madrid Ditch acquired water
from the Cucharas River, a tributary of the Huerfano. The ditch was named
after Gabriél Madríd, possibly the acequia’s first mayordomo or acequero (a
person knowledgeable and experienced in the construction of acequias).20 In
1870 eighteen parciantes constructed the ditch.21 By 1896 the Madrid Ditch
was the largest acequia in Cucharas, irrigating five hundred acres of land
and thus contributing directly to the community’s economy.22
During times of water shortage, the Hispanos’ customary sharing of water
“to safeguard crops for food and subsistence” came in direct conflict with
Colorado’s doctrine of prior appropriation.23 In 1864 the Colorado Territorial
Legislature recognized the doctrine of prior appropriation, based on “first
in time, first in right,” which put in place a hierarchy of water rights during
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periods of limited supply. By law the earliest water user had access to all the
water needed before the next person in line. As a result, some parciantes
resorted to selling off parts of their land and water rights during times of
economic strife or hardship.
Major conflicts surfaced when Anglos became members of the acequia
association. In addition to not speaking Spanish, these newcomers were unfamiliar with acequia terminology, norms, and governance. “These ‘newcomers,’ with the characteristic greed of their own kind of civilization,” author and
historian Louis B. Sporleder once penned, “cleared the land and plowed to
the very edge of the river’s channel.”24 Furthermore, when husbands, fathers,
or brothers left to work in the coal mines, in steel works at the Colorado Fuel
and Iron Company in Pueblo, for the DRGR, or as seasonal laborers, fewer
men were left to maintain the acequias. Instead, wives and daughters tended
the farms and oversaw the ditches that irrigated their crops. During times of
water shortage they took turns irrigating at night. Despite the changes Anglos
brought to southern Colorado, parciantes of the Madrid Ditch continued
Hispano acequia customs and water-sharing regimes.
Hispano water customs and traditions also influenced Colorado’s water laws
and are a vital piece of its water history. By 1872 the Colorado Water Law of
1866, originally enacted for Costilla and Conejos counties, had also extended
to Huerfano and Las Animas counties, two other Hispano-populated counties
in southern Colorado. This law established and codified the mayordomos’
duties, regulations for their election, and rules for acequia water use, which
took precedence over mills and other industries that also consumed water.
Complying with the amended Colorado Water Law of 1872, all acequia
associations and ditch companies held annual meetings and gave elected officials power to levy compulsory labor from parciantes who used the water.25
Both laws normalized acequia governance and custom already practiced by
Madrid Ditch parciantes, who followed traditional Hispano water-distribution
values transferred from New Mexico. These customs included distributing
water first to those communities in greatest need, taking water only in orderly
succession, and using no more than the amount needed by homes, farms, or
ranches.
Considering that the Madrid Ditch Association had no real source of
income, its parciantes paid dues and gave occasional contributions to offset
expenses. They sometimes paid fees in trade since little cash flowed through
Cucharas during the late nineteenth century. In 1896 for example, María
Dolores Vallejos, a widow, gave the association a two-year-old female colt,
or potranca, to pay her accumulated dues and fines. Parciante José Concepción Cisneros then purchased the colt for $5.80, providing the association
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ill. 4. madrid ditch
no. 2 mayordomo josé
concepción cisneros and
his mother, juana maría
coppee (copas)
(Photograph courtesy Anita
Archuleta)

with badly needed hard currency.26 That same year, each parciante donated
$3.25 to cover expenses associated with a water claim represented by eleven
parciantes.27 The association paid $59.00 for the registration, legal, and
survey fees, and $1.25 to each of the two witnesses. Expenses itemized in
the ledgers included costs for lumber, nails, a padlock, armellas (hasps or
hinges), retenes (pieces of chain connecting the double tree to a wagon’s
axle or a dirt scraper), compustura de arado (repairs to the plow), sheets of
blank paper used for correspondence, and a royo de alambre (roll of wire).28
After deductions for the head and tail works of a canoa (flume), only $5.50
remained in the association’s treasury.29 Between 1884 and 1902, parciante
contributions ranged from $1.25 to $24.00. Still unclear from the historical
record is whether parciantes contributed additional monies because they
owned more irrigable lands or because they were financially able.
The rate of water flowing through the Madrid Ditch’s main headgate was
presumably calculated by a measuring box or gauge with marks either etched
in or marked on the side wall of the dividing box or weir.30 If water reached
above the highest mark on the gauge, the mayordomo regulated the flow by
lowering the gate. Water falling below the lowest mark indicated a limited
supply from the main source; as a result, each parciante received less water.
In February 1898 the association received an additional and much-needed 7.4
cubic feet of water.31 Water from the acequia was distributed on a rotational
basis, beginning with the parciante closest to the main headgate. After allocating water to the first parciante for a predetermined time, water went to
the next parciante until everyone had a chance to irrigate.32 Each parciante
was entitled to a surco (unit) of water sufficient to irrigate a section of land
as determined by the mayordomo.33 In Hispano tradition, a surco equaled
the amount of water that flowed through the hub of a cartwheel.34 Colorado
used the miner’s inch, which calculated water flow from a one-inch-square
opening through a two-inch piece of wood.35 Each parciante irrigated crops
during his or her turn as allotted by the mayordomo. In an ideal scenario,
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everyone adhered to his or her allocated amount, although individual parciantes sometimes violated this custom. An experienced mayordomo could
tell how much water ran in the ditch, how much water each parciante’s land
needed, and how long each parciante’s headgate should remain open.
Rules for water sharing were based on the principle of delivering the
most benefit to the entire community.36 During times of water shortage, the
mayordomo examined fields to determine where water was needed most. The
ledger stated, “With respect to the distribution of the water, the mayordomo
must look upon all parciantes with equity.”37 The acequia governance system
sought to avoid loss of water and guarantee each parciante’s right to water,
especially during droughts. Units of time, not priority number or quantity,
measured Hispano water sharing.38 In an equitable and just manner, the
mayordomo partitioned the available water among the parciantes, first serving
those in greatest need. Although not every parciante received all the water
desired, each received a portion. Historian and author Malcolm Ebright calls
this method of distribution “sharing the shortage.”39
In March of 1898 the parciantes amended a regla (rule or regulation) authorizing mayordomo José Antonio Cisneros to divide the irrigation area into two
districts. The regla recognized that each parciante who labored on the ditch
was entitled to a share of water. It divided water in a manner most beneficial
to all parciantes so as not to “affect or impede” their acequia rights. This ledger
entry is the only one in which names of twenty parciantes were recorded in two
columns delineating preferential water rights. In times of water shortage, the
twelve parciantes placed in the first column (60 percent of the total parciantes)
received shares of the water under the senior priority (Priority No. 24), while
the eight parciantes named in the second column (40 percent) received shares
under the newer junior appropriation (Priority No. 63). During this time the
Madrid Ditch Association acquired four new parciantes, indicated by the appearance of two new member names in each column.40
The association did not appear to base the division of water on parciante
proximity to the acequia or on the number of acres irrigated by it. Furthermore, no evidence references any discord within this divided system. The
regla of 1898 demonstrates the paradox of replacing the traditional practice
of sharing the shortage with water allocation based on senior versus junior
rights.41 Unfortunately, subsequent ledger entries do not discuss the confusion, if any, that resulted when water sharing conflicted with the law of prior
appropriation. However, in 1898 water allocation principles of the Madrid
Ditch were clearly based on need and equity. Drawing on traditional Spanish water-sharing regimes, the parciantes established reglas and bylaws to
protect and sustain their legal rights “in all that [concerned the] mutual
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support of [their] ditch.”42 Fulfilling the
irrigation needs of all parciantes entitled to
a share of the water and dependent on the
acequia system was their primary concern.43
Although nobody inscribed this regla into
the Madrid Ditch bylaws, it became a declaration of the association’s custom of water
sharing, which the parciantes observed
during the irrigation season of 1898.
Under the law of prior appropriation,
junior rights holders were vulnerable to
the possibility of receiving no water during times of shortage. The parciantes of
the Madrid Ditch, an acequia en común,
attempted to retain communal water
rights. The parciantes became concerned
whenever one of them severed ties to the
acequia. The water divided among the
eight acequias in Cucharas was further
divided for upstream and downstream use.
Upstream, Walsenburg needed additional
water to satisfy its growing population,
and numerous coal mines in the area
required water for their industrial operations. Downstream, the DRGR likewise
required water to operate its steam-driven
trains, which transported coal, minerals,
lumber, and passengers.44
Like other railroads of the period,
ill. 5. entry 15 march 1898,
state, county, and municipal governments
section 8, vol. 1 (1884–1912),
granted the DRGR special privileges to
madrid ditch ledger
access and harvest natural resources. In
Regla (rule) regarding division of
1874 SCIC “contracted” the Duran Ditch,
water among parciantes (irrigators).
an acequia downstream from the Madrid
(Photograph courtesy Virginia
Ditch, for Cucharas City and for DRGR
Sanchez, ledger vol. 1 in private
collection in Denver, Colorado)
company lands. 45 During this time many
privately owned reservoirs were built
specifically “for the purpose of selling the water stored in them.”46 Stevens
Reservoir, constructed east of the DRGR’s land in 1872, encompassed an area
of nearly 180 acres and was fed by water from the Cucharas River through
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the Duran Ditch.47 Twenty years later, the Huerfano County District Court
amended the general decree of the Duran Ditch and authorized the ditch
to irrigate only twenty-five acres while it allowed the Stevens Reservoir to
stand at “full capacity.” Disturbed by this inequity, Cuchareño José Hilario
Vallejos filed suit, but the court ruled in favor of the reservoir’s owner, Walter
V. Stevens.48 Unfortunately, the court failed to acknowledge that water from
Stevens Reservoir was diverted to fill DRGR wells and water tanks.49
Observing custom and tradition, parciantes employed methods of exchange to make the best use of available water. Madrid Ditch ledger entries
cite two ways in which water could be moved from one parciante to another.
One involved an exchange between two parciantes, and the second called for
the purchase and sale of water. Beginning in the 1890s, irrigation companies
in northern Colorado began working out a system of water exchanges. In an
exchange, one parciante could allow another person to use his portion of
the water without injuring his legal claim to the water or having to sell his
water rights. Sometime later the recipient would return the favor.
The Madrid Ditch ledger contains two examples of parciantes exchanging
or passing on the water to the mayordomo, thus enabling him to redistribute
excess water based on need. On 1 March 1912, María Marcelina Martínez,
the sixty-three-year-old widow of Gabriél Madríd, notified her brother mayordomo José Eulogio Martínez that she would give up her water during
the coming summer months. She probably planted her home garden but
no crops that year. Later that month, José Federico Chavez also notified
mayordomo Martínez that he would pass on his water during the summer
months.50 Chavez supplemented his farm income by working as a section
hand for the DRGR.51 If he earned a steady income from the railroad that
year, he may not have planted a crop and thus granted his water share to a
parciante in need. Unfortunately, these fragmentary entries do not indicate to
whom mayordomo Martínez redistributed that water and, more importantly,
the need that determined its allocation. These entries do, however, clearly
demonstrate that parciantes of the Madrid Ditch used a form of exchange to
maximize the benefit of water used in their community. As acequia custom
dictated, parciantes considered unused water wasteful and specifically stated
that it should be used “by whoever needs it.”52
The parciantes along the Madrid Ditch increasingly lost water in the
Cuchara Valley due to population growth and economic development. During times of economic distress, some parciantes resorted to selling off parts
of their land and water rights to pay their debts, a decision that reduced the
amount of irrigation water available to remaining parciantes. Community
survival depended on parciante cooperation, on respectful water use, and
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on an acequia system that could “deliver adequate water.”53 By custom and
tradition, water could be purchased and sold by measured volume and occasionally in allotments of time. Parciantes could sell their land with their
water rights, sell their share of the water to another parciante in the same
acequia association, or sell allotments of their water share.54
In 1885 parciantes of the Madrid Ditch wrote a “memorandum” listing the
provisions of their water rights sales. According to the document, a water right
cost twenty-five dollars, and the owner could
divide his or her share into parts. Parciantes
could sell their individual water rights, but
not before offering it first to parciantes in
the association. If no one purchased any
share of the water right, the parciante could
sell the right outside the association. The
memorandum acknowledged and justified
each parciante’s full right to the water. It
also recognized that through their combined efforts and labor—“from the first
day of construction until the day it was
completed”—the ditch was built and water
made available to them.55 The document
was intended to ensure the integrity of the
parciante community, which depended
on the fully functioning acequia. Madrid
Ditch parciantes used the time-honored
practice of resolution and conciliation
as the informal process to resolve ditch
disputes.56 Through their network of compadrazco, they sought compromises that
contributed to the common good, and thus
avoided the expense of formal litigation in
the courts.
Two cases appearing in the ledger demonstrate that parciantes of the Madrid
Ditch came together to resolve disputes
ill. 6. entry 25 february 1884,
for the good of the community. Before the
p. 6, vol. 1 (1884–1912), madrid
wide availability of barbed wire, landholdditch ledger
ers made fences from natural materials
(Photograph courtesy Virginia
such as tree limbs, stone, or adobe, and
Sanchez, ledger vol. 1 in private
hired or provided herders as a means to
collection in Denver, Colorado)
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prevent wandering livestock from damaging acequia bordos (embankments),
gardens, and crops. Time-honored custom and acequia governance dictated
that acequias and their bordos should be undisturbed and that repairs must be
made to diversion presas (dams).57 All componentes (members) of the acequia
association guarded acequias against damage and the attendant water loss;
water delivered by the acequia was crucial to growing their crops and securing their livelihood.
Widow María Rosa Gómez’s property incurred damage near the presa
where the Cucharas River was raised to regulate and divert water through the
inlet. According to a ledger entry on 25 February 1884, Gómez acknowledged
that she kept livestock on her property. Often children “as young as five years
old” were responsible for watching livestock, and Gómez had children working for her. According to the census of 1870, eight-year-old Gavino Chaves was
listed as a goat herder in the Gómez household. In 1880 a thirteen-year-old
Indian captive, Florentino, was cited as a servant who herded cattle on the
Gómez ranch.58 However, she did not want to be held liable for damages
caused to the “zanja” (sanjeo, or drainage off the acequia bordo) by her
animals, nor did she want to receive claims for its repairs.59 Damage to the
acequia was a serious matter that would have raised major issues and discussion among the parciantes, especially because spring cleaning would begin
the following month. Mayordomo Juan Tomás Espinoza formally recorded
Gómez’s concerns as an official document in the ledger. Fifteen parciantes
and a witness not associated with the ditch signed their names, effectively
agreeing not to hold Gómez liable for the damages.60
Parciantes could irrigate only when it was their turn or when the mayordomo
approved water usage. They were legally accountable for water theft if they
irrigated out of turn, over the limit, or if they made unauthorized cuts into the
ditch. In 1885 the Madrid Ditch Association’s fine for taking water without the
mayordomo’s permission ranged from one dollar to three dollars. This fine
applied to both parciantes and nonmembers. By 1890 fines and punishments
for repeat offenders were left to the discretion of the mayordomo. 61 A parciante
who was delinquent in the payment of his or her assessment or who failed to
perform the required work on the ditch could lose rights to the water. The
mayordomo could lock a parciante’s headgate if he or she interfered with the
acequia in any manner, took water without permission, irrigated out of turn,
or accumulated unpaid fines. Although the Madrid Ditch Association owned
three padlocks, none of the ledger entries specifically cite a mayordomo locking
a parciante’s headgate.62
The second case of conciliation occurred after a nonparciante was fined
for stealing water, a serious offense punishable by law. In 1895 the association
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ill. 7. madrid ditch no. 2
mayordomo teófilo bustos
and his wife, maría virginia
lucero (back row) with
carmel bustos (groom), and
rafaelita ruybali (bride)
(Photograph courtesy Richard
Bustos)

approved a regla that proposed fines
between one and three pesos for
parciantes and nonparciantes that
cut into the ditch without the mayordomo’s permission.63 On 23 March
1896, sixty-one-year-old Mauricio
Romero, a nonmember, cut illegally
into the Madrid Ditch, stealing water
from the association. For this offense,
he was fined only $1.50. It is unclear
why the fine was so low. According to the entry, parciante Antonio Tírcio
Bustos paid Romero’s fine, saving the association from the costs incurred
through formal litigation. By paying Romero’s fine, Bustos acted as a conciliator fostering comunidad (community) between Romero and the association.64
This act quickly resolved the conflict and contributed to tranquil relations in
the community.
Major concerns emerged when Anglos unfamiliar with the Spanish
language and acequia customs became members of the Madrid Ditch
Association. The ledger entries identify two “americanos” as parciantes of
the Madrid Ditch. George Mitrovich acquired water rights after purchasing
land in 1897. In March 1898, mayordomo Teófilo Bustos awarded Mitrovich a
surco of water, thereby officially recognizing him as a parciante.65 According
to ledger entries, William B. Wayt was a parciante in 1901, 1902, and 1908. On
3 August 1901, an unnamed peon worked nine days on the ditch in his place.
Two days later, mayordomo José Federico Chavez fined Wayt for disobeying
a directive and irrigating without permission.66
Acequia associations imposed fines when parciantes did not attend the
first spring cleaning because irrigators had to invest labor in their fields in
order to receive water for their crops. Spring cleaning began at the headgate
located on the south bank of the Cucharas River near the property of María
Rosa Gómez, and it proceeded northeast over the Walsen Arroyo “as far as
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map 2. map of the madrid ditch no. 2 in cucharas, colorado
(Map courtesy Virginia Sanchez)

the eastern line of Manuel Antonio Lucero’s land,” a length of roughly three
miles.67 Parciantes were supposed to attend and participate in the cleaning of
the ditch, work that would last until the ditch was ready to carry and deliver
the water. The association did not consider illness a valid excuse for absence
during the spring cleaning. A ledger entry from 1902 stated that if a parciante
could not answer the mayordomo’s call for work, he (or she) was obligated to
send in his place a peon to perform work equal to that of the other parciantes.
If the parciante’s replacement failed to perform a fair share of work, the
parciante paid the association restitution in the form of labor as determined
by the comisión (commission or board members).68 The association needed
workers who were willing to invest the labor required to keep the ditch in
working order. A peon’s inability or unwillingness to perform his fair share
of work meant that the other parciantes had to work harder and longer to
complete the task. The spring cleaning and periodic emergency ditch repairs
were family and community affairs that involved the participation of multiple
generations and perhaps served as a child’s rite of passage into comunidad.
Older parciantes and former mayordomos shared their knowledge of irrigation
techniques and water-flow control, passing down instruction in local rules,
practices, and standards from generation to generation. 69
Parciantes lived relatively close to one another; therefore, notices of ditch
meetings and work calls spread informally in Spanish by word of mouth. A
page fragment dated 1902 contains a draft in English of a spring cleaning no-
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tice from the comisión. Larger ditch companies publicized notices of annual
and special meetings in local newspapers and also sent notices via postcards
or letters thirty days before the meeting. Cucharas had no newspaper, and the
Madrid Ditch Association’s treasury lacked sufficient funds to pay for such
notices in the Walsenburg newspaper. According to the Madrid Ditch announcement, each parciante received written notice in English of the spring
cleaning start date.70 The notice informed English-speaking parciantes, “los
americanos,” of the acequia’s right to compulsory labor without involving the
legal system.71 Unfortunately, ledger entries do not indicate whether the notice
was ever distributed or specifically for whom the notice was intended. Féliz
Cruz, who translated the Madrid Ditch bylaws into English the same year,
most likely translated this notice. Because the mayordomos possibly did not
know how to spell or pronounce their names, various ledger entries recorded
Wayt or Mitrovich simply as “americano,” “el americano,” or by name with
variant spellings. The mayordomos may have referred to Wayt and Mitrovich
pejoratively as “americano” because they distrusted the easterners who took
water and the finest land; the two outsiders disregarded acequia norms and
traditions; or they represented unsettling or unwanted economic, social, and
political changes. According to the Madrid Ditch entries, no americano was
a parciante between 1909 and 1923, and none were ever elected to positions
of acequia leadership.
In several instances, volumes 1 and 2 of the Madrid Ditch entries cite the
participation of female parciantes in acequia governance. Women assumed
the role of parciante in several ways: their purchase of land irrigated by the
Madrid Ditch, marriage to a parciante, the death of a spouse or father, or their
relationship to mothers or brothers who were parciantes. The names of six
women appear in the entries dated between 1884 and 1903.72 The ledger entries
associated with these women describe the receipt of monetary contributions,
work, fines, and miscellaneous donations to the acequia.73 Although some
female parciantes of the Madrid Ditch were financially able to hire peons
to do the spring cleaning on their behalf, they likely bartered and paid them
in livestock rather than cash. Historically, acequia associations assessed a tax
in lieu of a woman’s physical labor during the spring cleaning.74 The Madrid
Ditch Association’s entries do not indicate that it assessed such a tax.
Passages in the ledger do not mention whether these female parciantes
actually performed physical labor on the acequia, but when their husbands,
fathers, or brothers left Cucharas periodically or permanently to work as
laborers for the railroad, the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, area coal
mines, or as sheep shearers and farm hands, these women tended the family
farms, maintained the sangrias (lateral ditches) that irrigated their crops, and,
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during water shortages, took turns irrigating at night. They knew irrigation
techniques as well as acequia customs and governance. To help manage
their time, they sent children to deliver goods and messages and had them
perform small tasks. Women and their older children could ride horses to run
such errands. They knew how to bridle and harness a team of draft animals,
hitch the team to a wagon or plow, and maneuver the team to haul rocks
and branches to and from acequia work sites.
Additionally, documented cases of captivity in Cucharas supply interesting
and essential accounts of interethnic and intercultural coexistence. Several
Cuchareños spoke the Ute language and held Indian captives.75 Their captives
toiled as household cooks and caregivers, sheepherders and shearers, weavers, acequia peons, crop tenders, and camp laborers who tanned hides and
prepared meat. Hispanos and Native Americans acquired children, infants,
and women of child-bearing age as part of the spoils of war, through kidnapping, in trade or exchange, and through abandonment or birth. Traders sold
captured children for fifty to one hundred dollars. When an Indian captive
entered a Hispano household, he or she was acculturated through the act
of a Catholic baptism, during which the captive received a new name and
was adopted into a family. Indian captives learned Spanish, assimilated into
the Hispanic culture, and followed Catholic doctrine. On the treatment of
captives, Sporleder commented, “This institution of a modified slavery was
not at all a harsh one for the captives were kindly treated, kept the same as
the rancher’s children, and when of age often married into the ranch owner’s
own family, or were established in business.” He did not take into account
the fact that captives, who witnessed the slaughter of their family members
during raiding expeditions, were forced to live and work among strangers and
subsequently lost their Native identities and heritage.76
The lives of María Viviana Cisneros, María Rosa Gómez, and María Dolores
Vallejos provide examples of the relationship of female landowners to their
Indian captives. Cisneros married widower Quirino Maes in 1868 at Conejos,
Colorado, becoming his third wife.77 At the time, Maes held four Indian captives.78 By 1870 Cisneros no longer appeared in the household census.79 By 1885,
now divorced from Maes, she was living in Cucharas employed as a cook.80
Because the Indian captives were the property of her husband, none of them
followed her to Cucharas. Cisneros purchased land irrigated by the Madrid
Ditch from her brother in 1895 and was a parciante until 1902. 81
Before 1870 María Rosa Gómez and her husband, Manuel Gonzales,
brought five Indian captives with them when they moved from Rio Colorado,
New Mexico, to Cucharas.82 By 1880 she was a fifty-year-old widow with two
additional captives.83 Five years later, she was raising crops and fifteen hundred
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sheep with the assistance of hired laborers and Indian captives.84 It is unclear
whether she paid her captives for the labor they performed. Gómez was a
parciante of the Madrid Ditch from at least 1884 to 1888, when she received
a patent on her land.85 By 1900 she was living in Cucharas with her captive
Florentino Gonzales.86
Some female captives bore the children of their owners. Her illegitimate
offspring became the property of her owner and provided additional household help. Antonio José Vallejos was one of eight men who wintered in the
Lower Cuchara Valley in 1862. He and his wife, María Soledad Romero,
brought two Navajo captives with them when they settled permanently at
Cucharas around 1865. Captive María Dolores was sixteen years old when
she was baptized in the Catholic faith and incorporated into the Vallejos family.87 As a female captive, she had the “dual responsibilities” of serving Soledad
Romero until her death in 1883 and providing “subordinate sex” between 1867
and 1885 to Vallejos, who fathered six children with her.88 After the death of
Soledad Romero, and seventeen days after the birth of their last child, Vallejos
married María Dolores on 29 August 1885. Before parish priest Fr. Gabriel Ussel, the groom declared that two daughters and son José Manuel were his by
María Dolores and that “he legitimized them through this marriage.”89 Father
Ussel christened their female infant the following day.90
When María Dolores married Vallejos, her status rose from that of a
servant who satisfied the sexual needs of her master to a dedicated wife and
doña de la casa (lady of the house). Her children were no longer “fictive kin”
but acknowledged heirs. When Vallejos died in 1892 at the age of eighty-five,
his will divided his estate among María Dolores, six biological children, and
an adopted Navajo captive named José Hilario. María Dolores received “all
household furniture, books, fuel, and provisions and stores.”91 José Hilario
had been a captive in the Vallejos family since 1860. Since he was acquired
at the early age of two, María Dolores became not only his surrogate mother,
but also a connection to his Navajo heritage.92 By 1900 she was accepting
boarders while living with José Hilario and his family.93 Navajo captive María
Dolores, who served as both a servant and a concubine, became a surrogate
mother, biological mother, stepmother, parciante, and wage earner. She was
a parciante of the Madrid Ditch from 1884 to 1902.
Cisneros, Gómez, and María Dolores were three of six independent female
parciantes who, in their husbands’ absence, became heads of households.
They managed all domestic affairs from the house to the fields and were
members of the Madrid Ditch acequia association. According to Madrid
Ditch ledger entries, no female was elected to positions of acequia leadership
during the period studied. Yet for their time, they were strong, independent
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women directing the fortunes of their
family in the Lower Cuchara Valley.
Between 1884 and 1903, no one
filed water-related cases against the
mayordomos of the Madrid Ditch.
This was due to the way they allocated available water, by responding
first to the greatest need, and then
to their compadrazco relationships.
As parciantes and compadres, they
relied on one another during planting and harvest seasons and in times
of drought. They may have had their ill. 8. girl and dog sitting above the
madrid ditch no. 2
differences and argued about who
(Photograph courtesy Donald Romero)
stole water, who did not close their
headgate on time, and who received water during times of drought, but as
compadres they shared a mutual respect.94 Each parciante benefited from
his or her associations and family obligations. Many changes throughout the
years tested the parciantes’ ties to family, community, and water. The increasing loss of water tested their commitment to traditional cultural principles of
acequia governance. Water loss continually threatened their acequia system
as fewer dues-paying parciantes remained to work the spring cleaning. Since
the Madrid Ditch was not organized as a mutual ditch, its parciantes were
less able to enforce their bylaws and organize as needed to maintain their
acequia.95 Contributing toward acequia dues and expenses stretched family
budgets. Sons and grandsons who now lived farther away were called upon
for their much-needed labor during the spring cleaning. Gradually, the annual spring cleaning became a chore rather than a celebration of community.
Regrettably, of the eighteen parciantes named in the initial water claim, only
six were still associated with the Madrid Ditch some thirty years later.96
Today you can drive on Highway 10, eight miles northeast of Walsenburg,
and not know that nearly a hundred and fifty years ago a vigorous community
thrived there. Few remnants of Cucharas remain scattered across this small
farming and stock-raising area in Huerfano County. Mounds of melted
adobe appear where the homes of the Cuchareños once stood, and because
railroad town buildings were picked up and moved as easily as they were
laid, nothing remains of the Cucharas City railroad community. Although
the Madrid Ditch No. 2 no longer carries water and blown dirt has filled its
trenches, the remains of its snake-like path are reminders of its function and
significance to Hispano acequia governance and custom in the Southwest.
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Notes
1. The Upper Cuchara Valley is just south of La Veta, Colorado. Huérfano is Spanish for orphan. Huerfano County was named for the large butte that stands east of
present-day Interstate 25 and north of Walsenburg near the Huerfano River.
2. Madrid Ditch Ledger, vol. 1 (1884–1912) in private collection in Denver, Colorado;
and Madrid Ditch Ledger, vol. 2 (1913–1923) in private collection in Pueblo, Colorado
[hereafter vol. 1, MDL or vol. 2, MDL].
3. According to the Madrid Ditch ledgers, the following men served as mayordomos:
brothers Antonio Tírcio Bustos (1907, 1908) and Teófilo Bustos (1897, 1914, 1917,
1919, 1922); Juan de José Florentino Chavez (1916) and his son José Federico Chavez
(1901); José Concepción Cisneros (1895, 1902) and his brother José Antonio Cisneros
(1898); Manuel Antonio Lucero (1905, 1915, 1923); Gabriél Madríd (1901); and José
Eulogio Martínez (1912). Madríd and José Federico Chavez both served as mayor
domos during 1901. Several mayordomos were in compadrazco (family unions as a
result of baptism or marriage) relationships.
4. The mayordomos of the Madrid Ditch used the following letters in Castilian Spanish:
b for v, c for s and vice versa, ch for c, da for dad, i for y, ll for i, g for j, n for m, and
s for z.
5. Although several pages from volume 1 (1884–1912) were intermittently ripped from
the ledger, parciantes (irrigators) of the Madrid Ditch combined reglas (rules or
regulations) from ledger entries recorded in 1885, 1890, and 1891 to develop the association’s bylaws. The English translation of those entry pages appears on the back
of volume 2 (1913–1923). The pages removed from volume 1 were given to Féliz Cruz,
who translated them into English. On 10 August 1901, Cruz, who was not associated
with the Madrid Ditch, attested before the Huerfano County Court that the bylaws
appeared as recorded in the ledger. He charged the commission $2.00 for his translation services. See expenses paid in 1902, vol. 1, MDL.
6. This article is not a comprehensive, in-depth study of acequia governance and culture.
For this type of study, readers should consult the following articles and books: Malcolm
Ebright, “Sharing the Shortages: Water Litigation and Regulation in Hispanic New
Mexico, 1600–1850,” New Mexico Historical Review 75 (January 2001): 3–45; John O.
Baxter, Dividing New Mexico’s Waters, 1700–1912 (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1997); John O. Baxter, “Measuring New Mexico’s Irrigation Water: How
Big is a Surco?” New Mexico Historical Review 75 (July 2000): 397–413; Gregory Hicks
and Devon Peña, “Community Acequias in Colorado’s Rio Culebra Watershed: A
Customary Commons in the Domain of Prior Appropriation,” University of Colorado
Law Review 74 (spring 2003): 387–486; José A. Rivera, Acequia Culture: Water, Land,
and Community in the Southwest (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
1998); Michael C. Meyer, Water in the Hispanic Southwest: A Social and Legal History, 1550–1850 (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1984); and Malcolm Ebright,
“Whiskey is for Drinking, Water is for Fighting: Water Allocation in Territorial New
Mexico,” New Mexico Historical Review 81 (summer 2006): 253–98.
7. Writers John H. Beadle, Louis B. Sporleder, and Helen Hunt Jackson recorded
some of the earliest accounts of Cucharas. Beadle, a western correspondent for the
Cincinnati (Ohio) Commercial, wrote The Undeveloped West: Or, Five Years in the
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Territories (1873), in which he briefly related his one-night stay at Cucharas in 1872.
Sporleder, who arrived in Cucharas by stage in 1874 and eventually made his home
in Walsenburg, composed a few oral histories and articles about the area’s local communities. Jackson published several stories about her travels through Huerfano County
in her book, Bits of Travel at Home (1878). She was married to William S. Jackson, a
prominent citizen of Colorado Springs and secretary-treasurer of the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad (DRGR). Virginia McConnell Simmons, The San Luis Valley: Land
of the Six-Armed Cross, 2d ed. (Boulder: University Press of Colorado, 1999), 158. Editors
of local and regional English-language newspapers from Denver, Colorado Springs,
Pueblo, Walsenburg, and Trinidad worked with the DRGR to promote land in Cucharas and attract Anglo businessmen and farmers. Advertisements in these newspapers
claimed that the land was under ditch and cultivated predominantly by Mexicans
who were willing to sell. Acequia lands were deemed to be more productive in the
“profitable hands of hard-working Anglos” with superior tools and farm management
skills. Walsenburg (Colo.) Huerfano Cactus, 10 May 1884, p. 3. The Colorado Historical Society in Denver contains the archives of the Huerfano Cactus. Unfortunately,
no back issues of the regional Spanish-language newspapers, such as the Anunciador,
El Progreso, and La Opinión Pública, survive today. This absence leaves scholars and
researchers uncertain about the types of news reported to Hispanic readers. In addition
to the scant published accounts, this author analyzed maps, acequia ledgers, water
decrees, and oral histories to document the history of the Madrid Ditch. The Anunciador, edited by Huerfano County judge José Anasatacio J. Valdéz, was owned by Dr.
Michael Beshoar of Trinidad, Colorado. See Colorado Historical Society, Portrait and
Biographical Record of the State of Colorado, Containing Portraits and Biographies of
Many Well-Known Citizens of the Past and Present (Chicago: Chapman Publishing
Company, 1899), 197. The Cuchareños (Hispanos living within the community) likely
had access to El Progreso, a Spanish-language newspaper owned by Casimiro Barela
in Trinidad. See José Emilio Fernandez, The Biography of Casimiro Barela, trans. and
annot. A. Gabriel Meléndez (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2003),
xxxvii. Barela, from Las Animas County, served the longest term as a state senator in
Colorado history. “The Public Opinion Company incorporated and purchased La
Opinión Pública (1904–1913) with the intention of publishing a Spanish newspaper in
Walsenburg, Colorado. The company directors [were] J. D. Montez, P. L. [Pantaleon]
Sanchez, A. T. [Antonio Tírcio] Bustos, Juan A. Medina, T. D. Baird, A. D. [Antonio
Domingo] Valdéz, J. B. [Jefferson Bouragard] Farr, J. B. Dick, and Adolph Unfug,”
Walsenburg (Colo.) World, 30 January 1908. See also Nancy Christofferson, “Remember
When,” Walsenburg (Colo.) Huerfano World, 20 June 1991. Spanish-language weekly
papers printed in Walsenburg during a later period included El Imparciál (1911–1914),
El Clarín Americano (1919–1920), El Clarín (1934–1942), and El Clarión (1942–1951).
None of these newspapers survive today. The Walsenburg (Colo.) Huerfano Independent,
a weekly newspaper, was printed in English and Spanish between December 1875 and
September 1876. See Donald E. Oehlerts, Guide to Colorado Newspapers, 1859–1963
(Denver, Colo.: Bibliographical Center for Research, Rocky Mountain Region, 1964),
79–80. Copy at Colorado Historical Society, Denver.
8. This Cucharas is not to be confused with Cucharas Camps (est. 1906), located southeast of La Veta in the Upper Cuchara Valley. Because of the economic conditions
that affected the area, Cucharas no longer exists. In this article, I use the term Anglo
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rather than white or Euroamerican. I use the term Hispano to refer to the Spanishspeaking, non-Anglo citizens of southern Colorado and New Mexico.
The men were José Rafael Esquibel, José Andrés Roybal, José Mariano de Jesús Valdéz,
Desiderio Valencia, Antonio José Vallejos, and the Jaquez brothers—José Salomé, José
Eusequio, and Juan Ignacio. Louis B. Sporleder, “La Plaza de los Leones,” Colorado
Magazine, 10 January 1933, 35.
By 1870 José Mariano de Jesús Valdéz was a successful Cucharas stockman who raised
sheep and held one thousand dollars in personal assets and real estate. Huerfano
County Census, 1870, dwelling 45, household 45, line 10, p. 6, http://www.ancestry.
com. He raised his family in Cucharas and encouraged his children to live “honored
and useful lives.” At the age of eighty-eight, he died at Turkey Creek on 25 December
1894. Walsenburg (Colo.) World, 27 December 1894.
La Plaza de los Leones, named after Miguel Antonio León, became the parent village
of the area when the Catholic church was built there in 1869. Howard L. Delaney, All
Our Yesterdays: The Story of St. Mary Parish, Walsenburg, Colorado (Walsenburg, Colo.:
Consolidated Publishing, 1944), 18. See also Sporleder, “La Plaza de los Leones,” 30.
Cucharas lay within Township 27 South (Tw27S) and Township 28 South (Tw28S),
and between Range 65 West (R65W) and Range 66 West (R66W) of the Sixth Prime
Meridian [hereafter Tw#S R#W]. This research provides details about Cucharas as
a relay station, which cannot be found in any history books or on Colorado maps.
Unfortunately, the relay station was not inventoried, surveyed, or photographed before
it was destroyed. “The post office, stage station, and Cucharas Plaza were located
on the Cucharas River. The Mexican plaza was about a half mile from the post office.” “The Cucharas,” Pueblo (Colo.) Chieftan, 3 June 1874, p. 2, col. 1. According
to Celedon Bustos, his grandfather took care of stage horses at La Posta, an area of
Cucharas situated along the old Denver–Santa Fe Road where mail was picked up
and delivered. The corral for stage horses was located southwest of the crossing of the
Denver–Santa Fe Road. Celedon Bustos, telephone interview with author, 1 October
2004, Albuquerque, New Mexico; Marvin Davis, telephone interview with author, 6
November 2007, Walsenburg, Colorado. The name of the resident penitente group
was La Fraternidad Piedosa de Nuestro Padre Jesús Nazareno.
The Cuchareños referred to this area as El Alto, the area above or north of the
Cucharas River. Guerminia Eugenia “Jean” Barela Silva, interview with author, 4
May 2002, Pueblo, Colorado.
Herbert O. Brayer, Early Financing of the Denver and Rio Grande Railway and Ancillary
Land Companies, 1871–1878, vol. 2, William Blackmore: A Case Study in the Economic
Development of the West (Denver, Colo.: Bradford-Robinson, 1949), 178.
Frank Hall, History of the State of Colorado: Embracing Accounts of the Pre-Historic
Races and Their Remains; the Earliest Spanish, French, and American Explorations;
the Lives of the Primitive Hunters, Trappers, and Traders; the Commerce of the Prairies;
the First American Settlements Founded; the Original Discoveries of Gold in the Rocky
Mountains; the Development of Cities and Towns, with the Various Phases of Industrial and Political Transition, from 1858 to 1890, 4 vols. (Chicago: Blakely Printing,
1889–1895), 3:494. See also Sarah Deutsch, No Separate Refuge: Culture, Class, and
Gender on an Anglo-Hispanic Frontier in the American Southwest, 1880–1940 (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1987), 102.
This settlement became known as the Kansas Colony because sixteen of its nineteen inhabitants were from Johnson and Miami counties in Kansas. Pueblo (Colo.)
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Chieftain, 14 May 1873, p. 2, Colorado Historic Newspapers Collection, http://www.
coloradohistoricnewspapers.org.
Stephen Rasmussen, The Rio Grande’s La Veta Pass Route: Gateway to the San Luis
Valley (Burlington, Vt.: Evergreen Press, 2000), 9, 12.
Hall, “History of Huerfano County,” in History of the State of Colorado, 3:494. See
also Deutsch, No Separate Refuge, 102.
Elected members of the Colorado Legislative Assembly proposed legislation designed
to suppress Hispano rights. Proposed legislation in 1879 required that stockmen and
cattle owners raise only prize bulls. Legal rulings in 1885 stated that Hispanos had to
be able to speak and understand English in order to serve on a jury. Fernandez, The
Biography of Casimiro Barela, 43, 49–50.
For information on the Gabriél Madrid Ditch No. 2, see Jesús M. Cisneros to María
Bibian[a] Maes, 4 February 1895, Warrantee Deed No. 15908, p. 450, bk. 40, Huerfano
County Public Records, Huerfano County Courthouse, Walsenburg, Colorado.
The eighteen parciantes represented by this claim were Manuelita Maes and her
sons Antonio Tírcio Bustos, Juan Basilio Bustos, and Teófilo Bustos; José Federico
Chavez; José Concepción Cisneros and his siblings Jesús María Cisneros, José
Antonio Cisneros, and Viviana Cisneros; Juan Tomás Espinoza; Ramon Gonzales;
Féliz Lucero and his brother Manuel Antonio Lucero; Juan Jesús Lucero; Gabriél
Madríl [Madríd]; Antonio A. Martínez; [José] Eulogio Martínez; and María Dolores
Vallejos. Madrid Ditch No. 2, p. 327, no. 22, Killian Water Decree, Ditch ID 601,
Water District 16, Water Division 2, Colorado Division of Water Resources, Denver,
Colorado. See also Madrid Ditch No. 2, p. 221, vol. 2, Huerfano County District
Court Law Record Book, Huerfano County Courthouse, Walsenburg, Colorado.
It took almost a year and a half for the association to receive an additional 7.4 cubic
feet of water for irrigation under Priority no. 63. Priority no. 63, Madrid Ditch No. 2,
pp. 213–14, no. 53, Reed Water Decree, Ditch ID 601, Water District 16, Water Division 2, Colorado Division of Water Resources, Denver, Colorado. There were eight
acequias and one reservoir in Cucharas: the Ballejos, Duran, Lucero, McCaskill,
Madrid Ditch No. 2, Mexican, Old Time, and Sanchez. The Lucero Ditch was
transferred to the Duran Ditch to irrigate twenty-five acres, and today it continues to
feed the Stevens Reservoir. Lucero Ditch Water Rights Report, Ditch ID 1115, Water
District 16, Water Division 2, Colorado Division of Water Resources, http://cdss.state.
co.us/DNN/WaterRights/tabid/76/Default.aspx. See also Priority no. 21, 13 June 1871,
p. 62, no. 17, Duran Ditch Decree, Killian Water Decree, Huerfano County Public
Records, Huerfano County Courthouse, Walsenburg, Colorado.
Hicks and Peña, “Community Acequias,” 442.
Sporleder, “La Plaza de los Leones,” 29.
Hicks and Peña, “Community Acequias,” 399, 418. Two separate acts made the
Colorado Water Law of 1866, originally enacted for Costilla and Conejos counties,
applicable to Huerfano and Las Animas counties. See An Act to Regulate Ditches
Used for Farming Purposes in Costilla and Conejos Counties (5 February 1861),
Territory of Colorado General Laws (Central City-Miner’s Register Office 1866);
An Act to Extend and Make Applicable to the County of Las Animas, the Act to
Regulate Ditches Used for Farming Purposes in Costilla and Conejos Counties (9
February 1872), Territory of Colorado General Laws (Central City-Register Office
1872); and An Act to Extend and Make Applicable to the County of Huerfano, the
Act entitled an Act to Regulate Ditches Used for Farming Purposes in Costilla and
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Conejo Counties (22 January 1872), Territory of Colorado General Laws (Central
City-Register Office 1872).
Entry 1896, vol. 1, MDL.
The parciantes represented by this claim were Antonio J. (Tírcio) Bustos, Juan A.
(Basilio) Bustos, Juan F. (Juan de José Florentino) Chavez, María Rosa Gómez, Felíz
Lucero and his brother Manuel Antonio Lucero, Juan Jesús Lucero, Gabriél Madríd,
Antonio A. Martínez, José Eulogio Martínez, and Antonio José Vallejos. Madrid Ditch
No. 2, pp. 213–14, no. 53, Reed Water Decree, Ditch ID 601, Water District 16, Water
Division 2, Colorado Division of Water Resources, Denver, Colorado.
Lumber was used to construct and maintain the headgate, bridges, and two canoas
(flumes). See entries 23 March 1896 and 19 April 1901, vol. 1, MDL. See also entry 7
April 1915, vol. 2, MDL.
Entry 1896, vol. 1, MDL. Unfortunately, no examples of canoas are known to exist
in Colorado. Michael Holleran, Historic Context for Irrigation and Water Supply:
Ditches and Canals in Colorado, Colorado Center for Preservation Research (Denver:
University of Colorado at Denver and Health Sciences Center, 2005), 61.
Ralph L. Parshall, “Irrigation in Colorado,” pp. 3–4, Special Collections Department,
Morgan Library, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado.
Madrid Ditch No. 2, pp. 213–14, no. 53, Reed Water Decree, Ditch ID 601, Water District
16, Water Division 2, Colorado Division of Water Resources, Denver, Colorado.
Michael C. Meyer, Water in the Hispanic Southwest: A Social and Legal History,
1550–1850 (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1984), 65.
Entry 15 March 1898, vol. 1, MDL.
Baxter, “Measuring New Mexico’s Irrigation Water: How Big is a Surco?” 403.
The miner’s inch originated in California after the gold rush of 1849. It evolved into
the cubic-foot-per-second unit used today. U.S. Forest Service, Streams Systems
Technology Center, “Ask Doctor Hydro,” http://www.stream.fs.fed.us/news/streamnt/
jan97/jan97a2.htm#anchortop.
Ebright, “Sharing the Shortages,” 11, 15–17.
As another example of these egalitarian policies, the ledger states, “Bien entendido que
el mayordomo tendra que ver en igualdad a todos con respecto ala distribucion del
agua” (It is well understood that the mayordomo must see [assure] that all [parciantes]
receive equitable distribution of the water). The term igualdad refers to equity and
not equality. Undated entry to amend the fine for taking water without permission,
p. 8, section 6, vol. 1, MDL.
Baxter, Dividing New Mexico’s Water, 87.
Ebright, “Sharing the Shortages,” 11, 33.
A second entry also dated 15 March 1898 lists twenty-one parciantes. The mayordomo
wrote distritos but meant distributos, from the transitional verb distribuir, meaning to
deliver water: “Nuestro mayordomo queda con autoridad para que divida el regadio
en dos distritos de riego para mejor conveniencia de todos. Bien entendido que
nada de lo contenido en esta seccion [Seccion 8] afectará ho impidira el derecho
que cada uno aya gana con su trabajo” (Our mayordomo is authorized to divide
the irrigation water into two deliveries for the best convenience of everyone. It
is understood that none of the contents in this section [Section 8] will affect or
impede the right each has earned by his labor). Entry 15 March 1898, section 8,
vol. 1, MDL.
Hicks and Peña, “Community Acequias,” 442.
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42. Entry 1903, English translation of bylaws, section 1, p. 1, vol. 1, MDL. See also entry
9 March 1885, Spanish bylaws, p. 1, vol. 2, MDL.
43. Ebright, “Whiskey is for Drinking, Water is for Fighting,” 253.
44. Between 1881 and 1903, the DRGR’s water services included two wooden water tanks,
three wells, and one cistern. “Cuchara, Station and Misc. Buildings—Pump House,”
in Building and Bridges Book, author unknown, pp. 308, 314, 315, 317, Robert W.
Richardson Railroad Library, Colorado Railroad Museum, Golden, Colorado.
45. The Duran Ditch was constructed in 1871 and was located north of the Cucharas
River. It was named for Cucharas residents José Reyes Duran and his brother Manuel
Duran. Manuel Duran, José Leonides Valdéz, and Walter V. Stevens claimed the
Duran Ditch, which irrigated a total of twenty-five acres. Duran Ditch, p. 62, no. 17,
Reed Water Decree, Ditch ID 626, Water District 16, Water Division 2, Colorado
Division of Water Resources, Denver, Colorado. Quotation from the Colorado Springs
Gazette, 21 November 1874, p. 4, Colorado Historic Newspapers Collection, http://
www.coloradohistoricnewspapers.org.
46. Alvin T. Steinel and D. W. Working, History of Agriculture in Colorado: A Chronological Record of Progress in the Development of General Farming, Livestock Production
and Agricultural Education and Investigation on the Western Border of the Great
Plains and in the Mountains of Colorado, 1858 to 1926 (Fort Collins, Colo.: State
Agricultural College, 1926), 230.
47. At the time, the reservoir was called Maria Lake. Doug Brgoch (water commissioner,
Water District 16, Water Division 2, Colorado Division of Water Resources), telephone
interview with author, 17 November 2005, La Veta, Colorado. The Stevens Reservoir
and Feeder was surveyed on 18 December 1890. Stevens Reservoir and Feeder Ditch,
3 January 1891, Map and Filing No. 25, Water District 16, Water Division 2, Colorado
Division of Water Resources, Denver, Colorado.
48. John Foster Read Exception Decree, 16 February 1894, Grand Docket 582, Walter V.
Stevens v. José Hilario Vallejos et al., p. 295, bk. 3, Huerfano County District Court
Law Record Book, Huerfano County Courthouse, Walsenburg, Colorado. See also
case CA0582, W. V. Stevens v. José Hilario Vallejos et al., in file no. 239, Lucero and
Duran Ditches and Stevens Reservoir, Water District 16, Water Division 2, Colorado
Division of Water Resources, Denver, Colorado.
49. By 1906 the DRGR obtained supplementary water for a pump house located on its
land south of the Cucharas River. Today, the Duran Ditch continues to feed water
from the Cucharas River into the Stevens Reservoir. “Cuchara, Station and Misc.
Buildings—Pump House,” 314.
50. The year is presumed to be 1912 because José Eulogio Martínez served as mayordomo
that year. Mayordomo Martínez wrote distrito but meant distributo, from the transitional verb distribuir, as in to deliver water: “Yo Marselina Martinez yo entrego la
agua por que no tengo uso por el dristrito [sic] del verano” (I, Marselina Martinez,
I pass the water to mayordomo Eulogio Martínez because I do not need it delivered
during the summer). “Yo Federico Chaves entrege la gua [sic] al mallordomo [por]
que no tengo uso por el distrito [sic] del veran[o]” (I, Federico Chaves, passed the
water to the mayordomo as I do not need it delivered during the summer). See entries
1 March [1912] and 27 March [1912], inside left cover, vol. 1, MDL.
51. Huerfano County Census, 1900, dwelling 339, household 356, line 52, sheet 14B,
Enumeration District [hereafter ED] 142, http://www.ancestry.com.
52. Entry 15 March 1898, section 8, vol. 1, MDL.
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53. Hicks and Peña, “Community Acequias,” 445, 447.
54. Liquid amounts were determined by the size of an opening, and time allotments were
usually based on fixed increments. See Meyer, Water in the Hispanic Southwest, 90.
55. The parciantes made the following acknowledgment of their united effort to maintain
and use the acequia: “Que nos concideramos con un derecho completo a todos y
cada uno de todos que pucieron sus esfuersos y trabajo desde el dia de su comienzo
y hasta el ultimo de su conclucion” (That we consider ourselves with a complete
right to each and every one of us who put forth his efforts and labor from the first day
[water ran in the acequia] to the last day [when the acequia no longer took water]).
See entry 20 April 1885, “Memorando Para Que Esista Para Protecion De Nuestros
Susesores” (Memorandum that Shall Exist to Protect Our Successors), vol. 1, MDL.
56. Baxter, Dividing New Mexico’s Water, 38.
57. The Colorado Fuel and Iron Company began producing barbed wire at Pueblo,
Colorado, in 1888. See “Giant of the West,” in The Co-Operative Century: The Colorado Cattlemen’s Association Centennial Celebration (Denver: Colorado Cattlemen’s
Centennial Commission, 1967), 55. See also Baxter, Dividing New Mexico’s Water, 64.
For information on acequia governance, see José A. Rivera, Acequia Culture: Water,
Land, and Community in the Southwest (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1998), 26.
58. James E. Brooks, Captives and Cousins: Slavery, Kinship, and Community in the
Southwest Borderlands (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2002), 109,
266; Huerfano County Census, 1870, dwelling 247, household 242, schedule 1, line
29, p. 28, http://www.ancestry.com; and Huerfano County Census, 1880, dwelling
307, household 307, line 29, p. 39C, ED 6, http://www.ancestry.com.
59. Rock piled in the river “forced the water to a high enough elevation so that [the water]
flowed through the headgate into the [acequia].” See Holleran, Historic Context for
Irrigation and Water Supply, 56, 57. The mayordomo referred to a zanja (drainage).
The mayordomo wrote asequia [sic], but clearly was referring to the presa (dam): “La
propiedad . . . es habitacion por sus propios animales y asi no permite le declamen
perjuicios por pisos en ningun tiempos; y asi mismo no los quiere reservir por la
construcion de la misma asequia” (The property . . . is where she keeps her livestock
and as such [she] will not permit anyone to claim [livestock] footstep damages at
any time; and as such [she] does not want [the animals] to prevent the construction
of the same [dam]). See entry 25 February 1884, p. 6, vol. 1, MDL.
60. The following parciantes signed the 1884 agreement: José Eulogio Martínez, Antonio Tírcio Bustos, Juan de José Florentino Chavez, Gabriél Madríl (Madríd), José
Ramón Gonzáles, Juan José Lucero, Jesús María Cisneros, Juan Tomás Espinoza,
Felíz Lucero, Manuel Antonio Lucero, María Dolores de Ballejos (Vallejos), Agustín
Bustos, Manuelita (Maes de) Bustos, Antonio Martínes, and Juan Basilio Bustos.
Non-parciante Diego A. Guillen witnessed the document. See entry 25 February
1884, p. 6, vol. 1, MDL.
61. Entry 9 March 1885, article 6, vol. 2, MDL. See also entry 6 March 1895, p. 8, section
6, vol. 1, MDL. For the year 1890, see entry 31 March 1890, article 1, vol. 2, MDL.
62. One padlock purchased for forty centavos on 12 March 1895, another purchased for
sixty-five centavos on 25 March 1899, and a “donation” of a padlock in payment of
two years fines on 8 May 1896. See entries 12 March 1895, 8 May 1896, and 25 March
1899, vol. 1, MDL.
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63. The mayordomo wrote the word componentes to signify components, parciantes, or
members of the acequia association: “Quedamos sujetos a sufrir una multa que no
suba de la contidad de $3.00 (tres pesos) ni baje de $1.00 (un peso) cualquiera persona
ya sea o no de los componentes” (We are subject to pay a fine that is no more than
$3.00 nor lower than $1.00 whether a person is or is not presently [a member] of the
acequia association). See entry 6 March 1895, p. 8, vol. 1, MDL.
64. Entry 23 March 1896, vol. 1, MDL.
65. Felix Lucero to George Mitrovics [sic], 26 July 1897, warrantee deed, p. 441, bk. 49,
Huerfano County Public Records, Huerfano County Courthouse, Walsenburg, Colorado. For George Mitrovich’s official recognition, see entry 15 March 1898, vol. 1, MDL.
66. William B. Wayt was born in Iowa around 1864 and later lived in Nebraska. He
was in Colorado by the 1880s. Arlene Johnston (Wayt descendant), e-mail message
to author, 26 January 2005; and entry 3 August 1901, vol. 1, MDL. Wayt was fined
five dollars: “Agosto 3 multa por disobedencia, tomo agua $5.00” (3 August, fine for
disobedience, took water $5.00). Entry 5 August 1901, vol. 1, MDL.
67. The Walsen Arroyo, named after Fred Walsen, ran through Manuel Antonio Lucero’s
property. For information on the Walsen Arroyo, see Manuel Antonio Lucero, 161.92
acre patent, Document No. 1881, filed 23 July 1887, Tw28S R65W, Huerfano County,
Colorado, Government Land Records, U.S. Bureau of Land Management, http://
www.glorecords.blm.gov/PatentSearch/Default.asp. See also 161 92/100 acres patent,
Homestead Certificate 1881, Grants NE 1/4, Section 6, Tw28S R65W, p. 214, bk. 19,
Huerfano County Public Records, Huerfano County Courthouse, Walsenburg,
Colorado. The excerpt is found in the following: article 3, bylaws, English translation,
p. 2, vol. 2, MDL; and Spanish original, vol. 2, MDL. The Madrid Ditch No. 2 ran
19,853 feet and irrigated 370 acres. See Plat Map of the Madriel [Madrid] Ditch No.
2, Map and Filing No. 51888, Tw27N and Tw28N, R65S and R66S, Water District
16, Water Division 2, Colorado Division of Water Resources, Denver, Colorado.
68. The parciante is “obligado de poner pion tan igual como cualisquiera otro de los
componentes o trabajadores consermientes en el trabajo” (obligated to select a peon
[substitute laborer] whose work effort is equal to that of the other components or
laborers). The parciantes elected their first comisionados (commissioners) in 1902.
They were José Concepción Cisneros, president and mayordomo; Manuel Antonio
Lucero, treasurer; and Antonio Tírcio Bustos, secretary. On the substitute laborer,
see entry 15 February 1902, vol. 1, MDL; for the comisionados, see entry 13 March
1902, vol. 1, MDL.
69. Jeffrey S. Smith, Matthew R. Engle, Douglas A. Hurt, Jeffery E. Roth, and James
M. Stevens, “La Cultura de la Acequia Madre: Cleaning a Community Irrigation
Ditch,” The North American Geographer 3 (2001): 14, 18–27; and Hicks and Peña,
“Community Acequias,” 461. See also Rivera, Acequia Culture, 80, 178.
70. “Records of Meetings of Board of Directors and Stockholders of Baca Irrigating
Company, 1885–1903,” section 4, article II, manuscript 1162, Officers, Colorado
Historical Society, Denver, Colorado; and fragment of letter in English, 15 February
1902, vol. 1, MDL.
71. Colorado water law granted acequia elected officials power to regulate compulsory
physical labor from parciantes who used the water. Hicks and Peña, “Community
Acequias,” 418. The written notice in the ledger was apparently intended for distribution only to the acequia’s non-Spanish-speaking parciantes. On 5 March 1902, only
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eight blank sheets of paper were purchased at an expense of thirty cents. See entry 5
March 1902, vol. 1, MDL.
These women were Elfida Roybal, María Manuela Maes, María Marcelina Martínez,
María Viviana Cisneros, María Rosa Gómez, and María Dolores Vallejos. Roybal
was the daughter of José Andrés Roybal, one of the eight men who first drove sheep
into the Lower Cuchara Valley in 1862. Roybal was the wife of Juan Basilio Bustos
and a parciante of the Madrid Ditch from 1902 to 1908. Maes was the widow of José
María Bustos and a parciante from 1884 to 1901. In 1892 she purchased property irrigated by the Madrid Ditch from her son, Juan Basilio Bustos. Martínez, the widow
of Gabriél Madríd, was a parciante in 1902 and 1903. María Dolores, a Navajo
captive, became the second wife of Antonio Jose Vallejos, another of the eight men
who first drove sheep into the Lower Cuchara Valley in 1862. She was a parciante
of the Madrid Ditch from 1884 to 1902. Juan Basilio Bustos with Elfida Royval [sic],
29 December 1886, Nuestra Señora de los Siete Dolores Registros de Matrimonios,
1871–1899, p. 170, vol. 1, St. Mary Parish Church, Walsenburg, Colorado; Juan B.
Bustos to Manuelita Bustos, 26 March 1892, Warrantee Deed No. 12244, p. 392, bk.
33, Huerfano County Public Records, Huerfano County Courthouse, Walsenburg,
Colorado; José María Bustos, 18 September 1881, Nuestra Señora de los Siete Dolores
Registros de Entierros, Septiembre 1876–Julio 25, 1895, p. 34, vol. 1, St. Mary Parish
Church, Walsenburg, Colorado; Gabriel Madril [sic] with Marcelina Martin [sic],
Nuestra Señora de los Siete Dolores Registros de Matrimonios, 1871–1899, p. 73, vol.
1, St. Mary Parish Church, Walsenburg, Colorado; and Antonio Jose Vallejos with
Maria Dolores Vallejos, 29 August 1885, Nuestra Señora de los Siete Dolores Registros de Matrimonios, 1871–1899, p. 157, vol. 1, St. Mary Parish Church, Walsenburg,
Colorado.
For example, on 23 March 1896, Maes was fined seventy-five cents for a day’s work
parciante don José Crispin Lucero was supposed to perform. For some unrecorded
reason, Lucero refused or declined to work on her behalf: “Dn Crispin Lucero reuzo
[rehuso] trabajar” (Don Crispin Lucero refused to work). Manuelita Bustos paid fifty
cents of her fine. See entry 23 March 1896, vol. 1, MDL.
A document from 1823 in Bexar County, Texas, cites this practice. See Meyer, Water
in the Hispanic Southwest, 70.
Although most Hispanos are familiar with the term criado (Indian caregiver or servant),
current historians use the term captive. Miguel Antonio Vallejos, a brother of Antonio
José Vallejos, spoke Ute and hosted “an occasional fiesta grande at his hacienda” in
Cucharas to honor Ute chiefs and their warriors. By 1867 Vallejos was the patrón of
the Cucharas community who “supervised the subdivision of land and directed the
building of [acequias] and the growing of crops.” By 1870 he had four Indian captives
in his household: Dolores, age 30; Josefa, age 15; Felipe, age 14; Nestor, age 3. On
Miguel Antonio Vallejos in Cucharas, see Louis B. Sporleder, “People,” p. 77, fol. 7,
box 2, Louis B. Sporleder Collection, Colorado Historical Society, Denver, Colorado;
and Pueblo (Colo.) Chieftain, 14 May 1878, p. 5, Colorado Historical Society, Denver,
Colorado. On the Indian captives in the Vallejos household, see Huerfano County
Census, 1870, dwelling 92, household 92, lines 14–17, p. 11, http://www.ancestry.com.
See also Brooks, Captives and Cousins, 30, 39; and Virginia Sanchez, “Hispano
Owners of Indian Captives in Cucharas, Colorado,” Colorado Hispanic Genealogist
5 (September 2008): 27–31. For the two reports by Colorado Indian agent Lafayette
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Head, see “Colorado Superintendency, 1865–1866,” frames 41–43 (Costilla County)
and frames 127–28 (Conejos County), r. 198, Letters Received by the Office of Indian
Affairs, 1824–1880, Microcopy 234 (Washington, D.C.: National Archives and Record
Service), Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Record Group 75, National Archives,
Rocky Mountain Region, Lakewood, Colorado [hereafter M234, RG75, NA].
Estevan Rael-Galvez, “Identifying Captivity and Capturing Identity: Narratives of
American Indian Slavery in Colorado and New Mexico, 1776–1934” (PhD diss.,
University of Michigan, 2002), 50; Brooks, Captives and Cousins, 4, 253, 266; and
Louis B. Sporleder, “People,” pp. 84–86, fol. 7, box 2, Louis B. Sporleder Collection,
Colorado Historical Society, Denver, Colorado.
Quirino Maes with Maria Viviana Sisneros, 17 January 1868, Casamientos de la Parroquia de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Conejos, Colorado, 9 Enero 1860–16
Febrero 1874, p. 98, bk. 1, Our Lady of Guadalupe Church, Conejos, Colorado. See
also Our Lady of Guadalupe Church, Conejos, Colorado, Marriage Registry, 9 January 1860 to 25 November 1881, p. 8, box 222, Omer C. Stewart Collection, Archives
of the University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado.
María Seferina was a twenty-eight-year-old Navajo when Quirino Maes purchased
her in 1863 from “Utah” Indians trading in Colorado Territory. José Gregorio was an
eighteen-year-old Navajo when purchased in 1853 from Mexicans trading in New
Mexico Territory. José was fifteen years old when purchased in 1861 from Mexicans
trading in New Mexico Territory. Rafaela was fifteen years old when purchased in
1861 from “Utahs” trading in Colorado Territory. All four captives chose not to return
to their tribes. According to two reports submitted by Lafayette Head in 1865, there
were over 280 Indian captives living in Conejos and Costilla counties. Some captives moved to Huerfano County with their owners. Although Head’s report states
“Mexican” traders, Head referred to Hispano traders from southern Colorado or New
Mexico who engaged in this type of raiding commerce. For the purchase of these
captives, see “Colorado Superintendency, 1865–1866,” line 68, frame 127, lines 66,
67, and 88, frame 128, r. 198, M234, RG75, NA. For a published compilation of the
captives reported by Head, including the additional unreported captives found in
Southern Colorado, see Virginia Sanchez, “Indian Captivity in Southern Colorado,”
The Colorado Genealogist 72 (August 2011): 61–73.
Quirino Maes’s personal estate was valued at four thousand dollars. His household included the following persons: Salvador, age 14, shepherd; Santiago, age 11; Henriquez
de Jesus, age 1; José Gregorio, age 21, Indian shepherd; Maria Seferina, age 25, Indian
servant; Margarita, age 25, Indian servant; Jesus M., age 2, Indian; Maria Margarita,
age 1 month, Indian. Las Animas County Census, 1870, dwelling 21, household 21,
lines 3–11, p. 3, http://www.ancestry.com.
Cisneros was employed in the Hilaria Osckell household. Huerfano County Census,
1885, dwelling 54, household 54, line 12, p. 6B, ED 2, http://www.ancestry.com.
Jesús M. Cisneros to Maria Bibian[a] Maes, 4 February 1895, Warrantee Deed No.
15908, p. 450, bk. 40, Huerfano County Public Records, Huerfano County Courthouse, Walsenburg, Colorado.
The household included the following persons: Manuel Gonzales, age 60, farmer;
Maria Rosa, age 30, wife; Maria Rita, age 12, [Navajo] Indian; Maria Antonia, age 7;
Francisco, age 10; Florentino, age 3; Gavino Chaves, age 8, goat herder. Huerfano
County Census, 1870, dwelling 247, household 242, schedule 1, lines 23–29, p. 28,
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http://www.ancestry.com. See also Maria Guadalupe, 31 August 1864, adult Navajo,
Church Records, 1852–1869, Microcopy 16622, Nuestra Señora de los Dolores Church,
Arroyo Hondo, New Mexico, Family History Library, Salt Lake City, Utah [hereafter
M16622, FHL]; Maria Guadalupe, 12 July 1863, age 9, entry 76, M16622, FHL; Jose
Francisco, 8 November 1863, age 7, entry 119, M16622, FHL; Maria de los Dolores, 9
October 1860, age 15, Ute, M16622, FHL; and Perfecto Medina with Maria Rita Gonzales, 22 January 1872, Nuestra Señora de los Siete Dolores Registros de Matrimonios,
1871–1899, p. 14, vol. 1, St. Mary Parish Church, Walsenburg, Colorado. María Rita
died in 1877, after the birth of daughter Juana Medina. Rita Gonzales, 9 November
1877, Nuestra Señora de los Siete Dolores Registros de Entierros, Septiembre 1876–
Julio 25, 1895, p. 13, vol. 1, St. Mary Parish Church, Walsenburg, Colorado.
The household included Maria Rosa Gonzales, age 50, sheep herder; Maria Antonia, age 6, adopted; Florentino, age 13, servant, cattle herder; Juanita, age 7, servant.
Huerfano County Census, 1880, dwelling 307, household 307, lines 37–40, p. 39C,
ED 6, http://www.ancestry.com.
Maria R. [Gomez] Gonzales, Huerfano County Agricultural Census, 1885, dwelling
84, household 84, schedule 1, line 3, p. A1, ED 2, http://www.ancestry.com.
Maria Rosa Gonzales, 160 acre patent, Document No. 3229, filed 28 April 1888, Tw28S
R66W, Huerfano County, Colorado, Government Land Records, U.S. Bureau of
Land Management, http://www.glorecords.blm.gov/PatentSearch/Default.asp.
Huerfano County Census, 1900, dwelling 329, household 346, lines 10–13, sheet 180A,
ED 142, http://www.ancestry.com. In 1884 Florentino Gonzales, in the household of
María Rosa Gómez, married María del Patrocinia Gómez. Jose Florentino Gonzales
with Maria del Patrocinia Gomez, 1 April 1884, Nuestra Señora de los Siete Dolores
Registro de Matrimonios, 1871–1899, p. 147, vol. 1, St. Mary Parish Church, Walsenburg, Colorado.
Rael-Galvez, “Identifying Captivity and Capturing Identity,” 50; Orlando Patterson,
Slavery and Social Death: A Comparative Study (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
Press, 1982), 105; Sporleder, “La Plaza de los Leones,” 35; and María Dolores, single,
Navajo, age 16, baptized 7 April 1865, adopted daughter of Antonio José Vallejos and
María Soledad Romero, Baptisms 1865–1917, Microcopy 16743, Sacred Heart Church,
Costilla, Taos County, New Mexico, Family History Library, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Brooks, Captives and Cousins, 237. The children of María Dolores and Antonio José
Vallejos included: María Gertrudes (b. abt. 1867), Luis Canuto (b. 1877), Vicenta (b.
1878), José Manuel (b. 1880), Juan Bautista (b. 1885), and María Soledad (b. 1885).
Antonio José’s will listed María Jetrudes [sic], María Bisenta [sic], María Solada [sic],
Luis Canuto, and José Manuel Vallejos as his children. Also listed as children were
María Biviana [sic], from his first marriage to María Soledad Romero, and José Ilario
[sic], his Navajo captive. Antonio José Vallejos, Will Record 20198-M, pp. 14–15, vol.
1, Huerfano County Wills, 1874–1911, Colorado State Archives, Denver, Colorado.
For more genealogical information on their children, see Nuestra Señora de los
Siete Dolores Registro de Matrimonios, 1871–1899, pp. 286, 318, vol. 1, St. Mary
Parish Church, Walsenburg, Colorado; and Our Lady of Sorrows/St. Mary Church,
Walsenburg, CO, Baptisms, May 15, 1878–April 05, 1886, entries 480, 990, 1282, 1377,
pp. 69, 142, 184, 197, vol. 2, St. Mary Parish Church, Walsenburg, Colorado.
Antonio José Vallejos declared that María Getrudis, age 15; Vicenta, age 8; and José
Manuel, age 5, were his children by María Dolores Vallejos: “Antonio José Vallejos
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viudo de María Soledad Romero, hijo legitimo de Juan [Bautista] Vallejos y de
Gertrudis Martin, con María Dolores Vallejos, famiela [sic] del mismo. Por delante
los testigos José Miguel [Antonio] Vallejos y Paula Martin, Antonio José Vallejos
declaró ser sus hijos, María Gertrudis edad de quince años, Vicenta de ocho años,
José Manuel de cinco años, hijos de la dicha María Dolores Vallejos, y los legitimó
por el acto de este matrimonio” (Antonio José Vallejos, widower of María Soledad
Romero, legitimate son of Juan [Bautista] Vallejos and of Gertrudis Martin, with
María Dolores Vallejos, in the family of the same. Before the witnesses José Miguel
[Antonio] Vallejos and Paula Martin, Antonio José Vallejos declared [the following]
to be his children: María Gertrudis, fifteen years old; Vicenta, of eight years, José
Manuel of five years, children of the said María Dolores Vallejos, and he legitimized
them through the act of this marriage). Antonio José Vallejos with María Dolores
Vallejos, 29 August 1885, Nuestra Señora de los Siete Dolores Registro de Matrimonios,
1871–1899, p. 157, vol. 1, St. Mary Parish Church, Walsenburg, Colorado.
María Soledad Vallejos, born 12 August 1885, baptized 30 August 1885, daughter of
Antonio José Vallejos and María Dolores Vallejos, Our Lady of Sorrows/St. Mary
Church, Walsenburg, CO, Baptisms, May 15, 1878–April 05, 1886, entry 1282, p. 184,
vol. 2, St. Mary Parish Church, Walsenburg, Colorado.
Brooks, Captives and Cousins, 236, 237; and Nuestra Señora de los Siete Dolores
Registro de Entierros, p. 83, vol. 1, St. Mary Parish Church, Walsenburg, Colorado.
Included in Antonio’s will were María Viviana Vallejos, a daughter from his first
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A Dendrochronological Study of Nineteenth-Century
San Miguel del Vado and San José del Vado in
Northeastern New Mexico
Thomas C. Windes

T

his study compares the written and archaeological records that attest
to community change at two Hispanic villages, San Miguel del Vado
and San José del Vado, in New Mexico from 1794 to around 1900. This monograph argues that nineteenth-century events and developments—including
warfare and trade with the Plains Indians, the opening of the Santa Fe Trail
and the rapid Hispanic expansion in the 1820s, the U.S. conquest in 1846
and subsequent land loss, the loss of the county seat in 1860, and finally the
arrival of the railroad in 1879–1880—are mirrored in the architectural wood
record of these two Hispanic communities.
Although rarely utilized by historians, the study of wood can provide information on a vast range of historical topics. This approach yields answers,
among many other areas of inquiry, about resource use and depletion, labor
organization, architectural conventions, cultural organization, and social
values. Wood studies, particularly those utilizing available temporal informaThomas C. Windes received his BA from the University of North Carolina (1965) and his MA
from the University of New Mexico (1967). He worked for the U.S. Forest Service (1970–1971)
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archaeomagnetic dating), a Chacoan-shrine communication system, ant studies, turquoise craft
activities, early Puebloan settlements in the Chaco region, and historic (Navajo and Hispanic) and
prehistoric Puebloan settlement patterns. He has published over eighty articles and monographs
in the Park Service’s Chaco series, and in numerous journals, including American Antiquity, Kiva,
Scientific American, Journal of Archaeological Science, and Journal of Field Archaeology.
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tion and, more rarely, broader artifactual information, are relatively common
in archaeological investigations. Historians rarely use wood studies except
for literature that falls under the field of historic archaeology.1 The reason
for this neglect is unclear. Historians generally rely on written records and
oral histories to reconstruct the past (except in the case of historical work
concerning, for example, southwestern Puebloan and Navajo sites). This
standard methodology, however, draws conclusions based on sources littered
with biases and inaccuracies. Like many archaeologists studying time periods
through historical documentation, I prefer to establish the veracity of written
and oral records by checking them against other data sets. This investigation uses dendrochronology to confirm the written historical record. Now,
more than ever, these studies demand attention before the villages’ unique
structural wood resources completely disappear. The deterioration rate of
the wood has accelerated over the past four decades.
This study pursues three objectives. First, it tests the accuracy of wood
methodology against the well-documented settlement of San Miguel and the
thinner historical record of San José. Second, the appraisal of wood methodology provides guidelines and a framework for future research into New
Mexico’s historic villages. Third, the proximity of San Miguel and San José
to watershed events in southwestern regional history provides the opportunity
to test the value of structural wood as an independent method for assessing
the impact of historical events on residents of these two villages.
Two issues of historic importance are evaluated here: the severity of the
Plains Indian threat to New Mexican villages—particularly along the Rio
Grande Valley and the eastern half of the state—and village population growth
and change. In this study, a small cadre of archaeologists and archaeological
graduate student volunteers mapped and documented the architecture and
structural wood elements in thirty-six structures around the San Miguel and
San José plazas, which yielded tree-ring dates from 128 rooms.
Historical Background
Between 1790 and 1900, Hispanic colonial culture spread from the Rio
Grande Valley, where it covered an area about the size of Connecticut, into
an area ten times that size, embracing parts of present-day Texas, Oklahoma,
Colorado, and Arizona.2 In 1794 a number of residents in Santa Fe petitioned
Spanish governor Fernando Chacón for a land grant along the Rio Pecos,
thirty kilometers south of the famous but declining Indian pueblo of Pecos,
whose few remaining residents finally abandoned the pueblo in 1838 and
moved to Jemez Pueblo.3 Santa Fe suffered from a lack of sufficient farm
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land, and some residents desired more arable plots along the upper Rio Pecos
valley to the southeast.4 In addition the authorities hoped to buffer Santa
Fe and the Rio Grande Valley from Indian attacks with the establishment
of communities of genízaros (detribalized Indians) in locations along the
favored routes of attack.5 With the decline of Pecos Pueblo in the late 1700s
and Puebloans’ loss of control over good arable lands along the Rio Pecos,
the setting was ripe for Hispanic expansion into the region and the extension
of Hispanic control over this new resource.6 Two villages were founded as the
result of this petition: San Miguel del Vado and San José del Vado, which
are located today just south of I-25 near Las Vegas, New Mexico (map 1). By
1803 non-Indian colonists, along with some Pecos Pueblo Indians, genízaros
(many from Santa Fe’s Barrio de Analco), and a few converted Comanches,
had settled along the Rio Pecos at San Miguel and San José. Christianized
Navajos and Utes, converted in the 1700s and 1800s, also settled there later.7
In San Miguel’s earliest years (1799–1800), as many as 25 percent of the
residents were of Indian descent.8

map 1. redrawn copy of the u.s. geological survey topography map of
bernal, new mexico, in 1890
Map shows the locations of San José, San Miguel, and other villages along
the Rio Pecos. Note the Atchison, Topeka and Sant a Fe Railway lines of 1880.
Roads are not shown.
(Map by and courtesy author, numbering and lettering courtesy Clay Mathers)
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San Miguel was the more well known of the two villages because of its
location as the port-of-entry into Mexico from the United States after the
Santa Fe Trail opened in 1821. Travelers along the trail left several accounts of
San Miguel in their memoirs but San José, a mere five kilometers upstream
from San Miguel, remained relatively obscure with few written records and
only passing references in historical accounts.9 The two villages subsequently
spawned numerous splinter communities, including Bernal, Cerrito, La
Cuesta (now Villaneuva), Pueblo, Puerticitio, and nearby Las Vegas, among
others (see map 1).10 Over time San Miguel grew into the sixth largest town
in New Mexico and was the site of many notable historical events.11 In addition San Miguel was founded with the construction of a small chapel in the
late 1790s. The chapel was remodeled into a massive church in 1807, which
residents still use today. The church once served all the nearby residents in
the valley, including those from San José.
In 1821, after Mexico gained its independence from Spain, American trader
William Becknell opened the Santa Fe Trail running through San Miguel.
The village was located near the Staked Plains, where Mexican troops first
welcomed Becknell in November 1821.12 At first the Santa Fe Trail’s overland
route connecting the Missouri frontier and Santa Fe, and eventually Chihuahua, stimulated the economy in San Miguel. But ironically, as the profits
grew from the expanding trade, the population of San Miguel declined as
residents relocated to Santa Fe for job opportunities.13 Later, enterprising
merchants in Las Vegas overtook much of the business that Santa Fe–bound
caravans had previously conducted at the Santa Fe Plaza.14
By 1824, however, the economy of San Miguel was thriving since Santa
Fe Trail trade goods saturated the market.15 The trade with Mexico inspired
several merchants to remain in town, where they profited from storing and
repacking goods traveling south by wagon to Chihuahua. This activity in San
Miguel bypassed the Mexican tariffs imposed by the customs house in Santa
Fe.16 The Santa Fe Trail opened New Mexico Territory to U.S. commerce
and stimulated some Anglo designs to acquire Mexican territory. Among
these efforts was the ill-fated Texan–Santa Fe Expedition of 1841 bent on
both trade and military reconnaissance (New Mexicans believed it was an
invasion force).17 Lost on the trackless Plains, the starving, exhausted Texans
were captured by the Mexican army and held captive in San Miguel. Two
men were shot and the remaining captives were marched to Mexico City.18
As late as 1848/49, the majority of U.S. settlers and gold seekers following
the southern route to California passed through San Miguel and by San
José.19 In 1846 the United States annexed New Mexico and the government
adjudicated land grant claims between 1854 and 1910. During this period of
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time, the Vado land grant fell into the hands of unscrupulous land dealers,
many of whom were Anglos and wealthy Nuevomexicanos. These land dealers deprived settlers of their common lands and resources, and the town of
San Miguel eventually lost much of its forest, and agricultural and grazing
land.20 This confiscation of lands led to Hispanic resistance throughout San
Miguel County. In the 1880s and 1890s, the activist group las Gorras Blancas
(the White Caps) cut fences and destroyed property to protest the loss of lands
(which provided the roots for the Alianza Federal de Mercedes [Federal Land
Grant Alliance] movement of the 1960s).21
Since their founding in 1794, San José and San Miguel existed under
the continual threat of destructive and sometimes lethal raids by Indians.
Although the Comanches, the Southern Plains’ most powerful tribe, had
generally stopped their attacks on New Mexico after forming a treaty with the
Spanish in 1786, the tribe continued to raid in Texas and Mexico. Disgruntled
Comanche warriors, however, upset by the limited supply or even absence
of promised treaty gifts in Santa Fe, stole, sacked, raped, and killed on their
return to the Plains through the Vado district. When the state was short of
funds in 1825, Santa Fe implored San Miguel to help with the tributes.22
The Apaches, Arapahoes, Cheyennes, Crows, Kiowas, Pawnees, and even
Navajos, meanwhile, posed a continuous threat to New Mexico well into
the nineteenth century.23 As the eastern-most point of frontier settlement for
many years, the communities of San Miguel and San José invited both trade
and amity, and warfare and enmity with the Plains Indians.
Indian attacks also extended to pack and wagon trains plying the Santa
Fe Trail and to Nuevomexicano ciboleros (buffalo hunters) and comancheros (traders to the Comanches), who ventured east to trade with the Plains
Indians as early as the 1700s. The majority of Indian attacks along this route
occurred between 1850 and 1870.24 In 1829 the U.S. Army began intermittent
escort duty to the New Mexico boundary for those hazarding the Santa Fe
Trail; Mexican soldiers took over at the Arkansas River in Mexican territory.25
The historic conflict with the Indians—tales of Indians desecrating church
burials and of relatives huddled in the church during Indian attacks—was
still discussed by residents when my team worked in San Miguel. This threat
resulted in the establishment of a presidio at the village, one of only three
in New Mexico during the era of Mexican rule. A detachment of twentyone regular soldiers were posted at San Miguel in the 1820s and soldiers
remained there until after 1841.26 Even the presidio troops could not stop the
attacks, and Navajos killed the comandante in 1835.27 During the turbulent
1800s, San Miguel justice of the peace Pedro Bautista Pino lamented the
inability of Mexican regulars and local militia to stop Indians from invading
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San Miguel, and presumably San José, after the security breakdown in New
Mexico.28 Even Pueblo Indians were a threat as late as the 1830s for taking
settlers’ children captive.29 Few settlers owned firearms; they relied on lances,
bows and arrows, and slingshots for defense.30
The Vado area sustained casualties and theft from Indian raids at least
as late as the 1840s and 1850s.31 For instance, Navajos killed five residents of
San Miguel in 1843 and another three locals in 1846.32 In response to this
violence, Nuevomexicanos took an unusually large number of Navajo captives
in counter-raids from the 1820s to the 1860s.33 These slave raiding expeditions,
sometimes organized at San Miguel, drew Navajo reprisals to the area during
this period. Nuevomexicanos relocated captives to Santa Fe for employment
as domestic and field servants. Until 1860 San Miguel continued to operate
as a base of operation for slave and retaliatory expeditions against Indians.
In 1860, toward the close of Nuevomexicano-Indian cycles of violence in
New Mexico, officials relocated the county seat from San Miguel to Las Vegas.
This decision remains contentious in San Miguel even today, as we discovered
during our work there.34 Finally, in 1879/80, when Las Vegas obtained the
switching yards for the new railroad, San Miguel and San José faded to the
backwaters of modern U.S. history. San Miguel’s village population significantly
declined from at least two thousand people according to the Mexican census
of 1827 to about two hundred people by the early 1920s. Fewer people lived in
nearby San José.35 San Miguel and San José are little changed today.
Archaeological Methods
The science of dendrochronology assigns calendar dates to the uneven annual
growth rings of trees.36 This methodology is a dating technique familiar to most
archaeologists. The Southwest contains a large number of both prehistoric and
historic sites with high dendrochronological potential. While prehistoric sites
such as Mesa Verde and Chaco Canyon are well known to archaeologists and
historians, these two disciplines have generally neglected, with the exception
of Navajo and historic Puebloan structures and old Spanish churches, historic
sites with similar dendrochronological potential. This dating technique utilizes
extensive samples from wood-rich structures and communities to reconstruct
complex construction and remodeling sequences. The extremely fine temporal
control of tree-ring analysis, which can sometimes date samples with only a
month or two margin of error, equals or qualitatively exceeds the data garnered
from most historical records. Therefore, tree-ring data, gathered from not only
roofing but floor joists, posts, and elements embedded in the walls such as bonding beams, lintels, and intramural supports, are excellent material for testing
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for the accuracy and completeness of historical documents. Wood-rich San
Miguel and San José, important historical villages, are therefore ideal places
for dendrochronological analysis.
The strategy employed at the villages sought to obtain samples from
roughly 50 percent of the vigas found in each room and all the intramurals
of datable species exposed in the walls.37 Rare floor joists were also highly
desired. Floor joists and wood elements within the walls would be the two
most likely places to discover samples yielding dates coeval with construction.
The process of dislodging these elements, however, usually infers destruction
of the structure. Bonding beams, which underlay the vigas to help spread the
weight of the roofing, are also highly likely to mark the construction date,
but the high-value vigas, suffering the most from being robbed, moved, or
replaced, triggers caution in their temporal interpretation. The best conditions
for establishing construction dates occur when room sets provide date clusters
and wood extracted from adjoining rooms yields similar dated clusters.
An axiom of village-architectural structural wood, based on dendrochronological studies, regards the likelihood that wholesale architectural changes
have not occurred over the past two centuries among the old-style Hispanic
buildings. This axiom applies particularly among the long, contiguous room
blocks that still border the central plazas of some small villages along the
Rio Pecos. The vast majority of the structures revealed date clusters for each
room, testifying to the originality of the room viga sets. We extracted many
samples from old structures still positioned along the plaza perimeter, suggesting that some original buildings must still be standing. In addition, even
if considerable remodeling of or the destruction of the initial buildings that
formerly encircled a plaza took place, residents consider the large timbers
too valuable to discard and thus typically recycled earlier beams into newer
buildings. Given the large number of samples collected (n = 606), if wholesale remodeling or destruction had transpired, many displaced beams would
have reappeared in more recent buildings and had high probability of being
sampled. Village residents knew of at least three instances in which roof viga
sets were reused in other buildings. For the most part, however, recycled
beams are usually curated within individual family holdings for later use. Due
to this practice of reusing beams, and given the size of the large structural
wood sample, if widespread destruction of buildings had occurred around
the plazas, many original beams should still appear in the later-constructed
buildings. But these beams rarely materialized in our sample in the newer
structures. Only a few clusters of early beams were identified from dating,
and none as reused beams except for a few isolated elements.
In this study, almost all sample dates refer to cutting or near-cutting dates,
unless the specimens were deadwood. Only those beams that appeared to
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have or nearly have the outside growth ring at the time of tree death were
chosen for sampling. Although the tree-ring laboratory does not often assign
cutting dates to cores that have limited outside surfaces (i.e., the head of a
core), which comprise the vast majority of our sample, my field observations
and selection process determined that almost all dated samples are cutting
or near-cutting dates. Villagers debarked the majority of roof vigas with draw
knives, which removed the outer rings of the tree except during cases involving careless workmanship that left narrow strips of bark and the outermost
growth ring intact. Although absolute cutting dates are impossible to verify
for samples taken from wood specimens stripped of their bark, the debarking
treatment generally eliminates only a few years of tree growth depending on
the skills of the bark remover. Thus, these samples are close to the actual
tree death and, when dated in room clusters, typically indicate the near if
not actual construction date of the room.38
The choice to sample large numbers of vigas for this dendrochronological
study creates a paradox for examining historical traditions at San Miguel and
San José. While vigas are easier to date than smaller elements, they are also
more likely to be recycled into newer construction because of their large
size and high initial cost to obtain and prepare. At San Miguel, the team
found vigas reused in outbuildings, corrals, and gardens, and stockpiled for
later use but rarely in domestic architecture. Roof vigas stacked in the yards
of several home owners testified to the long-term value of these timbers
but posed potential problems to dendrochronological interpretation. In at
least one case, a pile of vigas in San José was determined to have originated
from a structure in San Miguel. But in other cases, former residents (and
archaeologists) of Santa Fe recycled San Miguel beams into their new Santa
Fe residences at the turn of the nineteenth century. Overall, vigas certainly
do reflect historical trends in construction activity—the more construction,
the more beams. However, recycling may have ensured the long life of vigas
in a community but not necessarily in their original structure.39 In addition a
number of problems prevented a thorough sampling of the vigas known to be
present. In several instances, the remodeling of single rooms or large areas of
individual buildings with false ceilings concealed the original vigas, but sampling could still occur in remodeled buildings when these vigas lay exposed in
wall exteriors or under accessible pitched roofs. At other times, rooms crowded
with furniture or stored items made direct access to some vigas impossible.
Some building owners were reluctant to allow access to certain rooms and
others simply refused requests to collect wood samples. Sometimes, when
contiguous structures were owned by different families, some families allowed
sampling while other families declined to participate in the study.
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The study of San Miguel and San José took place between 2001 and 2006,
although some documentation and sampling continues. In addition to the
examination of these two villages, a wood study initiated in 2008 of El Cerrito
(not reported here), a village situated a few miles downriver from San Miguel,
broadens the sample of village wood specimens. Previous studies by Charles
O. Loomis and Richard Nostrand provide excellent histories of the village.40
Permission from the owners of the older-appearing buildings was obtained in
each village and a crew of between one and ten volunteers helped with the
mapping, architectural and beam documentation, and the tree-ring sampling of
each structure. Samples from the latter were analyzed for species and dates by
the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research at the University of Arizona in Tucson.41
The impetus for the study at San Miguel and later San José was spurred
by the author’s work at Pecos Pueblo during a compilation of all tree-ring
samples taken from the upper Rio Pecos valley.42 In addition the known
movement of beams from the ruins of the Pecos Mission Church to nearby
villages, to Santa Fe, and even to the East Coast focused attention on the San
Miguel del Vado Church as another likely recipient of Pecos beams (none
were found, however).43 Luckily, the exterior plaster of the San Miguel del
Vado Church had recently been removed when I arrived in 2000. That work
exposed many of its structural wood elements that cannot be seen today since
the church was repaired and replastered (ill. 1).

ill. 1. san miguel del vado church before the recent application
of white plaster
(Photograph courtesy Richard Moeller)
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map 2. the san miguel del vado plaza structures as of 2000
Modern structures are represented in gray and historic structures are in black.
(Map by and courtesy author, numbering and lettering courtesy Clay Mathers)

Results from San Miguel
The wood team obtained 579 samples between 2001 and 2004 from 18 of
the known 23 old buildings in San Miguel and the San Miguel del Vado
Church (see map 2). Vigas, the primary roof supports, provided 388 (67 percent) of the documented samples. Door and window elements comprised
another 40 samples (7 percent); posts, 61 (11 percent); intramurals, 56 (10
percent); church corbels, 15 (3 percent); and miscellaneous elements, 19
(3 percent). In some dendrochronological studies, species variation can be
useful in assessing differential selection during various construction cycles
and temporal periods. The material selection at San Miguel was relatively
uniform: of 366 sampled elements, 330 (90 percent) were ponderosa pine; 27
(7 percent), piñon; 8 (2 percent), juniper; and 1 (trace), spruce/fir. Door and
window lintels and wall intramurals, which typically employed local wood,
revealed a variety of ponderosa pine, piñon, and juniper. The species, form,
and end-treatment of these elements are readily recognizable for use-types
even when found out of context.
Three hundred and sixty-six dendrochronological samples from individual
structural elements were sent to the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research. The
laboratory successfully dated 64 percent (236 of 366) of the elements and
provided chronological information for nearly every room sampled—a total
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fig. 1. tree-ring dates from san miguel del vado and san josé, new mexico
The gray bars represent tree-ring dates for San José del Vado Church, the
striped bars represent tree-ring dates for San José village, the white bars
represent tree-ring dates for San Miguel del Vado Church, and the black bars
represent tree-ring dates for San Miguel village.
(Graph courtesy Eileen Bacha)

of 67 out of 78 rooms. Overall, San Miguel tree-ring dates gradually increased
in time from the first building of the church in the late 1700s, reaching a
peak in the 1820s, 1830s, and 1840s, and then dropping off in the 1860s and
1870s (fig. 1).
The Indian Threat—Defensibility of the Plaza and Church
Historians disagree about the nature and the severity of the Indian threat to
the villages along the Rio Pecos during the 1800s. Some historic records and
oral histories suggest that the Indian assaults took the life of some members
of each community every year in the early to mid-1800s. Other scholars, however, argue that the Indians were important, if not critical, trading partners for
the Rio Pecos communities.44 Although Indians perpetrated violence against
Hispanics, which included theft, the number of Hispanic deaths caused by
coordinated Indian raids was small in number and exceptionally rare during
the 1800s.45 The greatest number of Indian-related deaths, numbering in the
hundreds, occurred during the 1760s and 1770s, when the Comanches held
New Mexico in a state of “siege” and plundered the region at will.46 If the
members of the San Miguel and San José communities believed that their
lives and property were in great danger from outside attacks of any kind,
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they would have built fortified positions into the structure of their villages.
These defensive structures would have been constructed early in the occupation of the village—the purported practice required by the authorities
in Santa Fe—but more commonly during Indian raids, settlers temporarily
abandoned their homes or relied on vigilance and dispersed settlement to
counter the threat.47 The wood team used dendrochronology to determine
whether residents of San Miguel and San José fashioned defensive barriers
at the founding of their village. These tests also indicate if residents of either
village constructed such protections to guard against Indian attacks during
other historical periods.
Historic documents suggest that San Miguel was built as a fortified plaza
town.48 Richard Nostrand describes the San Miguel Plaza as “consisting of
central open spaces (or plazas) surrounded on four sides by houses whose
outer walls were windowless” (like the one in Chimayo). At San Miguel,
“the central open spaces were reached through one or more heavy gates, and
outside the community a high round torreón (tower) gave added protection.”49
Spanish viceroyalty demanded a defensive layout after distributing land to
citizens in 1805. Some archaeological remains suggest that such a defensive
arrangement is still extant today (map 2).50
The beam samples indicate early tree-ring dates for elements extracted
from non-contiguous buildings positioned around the east plaza. These
separate buildings were built over a number of decades and did not form a
continuous wall for defense. The tree-ring data gathered from the eastern
and southern buildings suggest construction dates around 1850. Residents
might have joined them to form a substantial walled perimeter but would
have done so much later than 1805, after the historical record describes.
Instead, the dates indicate that buildings were spread around the general
plaza area without a continuous walled perimeter. This settlement pattern
was similar to that drawn of San Miguel by Lt. James W. Abert of the U.S.
Army Topographical Engineers in 1846, when Brig. Gen. Stephen W. Kearny and the Army of the West first entered New Mexico (ill. 2). Nostrand
believes, however, that “among Hispanos the term plaza was used rather
loosely to refer to both compact plazas and semi-dispersed ranchos.”51 About
1830 another observer wrote that “the word plaza indicates a certain place
where people are living.”52 Rancho settlements, which predated plaza types,
were “reinstituted as quickly as Plains Indian pacification allowed.”53
The Indian threat was certainly present in the Vado area for the first seventyfive years of the nineteenth century, but several factors may have initially
militated against the fortified plaza in favor of a more dispersed settlement.
First, settlers reportedly lived in the area before Spanish authorities officially
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ill. 2. san miguel
Drawn by Lt. James W. Abert,
U.S. Army Topographical
Engineer, 1846, in U.S.
Congress, Senate, Annual
Report of the Secretary of
War, 30th Cong., 1st sess.,
1847–1848, S. Ex. Doc. No.
23, serial 506.

granted the land in 1805.54 Afterward, they were probably reluctant to re-establish
themselves around a fortified plaza. In 1779, during the height of the Indian
threat in New Mexico, Bernardo de Miera y Pacheco, representing the Spanish government, reported that villages were “extremely ill arranged, with the
houses of the settlers of whom they are composed scattered about a distance
from one another. Many evils, disasters, and destructions of towns, caused by
Comanche and Apache enemies who surround said province, killing and
abducting many families, have originated from this poor arrangement.”55
The Hispanic tradition of living near their fields seems to have precluded
increased efforts for strengthening village defenses. Instead, settlers often
fled to the larger settlements where they had relatives. In the Chama River
valley and at the genízaro settlement of Abiquiu, at least, settlers believed
that the enclosed fortified plaza offered little protection, and they resisted
living in one because of the increased social obligations, the higher attraction
for attack that fortifications offered Indian raiders, and the undue government oversight of or interference in illegal activities such as trade with the
Utes.56 Just to the west of San Miguel and San José, the town of Galisteo had
vanished from the census records by the 1780s because of Indian raids, and,
a century earlier, the Salinas missions were abandoned along the eastern
frontier. Indian warfare may have been less severe in 1805 than later on, but
there were periods when Indian threats were so bad in the 1820s (and later in
the 1850s) that settlers in the land grants to the southeast (for example, Anton
Chico) and to the east and northeast of San Miguel temporarily abandoned
their lands. For the most part, by the early and mid-1800s, San Miguel had
become a center for much Hispanic interaction with the Plains Indians, which
at times included brokering peace between various tribes. At San Miguel,
villagers freely obtained robes, meat, and horses on which New Mexicans
had become dependent.57
The structure with the earliest tree-ring results is the chapel dated to the
late 1790s and to 1806 during its enlargement as the present San Miguel
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del Vado Church (ill. 1). Documents confirm that local residents were conscripted to assist in its construction.58 Only a few scattered rooms in the plaza
have tree-ring dates that fall within the general time period of the church’s
early construction and additions. Barring widespread beam reuse, it can be
assumed that the original settlers laid out the general village in a dispersed
rancho style rather than a closed, fortified perimeter around an open plaza.
The Spanish colonial governor Juan Bautista de Anza had negotiated peace
with the Plains Comanches in 1786.59 The Comanches generally upheld the
peace with the Nuevomexicanos and Puebloans, although they waged war
on other colonial subjects, such as the Hispanos and Natives to the south in
Texas and northern Mexico. The Indian threat may have been overstated
in the Vado area, at least for the first few decades of the nineteenth century.
Marc Simmons describes the converted genízaros, primarily Apaches and
Comanches, living in these villages as formidable soldiers who little feared
the Plains tribes, suggesting that villagers may have dismissed fortress-like
defenses as unnecessary and that the San Miguel del Vado Church sufficed
as the main defensive structure during Indian raids. These converted Indians
had a stake in hanging on in the Vado settlement in order to become fullfledged land owners. But some disadvantaged and impoverished Spanish
subjects, including genízaros, fled to live with the Comanches.60
San Miguel del Vado Church was well suited to serve in a defensive role.
Started in the late 1790s as a small chapel, this structure, the most massive in
the village, was enlarged and completed between 1806 and 1811 according to
both tree-ring dates and historical records.61 A large earthen platform was first
built for the church. Massive walls, up to three feet thick and about thirty-five
feet high, were partly built of stone stacked ten feet high and completed with
adobe blocks. Five-foot-high crenellated parapets surrounded the original flat
roof (parts are still visible under the pitched roof), and the tall towers served
as both watch and bell towers.62 San Miguel was not built along a defensiveplaza plan; instead, the church was sufficient for defensive needs during the
first few decades of occupation in the 1800s.
After 1820, however, conditions in the Rio Pecos valley triggered changes
in the built structure of the village. Historical documents during this period
report not only an increase in conflicts with the Indians but also increased
trade; an expanded population; the establishment of a military garrison
in the village; and an increase in slave and livestock raiding by nomadic
Indians, Puebloans, and Hispanos.63 During the 1820s, settlers fled the land
grants directly northeast, east, and southeast of San Miguel as Indian attacks
intensified, but the settlers had largely returned by the 1830s.64 Tree-ring data
show that after 1820, San Miguel residents clustered buildings around the
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plaza and imposed some restrictions on access to this space, but even by 1839,
Santa Fe trader Josiah Gregg described the village as an “irregular cluster of
mud huts.”65 This pattern is particularly evident in the arrangement of buildings on San Miguel’s southeast, east, and northeast sides, next to the Rio Pecos,
which provides a more continuous plaza block (see map 2). At the same time,
however, filling in around the plaza with buildings was not evident at San José.
In these same buildings, other defensive features, such as wide gates for
wagons and narrow windows with closely spaced vertical poles (rejas) placed
near the roof level, can still be seen today. A group of residents remarked that
the barn built in the 1850s on the east side of the plaza sheltered inhabitants
during Indian raids and that arrows were shot through the barred windows
(structure 12, map 2). A high barred window is also evident in Adolf F. Bandelier’s photo of San Miguel Plaza in 1882.66 During our investigations, one
barred window was found hidden behind wall plaster in a residential building constructed in 1868 (structure 1, map 2). These windows also provided
ventilation in utility buildings, but were replaced with larger windows in
residential homes once the Indian threat had diminished.67
Population Change through Time
Between 1800 and 1900, important regional events likely furthered significant
population changes in the Vado area. The increase or decline of building
construction should reflect those demographic shifts. Since dramatic changes
occurred over short periods of time (ten to twenty years), tree-ring dating is
an ideal technique to evaluate the veracity of historical records of population
change in the village.
Historical accounts indicate that in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries San Miguel was a bustling community large enough to levy
communal labor for church construction, but there are conflicting reports
on exactly how many residents lived there.68 Official Spanish and Mexican
census records often combined the population of San Miguel with that of
other villages in the area. In 1812 San Miguel and San José had 230 families
between them. In 1821 the Thomas James wagon party traveling on the newly
opened Santa Fe Trail reported about one hundred houses and two large flour
mills in San Miguel; nearly 1,000 residents may have lived in the village or
its vicinity.69 There were 2,800 people living in and around San Miguel by
1830.70 Complaints of San Miguel population pressure in 1831 forced consideration of opening up new lands to settlement.71 By 1845, however, there
were only 1,519 residents in San Miguel, but by 1850, the population rose to
1,963 residents.72
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The 1820s were a turning point in San Miguel’s history. The church records
from San Miguel for baptisms, weddings, and deaths—serving as measures of
population size—indicate that the population numbers were low in both San
Miguel and San José until about 1825, when figures increased dramatically
(fig. 2).73 This trend continued through 1828, after which there is a three-year
lapse in records. From 1834 through 1839, high numbers were again common;
Anglo traveler Matt Field estimated 1,500 residents living in San Miguel in
1839.74 These same church records, matched to model demographic tables
for nonindustrial agricultural populations, allow researchers to estimate the
population based on an annual growth rate of 3.20 percent. Based on this
table, which posits five persons per family, by 1839 there may have been a
population of 1,150 among the 230 families living in San Miguel.75
Two historic events in the 1820s directly spurred the dramatic population
increase: the opening of the Santa Fe Trail in 1821, and the near demise of
Pecos Pueblo coupled with its Native people’s loss of protected status as land
owners. The newly independent Mexican government allowed lands along
the Rio Pecos to be taken by Nuevomexicanos. By 1825 non-Puebloan settlers controlled critical irrigated lands along the Rio Pecos, areas essential
for market access to the Santa Fe Trail.76 Other activities and enterprises also
contributed to the town’s growth and prosperity. For example Neuvomexicanos increased their interaction with the Plains Indians. Mexican soldiers
garrisoned at San Miguel protected the town and the Santa Fe trade, and
also provided a market for local crops and goods. In addition Neuvomexicanos

fig. 2. pecos valley communities
The black bars represent number of baptisms, the white bars represent the
number of marriages, and the gray bars represent the number of deaths.
St atistics compiled from church records in San José and San Miguel
communities. Records for the years 1823-1824 are missing.
(Graph courtesy Eileen Bacha)
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needed captives to help with the farming and ranching. Catholic baptismal
records indicate a sharp regional increase in Navajo slaves entering Nuevomexicano households during the 1820s.77 San Miguel became the jumping-off
point for numerous families founding new settlements along the Rio Pecos and
in adjoining valleys. According to baptismal books, Neuvomexicanos added
twenty new villages to the region in the 1820s and nine in the late 1830s despite
Indian conflicts.78 Finally, the year 1826 marks the beginning of the recovery
from a prolonged period of drought that gripped the region between 1795 and
1825. Anthropologist Frances Levine refers to the period between 1820 and 1840
as one of rapid population increase in the San Miguel area.79
Mexico’s independence from Spain in 1821 freed New Mexico from many
of the old colonial controls over and proscriptions against interaction with
foreigners. Santa Fe trader Gregg gave some idea of the magnitude of commerce flowing through San Miguel when he reported that between 1822 and
1843, 50 to 350 teamsters and traders, accompanied by wagons numbering
between 26 and 230, plied the trail each year. He also reported that no traders were killed along the trail between 1831 and 1843.80 Many entrepreneurs
settled in San Miguel to engage in commerce or provide support services.
One hundred and eighteen Anglos were listed as living there in the U.S.
Census of 1850.81
Building construction probably reflected a growing population and
bustling commerce. Sixty-seven of seventy-eight rooms in the seventeen
structures that yielded tree-ring dates show the shifting construction episodes
over time. The overall tree-ring sample from San Miguel indicates increased
construction in the 1820s, 1830s, and 1840s. During this time, commerce
exploded along the Santa Fe Trail, and other activities, such as trade with
Indians, bolstered habitation numbers. Residential and commercial construction rose due to the arrival of new residents taking advantage of commercial
possibilities, trade, and hunting on the Llano Estacado, and an expanding
Mexican population. By the 1860s and later, however, there was a drop-off
in construction as reflected in our sample, which appears to follow the slow
demise of the village.
Results from San José
Other than Chimayo near Española, San José today remains one of the few
original surviving plaza community in New Mexico. The plaza was a settlement pattern once thought to have featured houses with windowless outer
walls enclosing an open space. The fortress-like village was accessed through
heavy gates.82 This type of settlement was necessary for protection on the
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frontier against marauding tribes.83 Outside some church records, there are
few documents concerning San José. This important community was part
of the initial expansion of Hispanic culture and settlement beyond the Rio
Grande Valley eastward onto the staked or palisaded plains (Llano Estacado)
of New Mexico, Texas, and Oklahoma, and northward into Colorado.84 For
a short time, San José may have eclipsed San Miguel in importance after
the latter’s decline by the late 1840s, but San José also suffered from the
expansion of Santa Fe and Las Vegas as trade and mercantile centers in the
mid-nineteenth century.85
The sparse historic information about San José makes it difficult to address some of the project’s goals. Dendrochronological results from San José,
however, are somewhat similar to those from San Miguel (fig. 2). The initial
mapping of San José in the 1970s was part of a larger historical study of Pecos
undertaken by historian John Kessell in cooperation with the National Park
Service and the American Historic Buildings Survey. Included in that project
were studies of the villages of San Miguel, San José, and Pecos. These efforts
generated aerial photographic maps of San José and San Miguel, and the
first tree-ring studies in San Miguel and the village of Pecos. These studies
were later continued by the author between 2002 and 2004.86
San José has suffered far less architectural alteration than San Miguel
and provides another opportunity to look at Hispanic colonial architecture,
particularly the establishment of a defensive layout, to compare with San
Miguel.87 Approximately seventy-five people, dispersed within forty-one
households, now reside in San José.88 Many buildings in the village have
suffered major deterioration, and some were completely leveled during the
wood project. Several buildings are owned by absentee residents and suffer
from plundering and disrepair. Although the documented structures do not
represent the entire number of old structures in the village, they do represent a sizeable number of the overall buildings around the plaza (a sample
estimated by the author at about 48 percent of the approximately forty total
plaza buildings recorded on the Historic American Buildings Survey village
aerial map of 1974), especially along the western half of the plaza (see map 3).
The most complete architecture appears along the south side of the San
José Plaza, where structures are aligned along the entire side, occasionally
parted by alleys and roadways. Some alleys may have originally been gated
entries into the plaza. The west end of the plaza, which is elevated several
meters above the main plaza, is also filled with structures and may contain
remnants of the original buildings. Structures along the north and east sides
of the plaza are scattered, and only segments of the original structures exist. In the 1930s, with the advent of motor vehicles, San José Plaza, located
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map 3. the san josé del vado plaza structures
The revised map was drawn from the Historic American Buildings Survey
map of San José del Vado in 1974. Black structures are those documented
and sampled. Gray structures are those no longer present.
(Map by and courtesy author, numbering and lettering courtesy Clay Mathers)

along the old U.S. Route 66, was probably opened to allow easier movement
of traffic and to capture economic benefits from tourism until the road was
rerouted directly between Santa Rosa and Albuquerque. It is clear that many
structures have been removed, although jutting broken wall segments and
mounds of house building materials mark the locations of some earlier
structures. Although a late Puebloan site was located in San Miguel Plaza
and its refuse was sometimes mixed with construction adobe, none has been
observed at San José.
In San José the wood team sampled 9 properties comprising 62 rooms (60
rooms yielded tree-ring dates) in 19 old structures. These properties provided
240 samples from 542 documented elements of structural wood. The Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research successfully dated 93 percent (223 of 240) of the
elements. Of these, the church at San José yielded 23 dates from 47 documented beams, although many more beams were left undocumented. The
church is the only structure noted in the village work, aside from a domestic
room in El Cerrito, in which Pueblo-style latillas were set contiguously across
the main roof beams. In the church’s case, the latillas must have numbered
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in the hundreds or more. For the most part, village roof vigas are covered by
saw-cut boards. Although the majority of the sampled village elements were
ponderosa pine (170 [71 percent]), there was a surprisingly large number of
Douglas-fir elements (23 [10 percent], mostly vigas) and of piñon elements
(45 [19 percent]). In addition two pieces of juniper (1 percent) were sampled,
but juniper is rare in house architecture and seldom dates in the Vado area.
Thus, juniper elements are seldom sampled. The majority of the 542 documented samples were 409 vigas (75 percent), followed by 45 intramurals and
bonding beams (8 percent), 45 jacal posts (8 percent), 19 roof secondaries (4
percent), 11 door and window lintels (2 percent), 7 miscellaneous elements
(1 percent), and 6 church corbels (1 percent).89
The wood crew found most piñon to be long, straight upright poles of
three or four meters or more, stacked in contiguous rows covered by mud to
form interior cross walls or, in two examples, exterior room walls. In each of
the five constructions within the three villages, including Pecos, the piñons
dated into the 1920s, although the building technique was used by settlers in
the 1800s and much earlier.90 Today, according to San José resident LeRoy
Salazar, straight piñons can still be found in an isolated area in the mountains to the north of the village. Salazar had a fresh stack of these poles in
his yard.91 Piñons in general, including those in the local region, have stubby
stems and bent limbs that are unsuitable for most house architecture but are
commonly used in outbuildings.
Despite the documented origin of San José, only a single room dating to
1805 and centered on the south side of the plaza attests to the early beginning of the plaza’s occupation. The next earliest rooms, adjacent to the room
built in 1805, date to the 1850s, as does the San José del Vado Church and a
single room centered along the west side of the plaza. A residence located on
the rise along the west side yielded two internal parallel walls that were one
meter thick and parallel to the plaza. These massive walls (all others in the
study are less than sixty centimeters thick) seemed ideal as part of a fortified,
walled-in plaza, but the associated tree-ring dates go back only to the late
1800s, long after the residents needed a defensive wall against Indians. The
vast majority of dates from the buildings adjacent to the San José Plaza are
from the late 1800s and early 1900s.
Historical evidence documents that San José was inhabited around the
same time as nearby San Miguel (its earliest mention in church records is of
a marriage of a San José couple in October 1805).92 The dendrochronological study of structures adjacent to the present plaza argues against an early
enclosed or fortified plaza, although that layout has been assumed since the
village’s founding.93 The need for massive early defenses, however, may be
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overstated by historians.94 Instead, the overall temporal settlement pattern at
San José is similar to the one supported by the findings of the dendrochronological study at San Miguel. At San José, residents partly enclosed a central
plaza beginning in the 1840s or 1850s, long after the village’s founding.95
Based on dendrochronology, the San José del Vado Church was constructed in the 1840s or 1850s. This Catholic church provided residents a spiritual
focal point that was lacking in earlier decades of San José’s existence. The
village residents initially attended the San Miguel del Vado Church, until
the San José del Vado Church was erected. With the establishment of the
San José del Vado Church in the 1850s, residents began enclosing the village
plaza with new buildings. As at San Miguel, where there was a similar process
around the plaza, regional developments may have prompted the structural
in-filling primarily for security reasons or from a growing population eager
to be close to the church and associated plaza activities. San Miguel, and
perhaps San José, became logistical centers for Nuevomexicano slave expeditions, prompting retaliatory raids by the nomadic Indians and a heightened
need for security by the mid-1800s. Increased tensions also stemmed from
the breakdown of Comanche autonomy due to the unremitting pressure of
eastern settlers, miners, buffalo hunters, and the U.S. Army. Coming from
the west, even Navajos were killing residents in San Miguel and Las Vegas
as late as the 1840s.96 Before midcentury the San Miguel del Vado Church
could have served San José’s residents as a place of defense while the majority
of the population in both communities resided in scattered ranchos in the
general area.97
Discussion and Conclusions
Both villages gained prominence from their location along the Santa Fe
Trail. Despite the relative wealth of San Miguel during the Santa Fe Trail
period, the Census of 1860 listed no merchants residing there, while San José
had three dry goods merchants.98 The latter suggests a large enough number
of people in the vicinity or passing along the Santa Fe Trail to keep several
merchants in business. Another indicator of how many residents lived in the
Vado area comes from church records, which show a small increase in the
number of baptisms in the very early 1800s, then a decline until about 1820,
and then a surge afterward. While this surge was also noted regionally for
Navajo captives, no evidence suggests any sizeable Navajo influx into the
Rio Pecos villages.99A similar pattern transpired in nearby San Miguel and
provides some relative idea of population swings during the 1800s in the Vado
area. Tree-ring dates from San José suggest an initial spurt of construction,
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a hiatus, and then a much larger surge that started in the 1850s and carried
into the early 1900s. These tree-ring studies support earlier historical evidence
that many people resided in the valley by the 1820s. However, these studies
suggest that San Miguel and San José villagers were not initially living in
tightly spaced contiguous configurations around a central plaza as proposed
by some researchers.
This study has illuminated aspects of life in San Miguel and San José as
reflected in the use of architectural wood. The results both confirm and elaborate on the written and oral histories. First, the severity of the Indian militancy
appears overstated immediately after the Comanche Peace was established
in 1786. Warfare and raiding defined Vado settler and Plains Indian relations
from the 1820s through the 1840s, but mutually beneficial interactions between them characterized much of the early 1800s. Second, this study found
that building-construction patterns followed the fluctuations of community
populations along with the shifting economic fortunes of the villages.
Although not covered here, the beam attribute information revealed
changing tool technology as employed by the villagers. For instance axe-cut
ends and hewn ceiling planks gave way to saw-cut ones as cheaper tools
became available through trade on the Santa Fe Trail and, eventually, from
the presence of saw mills and the arrival of the railroad.100 Beam-end cuts
also suggest varied uses for individual rooms and offer insights into harvest
and construction behavior by individuals and groups.101
Despite the wealth of new tree-ring and attribute beam information at
San Miguel and San José, a greater effort is needed to coordinate it with
the oral histories of the people and the use of the buildings, something the
team members hope to expand in the future at San Miguel and San José.
More importantly a concise, focused approach on wood treatment and its
relevance to the many changes in the village settlement and organization can
provide a wealth of new information about changes that occurred throughout
the life of these two important but now seemingly insignificant villages. As
a centerpiece for testing the validity of the written and oral records and for
expanding our knowledge of daily life in historic towns, San Miguel, San
José, and other Hispanic villages still offer a wealth of information.102
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John Curtis Underwood
santa fe’s “millionaire poet”
Doris Meyer

W

hen the Santa Fe New Mexican referred to John Curtis Underwood
in 1926 as “the millionaire poet,” he had been living in Santa Fe for
more than eight years.1 Underwood was by then a published author of five
volumes of poetry, one of literary criticism, and various short stories. His work
was widely reviewed and anthologized, and he had a national reputation as
a writer who captured the reality of contemporary American life across the
spectrum of society.2 In reaction against the romantic traditions found in
nineteenth-century poetry, Underwood’s work exposed the harsh underside
of industrial growth as well as the common pursuits of ordinary people. His
accomplishments not only as a writer but also as an art patron and sportsman
made news in Santa Fe then, but today John Curtis Underwood’s name is
rarely mentioned with the circles of artists and poets he frequented.3
This article offers an overview of Underwood’s life and work and makes
a case for according him recognition as an important New Mexico writer in
the decades after the First World War, when the Santa Fe arts colony was
thriving. Frequent travels precluded his having a sustained vocal presence
Doris Meyer is Roman S. and Tatiana Weller Professor Emeritus of Hispanic Studies at Connecticut College and a research associate at the University of New Mexico’s Southwest Hispanic
Research Institute and the Latin America and Iberian Institute. She is the author of books and
articles about Latin American and New Mexican literature and culture, and her book Speaking
for Themselves: Neomexicano Cultural Identity and the Spanish-Language Press, 1880–1920 was
published by the University of New Mexico Press in 1996. She has lived in Santa Fe since 1997.
Special thanks to Carmella Padilla of Santa Fe for reading an earlier and much shorter version of
this article and for offering perceptive suggestions that led me to write this more detailed study.
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in Santa Fe in the way that writers like Mary Austin, Witter Bynner, or Alice
Corbin Henderson did, but his poetry from this period reflects how closely
he observed and how deeply he felt about his adopted home and its people.
Following his move to New Mexico, Underwood’s poetry expressed more
lightness and lyricism. During more than thirty years of residence in Santa Fe,
Underwood created significant examples of modern verse, not metaphysical and
elliptical like some modernists, but rather focused intensely on contemporary
experience in an accessible, almost conversational language. In addition to his
poetry, Underwood’s personal connections with major artists in Santa Fe shed
light on the complex fabric of the arts community in its early years.
Born in 1874 in Rockford, Illinois, John Curtis Underwood was the only
son of a prominent family. He was named for his grandfather, a well-known
abolitionist sympathizer and district judge in Virginia, who had died the
previous year.4 Underwood’s parents owned valuable real estate in downtown
Rockford and eventually left their son a trust fund. He was a graduate of
Trinity College in Connecticut, class of 1896, and spent a good deal of time
in New York City as a young man, reading voraciously, writing poetry, and
sharing his ideas with friends in long letters and conversations.5 Although he
could have been numbered among the idle rich, Underwood was a relentless
critic of urban industrialization and the oppressive conditions it imposed on
the working class.
Of his first book of poems, The Iron Muse (1910), a New York Times critic
wrote, “Mr. Underwood plunges straight into the sea of modern life, to bring
back his verses dripping with the salt vigor of its choppy waves. . . . [Readers]
will find in him a man who tackles the things of today.”6 Underwood wrote of
skyscrapers and railroads, sweatshop children and derelicts, and the potential for
great achievement in the early twentieth century, but also of the dehumanizing
effects of consumerism and corporate greed. His poems reflected the concerns
of the Progressive movement, which was at its height during this period, but
Underwood did not preach political reform. He was essentially a social liberal
who deplored the injustices of modern industrial society.
Perhaps as a counterpoint to Underwood’s central focus on metropolitan
life, several poems in The Iron Muse described scenes of the western United
States. His custom of ending each verse with the date and place of writing
shows that he was in New Mexico in 1904 and possibly earlier.7 In 1904,
when he had just turned thirty, Underwood traveled south from New York to
Florida, over to New Orleans, up through the Midwest, and out to the West
Coast. He went mostly by train but often bicycled long stretches. In college
he had been a sprinter, and all forms of outdoor sport were a passion for the
rest of his life.8 Evidence of this is the fact that Underwood attended four
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different Olympic Games: Athens (1896), London (1908), Stockholm (1912),
and Amsterdam (1928). According to an article published in the Santa Fe
New Mexican in 1928, “he possesses a surprising fund of information about
athletes and their records in dozens of nations.”9 With the financial means to
follow his fancy, he also traveled four times around the world, writing poems
and letters to friends in his small, meticulous handwriting.
Underwood’s second book of poems, Americans, was published in 1912.
In one hundred poems he portrayed individuals, from all walks of life, who
spoke directly to the reader. In the foreword, Underwood says he writes “of
the people, for the people and by the people,” and that he considers his
poems “impressionistic experiments.”10 Calling himself an “insurgent,” he
is unflinching in his criticism of the degrading aspects of modern life that
“The Shopgirl” or “Slum Children” have to endure. Underwood’s facility
with colloquial language and realistic detail is abundantly evident in this
collection as it is in his next book of poetry, Processionals (1915).11 Again, he
focuses on the social injustices of American life in poems written in New
York and during travels abroad in Paris, Algiers, Port Said, and Shanghai.
In 1914 Underwood turned a hand to literary criticism in Literature and
Insurgency, a study of ten contemporary authors. His judgment of their work is
guided by a profound distaste for pretension and the “postures of adulation,”
both of which, he believed, had already corrupted the journalism of his day.12
Mark Twain ranks high on his list of good writers, as does Edith Wharton,
while Henry James, the expatriate, “with an inveterate tendency to ignore
the real values of life in favor of the artificial and theatrical ones,” does not.13
Underwood disparages the tendency to import European literature at a time
when American authors needed to find their own native expression, and he
has harsh words for dilettante women readers whose lack of taste encouraged
bad literature. Ultimately, Underwood saw his role as a dissident voice in a
literary climate of excessive commercialism and mediocrity—a posture that
likely did not sit well with many of his contemporaries:
[I]n general we remain as we have been since the American pioneer
learned to dominate the forest, the prairie, the desert, the mountains
and the rivers by machinery, and in turn suffered the machinery that
he has evolved to dominate him; and we exist to-day a machine-made
people, conventionalized, standardized, commercialized as to our food,
clothes, houses, homes, offices, factories, theaters; amusements, social
wants, pleasures and obligations. . . . [L]iterature like all other human
phenomena is distinctly a product of environment in the material as
well as the spiritual sense.14
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This last comment may be the key to Underwood’s fascination with portraying types of Americans from all walks of life—to his search for the “heart and
soul of a great nation . . . something of lasting and significant value in prose
or verse to give charm, color and power to the dreariness and debauchery of
everyday, workaday existence.”15
Although he had visited Santa Fe in 1904, Underwood spent longer periods
of time there in 1917 just as the United States became involved in World War
I. In that same year his poems began to appear in El Palacio, the magazine of
the Museum of New Mexico. The earliest of these poems, titled “Santa Fe,”
begins, “She was a pilgrim city from the first,” and acknowledges the many
wanderers who have sought solace there from ancient times to the present.
Like them but in a modern context, Underwood writes,
We come on train and motor car today,
Where like a star all trails at last are one.
We walk her hills. To breathe there is to pray
Through that blue beauty born of snow and sun.16

ill. 1. john curtis underwood (at right) filming santa fe fiesta
indian dance, 1920
(Photograph by H. C. Tibbitts, courtesy Palace of the Governors Photo
Archives (NMHM/DCA), neg. no. 052622)
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ill. 2. john curtis
underwood with movie
camera, new mexico, 1920
(Photograph by H. C.
Tibbitts, courtesy Palace of
the Governors Photo Archives
(NMHM/DCA), neg. no.
008040)

In May 1917 the Santa Fe New Mexican reported that Underwood had
spent several weeks in the upper Pecos, the mountains above Santa Fe, where
he “dreamed and wrote” and put the finishing touches on his next publication.17 Titled War Flames (1917), this book of poetry in free verse portrays the
devastating experiences of men, women, and children during the brutal
war raging in Europe on many fronts.18 As Paul A. F. Walter, the editor of El
Palacio, later wrote of War Flames,
[It] was inclusive of all the warring nations, even Germany, Austria
and Russia, and gave a view so comprehensive that only a scholar, a
voluminous reader and observer could and would have dared to present
these vivid cosmopolitan sketches. It was written before the United
States entered the war but was published by the MacMillan Company,
in that epoch-making month of April 1917. If all other books and papers
referring to the Great War were destroyed, this little volume of less than
200 pages would still give posterity a gripping and well-rounded story of
the agony of nations. . . . Truly no other war has ever had an interpreter
like John Curtis Underwood; no epoch a singer who expressed so loftily
the heart-yearnings and soul-stirrings of humanity.19
A year later, in June 1918, Poetry: A Magazine of Verse, edited by Harriet
Monroe in Chicago, published four new poems by Underwood under the
heading “War Times.” One of the poems, “The Song of the Cheechas,” about
the courageous Serbian defense against German attack, won the prestigious
Helen Haire Levinson Prize awarded by Poetry for the best poem of 1918, a
prize won in prior years by Carl Sandburg and Vachel Lindsay.20 Considered
a major honor for a contemporary American poet, the Levinson prize was
subsequently awarded to Robert Frost (1922) and Amy Lowell (1924).
Not only was Underwood a nationally recognized poet but he was an amateur archaeologist. In July 1917, shortly after the founding of the Los Alamos
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Ranch School for boys, the Santa Fe New Mexican reported, “John Curtis
Underwood, the poet, has commenced some important excavation work on
the Los Alamos ranch, digging into the ruins in the rear of the ranch school
headquarters building. One very interesting discovery has already been made
by Mr. Underwood, it is said. He is fascinated with the surroundings at the Los
Alamos ranch.”21 What that discovery was is not known. The following month
Underwood toured Zuni and Hopi with visiting academics.22 His fascination
with the ancient cultures of New Mexico is manifest in many poems, one of
which, “Rito del Frijoles,” evokes the canyon home of preconquest Native
Americans on the Pajarito Plateau, and begins:
The Spaniards called it Pajarito because they saw ther[e]
Greater colonies of swallows’ nests in taller mud banks,
Where caves star the cliffs and canyons run to the river.
But something stronger and stranger lingers here like an echo,
Like the sound of dry waters that run below these last year’s nests
of stone.
The winds first sang here, dancing on rock pools and dizzy ledges.
They ground grit in rock crevices in airy whirlpools.
The caves grew and remained till men found and fashioned them.
There was a sound of chipping of stone on stone, and of fragments
falling.
There was a sound of felling of trees with stone axes.
There was a hoisting of vigas home and a building of balconies.23
Like many of his contemporaries in the Santa Fe arts colony, Underwood
was inspired by the mythic endurance of indigenous cultures, but he also
understood artist Marsden Hartley’s call for “aesthetic sincerity,” by which
Hartley meant that New Mexico had to be portrayed on its own terms, with
“authenticity of emotion” and a grounding in reality.24 Both Hartley and
Underwood hoped that the end of World War I would be an aesthetic turning point in the arts, toward American originality and away from European
influences.
The visual arts were an important part of Underwood’s life. In 1919, while
a fellow of the MacDowell Colony of writers and artists in Petersborough,
New Hampshire, he met Raymond Jonson, the modernist painter, whom he
invited to Santa Fe in 1922 and from whom he bought several works. Two
years later, Jonson made Santa Fe his home. In Modernist Painting in New
Mexico, 1913–1935, Sharyn R. Udall writes, “Jonson recalled that Underwood
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ill. 3. esther johnson, john curtis underwood, vera and raymond
jonson, 1926
(Photograph cour tesy Raymond Jonson Gallery Archive, University of
New Mexico Art Museum)

greatly encouraged Santa Fe artists by buying their work when few others did.”25
Indeed, in 1937 Jonson wrote to Underwood, “And so I look back over the
years and can say I have no regrets. I am still happy to be here for this after all
is home and the environment has always been conducive to work. And I here
thank you for having introduced me to the great southwest. You have helped
much toward making it possible, especially in the early days, to survive.”26
Another of Underwood’s good friends was Sheldon Parsons, one of the
earliest artists to come to Santa Fe and the first director of the new Museum
of Art. The two of them visited friends in the Taos art colony and spent hours
together in conversation at Parson’s home. Underwood dedicated a poem to
his friend, “The Alcove of Beauty,” written in the museum and published in
El Palacio in 1918.27
Underwood’s enthusiasm for New Mexico was best expressed in a collection of fifty-seven poems in free verse, titled Trail’s End: Poems of New
Mexico. Printed in Santa Fe in 1921, this small volume has fallen into
oblivion in the years since its publication. It deserves a new appraisal for its
vivid and engaging evocation of life in the old capital city in the heady days
of burgeoning tourism and artistic creativity.28 Trail’s End was Underwood’s
tribute to a place that was, for him, a welcome respite from “those fevered
cities” like Chicago and New York, but also a uniquely American blend
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of cultures.29 A reviewer of Trail’s End
in the Chicago Tribune, who evidently
knew Underwood personally, wrote, “It
is almost a rhymed guide book to Santa
Fe, so Mr. Underwood says. He is, by
the way, one of us just now, a picture
of baked sunshine, all browns and yellows and tans from his hair to his shoe
tips. He is so passionate a press agent
for New Mexico that he makes one
regret—almost—one’s decision to seek
other mountain heights.”30
An early poem in the book is dated 1
December 1915 and is a recollection of
experiencing the Corn Dance at Santo
Domingo Pueblo in late summer. Its last
stanza evokes the timeless traditions of
the festival:

All day they advance and retreat through the heat of the dance of
the harvest:
Til the last motor rolls away, the last cowboy rides away, and the
Mexican and Navajo riders,
Like a painted frieze that flamed above the horses’ heads, and the
dancers’ tablitas,
Are scattered like colors of sunset; and the Plaza lies shadowed
and dun:
And the last old Indian woman lets down her rusty sun umbrella,
And lets herself heavily down a long and dusty ladder,
To the feasting already begun, in glad homes of corn harvesting.31
Other poems describe places and people of Santa Fe, such as “The Old
Palace,” “The Tea Room,” “The Trail Mender,” “The Corner Drug Store,”
“The Hat Shop,” and “The Blind Wood Chopper.” In particular the poem
“Flivvers” tells of the road-weary Model Ts that passed through Santa Fe:
They come and stand in the Plaza and drink deep there,
While their riders drink deep at our bubble fountains and soda
fountains;
Little tin tramps of the world with bulging side pockets and canteens,
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And bedding rolled and shouldered on roofs as deep in dust,
As the bleached straw suit cases strapped behind and never opened
From Lowell, Moline and Mobile to Santa Monica and San Diego.
Their women wear clothes like their men as often as not,
Sweaters, riding breeches, miners’ boots and faded khaki overalls,
Hiding all from head to foot but sun-browned faces and sun-tanned
fingers,
Girls that have soaked in the sun and have bathed in it in brown and
hidden arroyos.
Some of them sit in the Plaza with little hand mirrors and vanity
cases and powder their faces.
Some pencil letters and diaries, and some take time to stare
At gray burros and brown adobes while their mothers are marketing,
Big brown women and little wiry ones with bulging, faded, flowered
knitting bags.
The flivvers stand fast or sulk to garages to be blacksmithed.
Men with the trail’s slow traces in browning faces,
Of freedom from shop and farm and office desk and folio,
Curb them, swing them away, feed them, groom them and bring
them back
Where the women and children are waiting. . . . 32
As an outdoorsman, Underwood reveled in the magnificent mountains
and mesas around Santa Fe. Several of the poems in Trail’s End describe
hikes or trail rides on his horse, Grey Leg. Others are meditations inspired
by the beauty of the moment, as in “Winter Midnight”:
There are triptychs, panels, lunettes, in Holland, Paris, Italy;
That one might rent for a million or more for a life time.
But I could give them all if some painter would paint me perfectly
All that I see these moonlit nights from my tent’s east gable,
In two tall triangles my leaning tent pole parts and marries.33
Perhaps the most moving and personal poem in this collection is “The
Revenant,” meaning “the one who returns,” written on 1 July 1919:
I sit in the New Museum Patio,
At a long brown, bare writing table, in Santa Fé.
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And the cool gray walls are good to me, and the gray shadows
Of the vigas round the courtyard shift and lengthen,
Like the dark green shadows on the green grass plot in the center.
The round, brown pine tree pillars of the cloister stand up sturdily.
They have found peace at last in a place of long and ceaseless silences.
That only the tireless ticking of a typewriter or the foot-fall of a
careless tourist distracts or disturbs.
It is a place of peace and cool repose for people worn threadbare by
the world’s vast restlessness
With its open hatchway to Heaven and the sunlight that smiles on them.
........................................................
I must go East again to the cities and seaports of all tall mountain
voyaging,
Cities that are sirens painted and purblind, and homes of marred
mothers and masters of men.
I shall go East to be lost for a time in the dazzle of the arc-lights and
the coils of tortured subways.
As a diver toils through a sea wall of surf with strange stars in his
eyes, and his heart and lungs tense with laboring,
I shall come out again in a wide world of air in the far-flung furrows
of high snow-crested ranges,
There on the sinuous crest of the world, in the sun that is life to
all living.
Here in this hatchway of time with the blue sky brooding white
clouds above me
And the green earth growing white hollyhocks that bloom in the
corners of our courtyard:
As a sailor sits cross-legged in a calm, dreaming a little as he stitches
sails for tomorrow’s adventuring;
I set my stitches of ink on white sails of paper for me or another;
and I know
I shall come back again whatever may meet me tomorrow
To this West that I love best of all in the still, deep, hidden, human
heart of me.
For when I die the winds of the sky shall bring back here what is
left of me.34
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“The prolific Underwood,” as the Santa Fe New Mexican referred to him,
published another book of poetry titled Pioneers in 1923.35 Again he wrote of
different types of people and, occasionally, things and places, but spoken in
the first person. One poem, “Movies,” begins this way and is prophetic for
its time:
If we are half as bad as you say we are,
If we are manufacturing hell wholesale in forty eight states as fast
and faster
Than the saloons and the brewers and distillers ever did or hoped to,
Because there is more money and more limelight in it; some day little
passionate people
Whose brains and whose pockets are pinched, will try to pass laws to
prohibit us.36
A segment of twelve poems in Pioneers is dedicated to “Tribal Women,” by
which Underwood suggests that women, whatever their calling, are united
by a strength of spirit. In a poem entitled “Fallen,” he has a prostitute say
the following:
Fallen? We all have risen from sea slime and ape cradles, slipped
back and staggered on through darker days than these.
And we women who pack your stock in trade for you are no more
fallen than your own suppressed desires and brooding dreams of
lions and centaurs.
I tell you that we who are proficient in this oldest profession in the
world are as necessary to you as many trained nurses.37
In 1925 Underwood sponsored an invitational exhibit at the Santa Fe
Museum of Art, offering a $500 prize as well as a $500 purchase prize to the
winner. Although the museum had held group and individual shows since
its opening, most local artists still found it hard to earn a living. Among those
who took part in Underwood’s invitational were Bert G. Phillips, B. J. O.
Nordfeldt, William Shuster, and Sheldon Parsons. The prize was won by
Raymond Jonson for his work The Power of God, which became part of Underwood’s personal collection and was donated after his death to the Jonson
Gallery at the University of New Mexico. Underwood also purchased Jonson’s
painting Light as a gift for the Museum of Art where it remains today. The
fact that Underwood determined the prize winners was the subject of some
controversy in local art circles, but his devotion to the arts was never in doubt.
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In the same year, Underwood also sponsored a poetry contest with monetary
prizes. He received nearly a thousand submissions from writers all over the
country; the first prize went to William Stahl and the second to Mary Austin,
a powerful Santa Fe presence in her own right.38
Details of Underwood’s personal life in Santa Fe are scarce, for no personal
archives or family memorabilia have been located to date.39 We do know he
purchased property in 1926 on El Caminito, off Camino del Monte Sol, in
the artists’ neighborhood of Santa Fe, where he intended to build a home. 40
In addition the Santa Fe New Mexican reported in June 1927, “John Curtis
Underwood, wealthy poet and critic, announced today that he had perfected
plans to open what he terms a ‘real art gallery’ in Santa Fe. . . . The gallery,
or art emporium, is to be located on Upper Palace Avenue near the post office building and Mr. Underwood’s idea is to use it for the purpose of selling
the pictures of seven or eight artists in whom he is interested. These, it is
rumored, are the famous ‘Cincos’ and two or three others.”41 In August 1927,
El Palacio noted, “[T]he new gallery will pay special attention to exhibits
of the Modernists among Santa Fe and Taos painters and will make special
efforts to secure for them recognition of the art world.”42 The Pioneer Art
Gallery, whose name may have been inspired by Underwood’s most recent
book, was one of the first commercial galleries in Santa Fe. Despite the
growing tourist trade and the recent success of two summer art schools, the
art-purchasing audience in Santa Fe was still in its infancy.43 The Pioneer
Art Gallery survived only two years.44
On 28 November 1928 at the age of fifty-four, Underwood married Emily
Rudolph, twenty-eight, in the Methodist-Episcopal Church in Santa Fe. Of
Latvian background, Emily Rudolph Underwood was born in New York City
and grew up on a farm in Kingston, New York, where she developed a passion
for horses. She attended Otis Art Institute in Los Angeles and later specialized in equine painting. The Underwoods’ home on El Caminito was larger
than most of their neighbors’. In October 1936 the Santa Fe New Mexican
reported that Will Shuster had a studio on the Underwoods’ property and
entertained friends at a cocktail party there.45 They also had a tennis court
because Underwood was an avid tennis player.
In 1931 with the primary destination being the ruins of the Temple of Angor
Wat in Cambodia, Underwood left from New York in September after driving
east with his wife. Emily did not go with him; she stayed in the suburbs of New
York, visiting her family. In March 1932 she drove back to Santa Fe via Chicago,
taking Raymond and Vera Jonson with her as they were financially strapped
and in need of a ride back home after a stay in New York. On his return trip
from Asia, Underwood had to eliminate a stop in Japan because of a severe
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eye ailment. He sailed from Manila to San Francisco and went to San Diego
for a month of medical treatments before returning to Santa Fe in April 1932.46
Underwood’s final book, Interpreters, was published in 1939. Many of the
poems were written during his trip around the world in 1931 and are more
autobiographical than his earlier work. One of these, “Listener,” dated 1
September 1934 and written in Santa Fe, is a summation of his life through
the influence of music:
I grew up in a Puritan town somewhere west of a new
Chicago,
A gray place in the lives of its people; our old oak grove
and garden gave color enough.
There was a long black piano in our formal parlor,
no more instruments of music; we heard it very rarely,
A lingering echo of a lost fairyland I have been finding
forty years.
There was music in church, I liked processional hymns
most.
I went to a military school, I heard many daily bugle
calls.
And music that stirs me most still is bagpipes skirling, or
massed drums rolling, marching,
Like running messengers of older warfare, stirring, summoning red blood in a man to get ready
For larger living when the battle flags wave through the
running cheering crowd.
I went to college and heard more organ music,
Caged in a stone and oak chapel; I heard class songs,
drinking songs.
I went to New York; I wanted to write; I had an eye
mind more than an ear mind.
But because there was music in me somewhere, I practised
poetry,
Printed echoes of hidden places; I lived in a world of
printed books and breathless people many years.
I wanted to travel; I toured on a red bicycle; I went
round the world again and again.
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I heard savage music, bare feet stamping to sullen drumming, and went back to old books in steamer berths.
I looked and I listened to grand opera in Naples and Paris,
and much of it seemed parody
Of plays that had pleased me and stirred me in Manhattan,
when a dead Shakespeare still adventured
With people’s souls; I learned about pictures, I liked to
live with painters; I heard gypsy music
In Paris cafés where I learned about living till the World
War called me home.
Later I went west again; I rediscovered New Mexico,
Where the mountains too make music, time’s old gray
instrument
Played on by flitting lights and clinging shadows; some
of the men who made me
Must have lived in this land and loved it; I bought land
and I built me a house
To be a new fulcrum for living; two years later I married
her.
I found a new focus for feeling and thinking; there is
music in her voice.
Some of it lingers on her lips when she looks from her
piano and smiles at me.
She is a magician, calling up her dead masters from her
dark cabinet and big sounding box.
But the Great Spirit of all music has made of her mind
and body a better one;
Drumming me on by shining trails too long blind, to a
lost fairyland and faith I try to find.47
As wealthy patrons of culture and society in Santa Fe, the Underwoods
received the attention of New Mexico Magazine, one of the leading magazines
on Southwest culture and tourism. An article in 1943 titled “Cow Country
Arabians” was not about Underwood himself but about his wife and her love
of horses. In 1936 the Underwoods purchased a large ranch near the Tiffany
turquoise mines south of Santa Fe where Emily Underwood bred and trained
Arabian horses. According to the article, “She has the finest collection of Arabians in New Mexico. Her breeding of them already is world famous. . . . Those
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who know about the unusual and detailed care needed for these high-strung
horses, say Mrs. Underwood is ‘one in a million’ in the completeness of her
qualifications as a trainer and her success in teaching these horses.”48
Their ranch home had “an impressive living room where a full-size concert
grand piano is modestly part of the whole, and a towering medieval-scaled fireplace of pueblo design” dominated the room surrounded by book shelves.49
One can imagine the aging Underwood indulging and understanding his
younger wife’s dedication to horses. The article notes that he wrote the following verses in a book about horses he presented her:
Here are horses—still more
To add to your holdings of more than a score;
Arabs like several in your stable, persons
Of proud pedigrees.
May you never while you live be without a
Sufficiency of friends, such as these;
And, in the midst of your equine surroundings,
Remember me, now and then, please.50
In 1948 the Underwoods sold the ranch south of Santa Fe and purchased
another ranch in Santa Cruz, close to Española. Not long thereafter, on 14
January 1949, following a short illness, Underwood died of a heart attack at
the age of seventy-four. As the Underwoods had no children, his entire estate
was left to his wife.51 He was buried in Rockford, Illinois, where his family
history went back more than a hundred years.
The Underwood story has an interesting coda, which involves the wellknown Santa Fe artist Gustave Baumann (1881–1971). Born in Germany,
Baumann moved with his family to Chicago when he was young, and later
studied at the Chicago Art Institute and at the Arts and Crafts School in
Munich. When he first came to Santa Fe in 1918, around the same time
that Underwood settled there, his work was drawing national attention. A
master of the color woodcut, Baumann crafted images of the Southwest that
are among the most iconic works of the Santa Fe arts colony. Known as “a
thoughtful man with a sense of fun,” Baumann lived in Santa Fe for the rest
of his life and became one of the legendary artists of the Southwest. 52
One particular woodcut by Baumann showing a portrait of a gentleman
with the carved text “El primero poeta laureado de la Nueva Mexico” (the first
prize-winning poet of New Mexico) has been the subject of much speculation
regarding the identity of the subject and the date of its carving.53 According to
Gala Chamberlain, director of the Annex Galleries in Santa Rosa, California,
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who is writing the catalogue raisonné of Baumann’s oeuvre, this woodblock
has a surround with images of Frijoles Canyon pictographs, which Baumann
associated with the individual in the portrait. Chamberlain notes that he also
made a second block of the same image, which does not have the carved text
in Spanish or the surround but has this inscription in Baumann’s handwriting
underneath it: “The Mysterious Stranger of the Black Mesa.”
The image in the two woodcuts resembles Underwood, who wore glasses
and sported a mustache. Chamberlain has found evidence of a friendship
between the two artists in a scrapbook kept by Baumann, although details
are not known. Underwood’s stature in the Santa Fe community as an art

ill. 5. woodcut by gustave baumann of
“el primero poeta laureado de la nueva
mexico”
(Photograph courtesy the Annex Galleries for
Ann Baumann)

ill. 6. wood block by gustave
baumann with surround of
images of frijoles canyon
(Photograph courtesy the Annex
Galleries for Ann Baumann)
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ill. 7. woodcut of another
version of “el primero poeta”
Baumann included an inscription
below, “The Mysterious Stranger
of the Black Mesa.”
(Photograph courtesy the Annex
Galleries for Ann Baumann)

patron and as a nationally recognized
poet may have inspired Baumann to
create this tribute to him.54 In addition
they were both amateur archaeologists
who explored Frijoles Canyon.55 This
could explain Baumann’s inscription,
“The Mysterious Stranger of the Black
Mesa,” as an allusion to Underwood’s
meditative character and the fact that he did his excavations on his own.
Gala Chamberlain agrees that there is compelling evidence for identifying
the figure in the woodcuts as Underwood, and she estimates their production
in 1949, the year of Underwood’s death, noting that Baumann was known to
honor friends after their death with different kinds of creative “ceremonies.”56
Santa Fe’s “millionaire poet” was clearly an acknowledged presence in
his own time but his name has faded into the background, and no study has
previously been published about him or his work. Whether this is because
he kept a lower profile in the arts community, given that he was “reserved
in character” as his obituary notes, or because his wealth and world travels
set him apart from his peers, is hard to ascertain.57 Further information may
yet come to light to fill in more details of his biography. In the meantime,
John Curtis Underwood earned his place as an influential and significant
figure in the Santa Fe arts colony and as one of early twentieth-century New
Mexico’s most accomplished authors.
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New Mexico’s Delegate in the Secession Winter
Congress, Part 2
miguel a. otero responds to horace greeley, and greeley
takes revenge
Mark J. Stegmaier

P

art one of this research note mentions that former territorial delegate
Miguel A. Otero and his wife, Mary Blackwood Otero, from Charleston,
South Carolina, collaborated with the Confederates when they invaded New
Mexico Territory between 1861 and 1862. But the question remains whether
New Mexico’s delegate Otero was pro-secession or pro-Confederate during
the secession winter session of Congress, 3 December 1860–4 March 1861.
According to Horace Greeley, famous editor of the New York Tribune, Otero
was a devout Southern secessionist.
Waiting until the end of the Civil War, Greeley wrote that New Mexico’s
delegate “had issued and circulated an address to [New Mexico’s] people,
[and] intended to disaffect them to favor the Rebellion” as early as 15 February 1861. Greeley published this claim in his famous two-volume history of
the Civil War, The American Conflict: A History of the Great Rebellion in the
United States of America, 1860–‘65 (1864–1866), based on a date scribbled at
the bottom of Otero’s address. Two years later, in 1868, historian Benson J.
Lossing echoed Greeley’s accusation that Otero had written a document “to
incite the inhabitants of New Mexico to rebellion” against the United States.
However, Lossing reported that Otero published this address on 16 February
1861. Almost twenty years later, nineteenth-century western historian Hubert
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Howe Bancroft, having never seen Otero’s supposed inflammatory address,
repeated the same charge made by “Lossing and others.” In the early twentieth
century, pioneer New Mexico historian Ralph E. Twitchell acknowledged
15 February as the address date, citing Greeley and Lossing, but he neither
commented on nor attempted to investigate the truth of Greeley’s charge.1
Regardless of whether Otero collaborated with Confederates in New
Mexico following the secession winter session of Congress, it is time to exonerate Otero from Greeley’s accusation of rank secessionism in February
1861. First of all, despite his proslavery sympathies, a wife from Charleston,
and his close association with radical Southern Democrats in the House of
Representatives, Otero did not express secessionist opinion during the second
session of the 36th Congress. In a letter to James L. Collins of the Santa Fe
(N.Mex.) Gazette on 8 November 1860, Otero frankly opposed Southern
secession; he declared that Pres. Abraham Lincoln’s election simply did not
justify such an action. Writing a day later to Collins, Otero suggested that, if
disunion occurred, New Mexico’s most prudent course would be to join with
California and other Pacific states to form their own confederation. Otero’s
suggestion was not unique; speculation of the Union dissolving into multiple
confederacies was common at the time. During the October before Lincoln’s
election, Comdg. Gen. Winfield Scott cautioned Pres. James Buchanan that
the Union might split into four confederacies. By 21 December 1860, Rep.
Charles Scott (D-CA) wrote a letter to California’s legislature recommending
that California set itself up as an independent republic if the Union broke
apart. On 8 January 1861 Unionist governor John Letcher of Virginia also
suggested four subdivisions of the Union.2
Exactly what then was the disunionist manifesto written by Otero to which
Greeley referred in his book? There is no record of any address written by
Otero dated 15 February 1861. There is only one Otero document that Greeley
could have referenced, and Greeley’s own misdating of it in his book is the
main reason for lingering confusion. The fog begins to clear a bit when one
understands that Greeley dated Otero’s address not on the day it was written
by Otero but on the date it appeared in the Santa Fe (N.Mex.) Gazette. Even
then Greeley got it wrong, for the date of the issue in which a long editorial
letter by Otero appeared was 16 February. Although Lossing somehow cited
the date as published in the Santa Fe (N.Mex.) Gazette, it is obvious Lossing
based his account on Greeley’s earlier publication. However, Otero originally
wrote the letter on 5 January and initially published it in the Washington
(D.C.) Constitution on 12 January.3
What had Greeley found so offensive about Otero’s letter? Otero did not
even hint at secessionism in his letter. Greeley’s accusation constituted an
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entirely false construction of Otero’s letter. What angered Greeley was that
Otero personally called him a liar in his letter and vigorously defended New
Mexico and its people against one of Greeley’s New York Tribune editorials.
The Greeley-Otero dispute arose initially from the New York editor’s campaign in the secession crisis against a movement to partly resolve the issues
dividing North and South by making New Mexico a state. Greeley strongly
opposed the New Mexico statehood bill devised by Rep. Charles Francis
Adams (R-MA) as a way for Republicans to avoid taking a stand on the issue
of slavery in national territories. Although most Republicans did not seriously
believe that New Mexico, despite its nominal slave code in 1859, would really
become a slave state, some radical Republicans, like Greeley, vehemently
believed New Mexico might become a slave state and therefore opposed the
bill. In the New York Tribune on 31 December 1860, Greeley printed the first
of what would become a barrage of editorials attacking New Mexico and its
population as unfit for statehood.4
In his editorial of 31 December, Greeley slurs New Mexicans as mixed-race,
priest-ridden peons and portrays expelled San Francisco banditti, proslavery
border ruffians chased out of Kansas, and other proslavery men migrating
in droves to New Mexico. Otero answered these charges as passionately as
Greeley had delivered them. Here follows Otero’s letter as printed in the
Washington (D.C.) Constitution and later printed in the Santa Fe (N.Mex.)
Gazette:5
Letter, Dated 5 January 1861
To the Editor of the Constitution:
Sir: Not being a reader of the New York Tribune, my attention has just
been directed to a defamatory and malevolent editorial which appeared in
that paper a few days ago in reference to the Territory of New Mexico. The
article appears to have been instigated by the recently-suggested proposition
of admitting that Territory into the Union as a State; and the editor, in order
to disparage the idea in the minds of the members of the republican party,
accumulates all the misrepresentations and calumnies with which ignorance
and malice have assailed the people of New Mexico ever since the acquisition
of that country by the United States; and he intensifies those misrepresentations and calumnies with the virulence and frenzied animosity of a sectional
enemy.
Mr. Greeley makes no concealment of his purpose; for he starts with
the assertion that “the virtual surrender of New Mexico to slavery is gravely
meditated by leading republicans at Washington.” He then says: “Had New
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Mexico been made a State in 1850, under Gen. Taylor’s administration, it
would, to a moral certainty, have been a free State. But times have bravely
altered under the two last democratic administrations. The most insidious
and systematic efforts have been made to plant slavery there, and not without
success. Zealous propagandists fill all the important Federal offices. Pro-slavery
army officers have been sent there, taking slaves with them. The border ruffians,
who were finally beaten out of Kansas, have migrated thither in platoons, and
some of them have been appointed to important federal posts. A slave code of
singular atrocity and inhumanity has been put through the territorial legislature and is now in full force. The scum of Southern rascaldom, driven out of
California by the San Francisco vigilance committee, has drifted into Arizona
and found lodgment there.” All of which allegations I pronounce, of my own
knowledge and upon my own responsibility, unscrupulous exaggerations, to
say the least, and most of them utterly, maliciously, and basely false.
If the editor of the Tribune means to assume that the policy of General
Taylor, as President of the United States, had the Territory of New Mexico
been under his Administration, would have inaugurated and fostered an
anti-slavery sentiment, and, as a consequence, have insured the organization of a free State, the fallacy of that assumption becomes apparent in view
of the fact that General Taylor was a Southern man, of Southern interests,
Southern education, and Southern sympathies; or if he means to intimate
that the people of New Mexico would at that time have acted less in conformity to a sense of justice and duty than they have recently done in regard to
slave property, I can assure him and the world that he is most egregiously in
error. If the sentiment of the people of New Mexico on the subject of slavery
had been elicited in 1850, it would not, in view of the obligations imposed
by the Constitution of the United States, have been in the slightest degree
repugnant to the state of opinion and feeling existing upon the subject at the
present day.
Mr. Greeley, in pursuance of his plan to impress upon the popular mind
of the North the false idea that the existing feeling in New Mexico upon the
subject of slavery has been the result of federal interference, charges upon
Mr. Buchanan and his predecessor, Mr. Pierce, the intent of building up,
through the instrumentality of federal appointments, the cause of slavery in
that Territory. From my knowledge in regard to the appointments made there
by both the present and late democratic administrations, I can boldly deny the
imputation. In most of those appointments I took the initiative; and never, in
a single instance, were the sectional opinions of the persons appointed made
the subject of inquiry, either by the appointing power or myself. That “zealous
slavery propagandists” fill all or any of the federal offices in New Mexico, is,
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to the best of my knowledge and belief, utterly untrue. In some few instances
officers of the army have taken slaves with them to that Territory, but in such
cases they have been taken simply for domestic convenience, and with no
intent of propagating there the institution of slavery. Officers of the army
have but temporary abode anywhere; they may be stationed a while where
slavery exists, and then be suddenly ordered to a sphere of duty where it has
no existence; and they are the very last class of men who should be assailed
with the charge of having gone forth as instruments for the propagation of
slavery; and the enemies of the institution are reduced to a very low resort
when they have to arraign democratic administrations upon the charge of
having sent slaveholding officers of the army to New Mexico as slave propagandists, when, perhaps, not half a dozen slaves have been taken into that
Territory by that class of men. Such imputations are nothing more nor less
than the miserable subterfuge of a hard-pressed demagogue.
Were I dealing with a man whom I deem honest and sincere in what he
asserted, I should say that the editor of the Tribune has fallen into an error
in imputing the existing state of national feeling in New Mexico, on the
subject of slavery, to any instrumentality exerted by the Federal officers. But
I owe him not the charity of imputing the falsity of his assertions to error
of opinion. I treat it as a wilful, deliberate, and gratuitous effort to pervert
the truth to accomplish a political end. He knows, as well as I know, that
whatever of national sentiment has been manifested by the people of New
Mexico upon the subject of slavery has been the fruit of a plain, simple sense
of justice, not deranged by a religious fanaticism; not perverted by an erroneous sectional education; not maddened by an inordinate and unholy lust for
political power.6 If he has yet to learn that this is the truth, I will assume to
be his instructor, and tell him that the people of New Mexico have viewed
the subject which now threatens the destruction of this Confederacy in the
light of justice, without the restraint of sectional fanaticism or the obliquity
of political perverseness. Recognising the right of the citizens of the different States to take with them into the common domain of the people of the
United States every lawful species of property, and there enjoy the same as
fully and uninterruptedly as they were accustomed to do in the State from
which they respectively came, the people of New Mexico, through their
legislature, enacted a code for the protection of slave property. Although I
have none of that kind of property to demand protection, I commend the
wisdom and applaud the patriotism that prompted the enactment of such a
code; and I denounce as false and malevolent the allegation that said code
is one of signal atrocity and inhumanity. Its purposes are just and its provisions humane. It aims to protect the slave corporeally and morally, that his
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usefulness to his master and his own sobriety, morality, and happiness may
be in the highest degree attained. It may be, however, that Mr. Greeley finds
some ground for the charge of atrocity in the 23rd section of the code, which
forbids the amalgamation of white persons and negroes, declares marriages
between such persons void, and punishes with a severe penalty any white
person who may procure or attempt to procure marriage with a negro. The
editor of the Tribune may regard it as rather atrocious and inhumane for any
law to impose a restraint upon the exercise of a taste which the ultra members of his party occasionally evince, to indulge in the luxury of that sort of
conjugal association.
That the “scum of Southern rascaldom”—to quote the elegant diction
of Mr. Greeley—“driven out of California by the San Francisco vigilance
committee, has drifted into Arizona, and found lodgment there,” is a charge
no less false than the other allegations of the Tribune. I speak by the record
when I say that not a single Southern man was expelled from California by
the San Francisco vigilance committee. Those unhappy subjects were all
from the North, and mostly citizens of New York. The interesting catalogue
consists of Billy Mulligan, Reub Maloney, Charley Duane, Dan Alridch,
[James P.] Casey, [Charles E.] Cora, Yankee Sullivan and others, all of
whom were Northern men and addicted to the practice of shoulder hitting
and ballot-box stuffing. They have never set foot in New Mexico, but are
enjoying the association and pleasures of congenial spirits in the city which is
honored with the presence of Horace Greeley. The only man now within the
border of the Territory of New Mexico who, to my knowledge, has ever been
there, who left California under the pressure of the San Francisco vigilance
committee, is Judge Edward McGowan, who, after his expulsion, manfully
returned, was tried by the said committee, was honorably acquitted, and is
now a respected resident of that portion of New Mexico known as Arizona.7
As Mr. Greeley has seen fit to help out his disparagement and calumniation
of New Mexico by branding Southern men as outlaws and fugitives from
justice, I trust he will have the magnanimity to excuse me for introducing,
by way of set off, the names of some of his Northern friends.
That border ruffians who were finally driven out of Kansas have migrated
to New Mexico in platoons I unequivocally deny. I venture to assert that there
are not half-a-dozen of that class of men now within the borders of that Territory; and, to my knowledge, no man of that class has ever been appointed
to any Federal office in New Mexico.
The editor of the Tribune, not content with the utterance of the foregoing
calumnies, in order to accomplish his purpose of defeating the proposed
admission of New Mexico into the Union, further manifests a total want of
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every sense of decency and honor by entering upon an unbridled and unscrupulous attack upon the native inhabitants and domestic institutions of the
Territory. He says: “The mass of the people are Mexicans—a hybrid race of
a Spanish and Indian origin. They are ignorant and degraded, demoralized
and priest-ridden. The debasing system of peonage—a modified slavery—is
still maintained there.” I deny that peonage, as it exists in New Mexico, is a
modified slavery, or any slavery at all. It is merely a system of apprenticeship
or temporary voluntary servitude, whereby a man is enabled to borrow money,
or otherwise create a debt, and to give his personal service, at a stipulated rate
of hire, as security for the payment thereof. The law authorized the making
of the contract, and enforces its fulfilment, giving to the peon the privilege
of changing from one temporary owner of his services to another whenever
he becomes oppressed or unfairly treated. This change is made by a facile
and unexpensive legal process, which is accessible and attainable by the
humblest person who may have found it necessary or convenient to enter into
that condition of temporary servitude. I deny that there is anything debasing
in this system. The social and political status of an individual is not affected
by his entering into the condition of a peon. His right of suffrage and all
other civil rights remain unimpaired. There is no entailment of his services
upon his family or any member thereof. It is simply a voluntary engagement
to render personal service at a stated hire for a valuable consideration. It is
an obligation entered into with the entire will of the obligor, which may
be satisfied and discharged by him, at any moment, upon the payment of
the debt on which the obligation was founded. This system has none of the
elements or attributes of slavery; and if the slanderer of the people whom I
have the humble honor to represent means to insinuate that the existence
of this system of voluntary and temporary servitude has exercised an agency
in producing that pro-slavery sentiment in New Mexico which has been
manifested by the enactment of a slave code, I denounce such insinuation
as an unwarrantable assumption.8
The attempt to disparage the Territory of New Mexico, by branding her
people as a hybrid race of a Spanish and Indian origin, will meet a prompt
refutation and rebuke from every mind that is familiar with the history of that
portion of our country. Ever since the conquest and colonization of the valley
of the Rio del Norte, under the prowess of Don Juan de Oñate in the latter
part of the seventeenth century, the Spaniards and the aborigines, or Indians,
have been separated and distinct from each other, and have so remained
up to this day. The conquest of New Mexico by the Spaniards reduced the
aborigines, or Indians, to a state of abject but sullen and reluctant slavery.
In that relation they continued—socially separate and distinct races—until
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a servile insurrection of the aborigines drove the Spaniards from the land. At
the close of the seventeenth century the country was reconquered by the Spaniards; and from that time to the present day the Indians within the settlements
have occupied pueblos or towns exclusively set apart for them, and they have
scrupulously refrained from intercourse with the Spanish population, excepting
so far as became necessary for the ordinary transaction of business. They have
their own exclusive and peculiar government, their own places of worship,
their amusements; their social intercourse is exclusively amongst themselves;
they never intermarry with the Spanish people; and are to all intents and
purposes separate and distinct from them. The two races never have amalgamated; and although the Spanish blood has sometimes manifested itself
on the aboriginal race, and the Indian blood less frequently on the Spanish
race, those instances are of rare occurrence—so rare as to render the sweeping
allegation that the mass of the people of New Mexico are a hybrid race, of a
Spanish and Indian origin, grossly defamatory and shamefully mendacious.
If the people of New Mexico are not so much enlightened as those of this
more favored portion of the earth, it is their misfortune and not their fault; but
it is not the part of magnanimity or justice to taunt them with a deficiency in
mental culture, for which they are not responsible; much less so to attempt,
by such an imputation, to retard their advancement in the path of political,
intellectual, and material progress. If their minds are not highly illuminated
by that kind of intelligence which books and scholastic cultivation alone can
impart, I am able to assert, without fear of contradiction, that there is not
to be found anywhere on the face of the earth a people possessing a greater
mental aptitude or a more finely organized moral structure. Although they
have not been abundantly blessed with schools and school-teachers, I have
no hesitation in saying that there cannot be found anywhere else in the world
a community of people who under the same disadvantages exhibit less of the
inferiorities of the human mind and heart, or manifest more of the higher
attributes of our nature. There is nowhere to be found a people who live
together in greater amity, peace, and concord. There are none who more
faithfully obey the laws of the land or render a more cheerful obedience to
the legally constituted authorities. There are none more devoted to their
country, her honor, and her cause. Only a few years ago they were reluctantly
brought, by the hand of conquest, beneath the folds of your national flag,
as it was thrown to the breeze, on which, just before, had floated their own
national ensign. They have had the intelligence to discern and the wisdom
to appreciate the blessing of the benign system of government of the United
States, and now they proudly call the American flag their own. Yet with all
these high commendations to the favor and affection of their conquerors,
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a miserable reviler aims to retard their progress and suppress their patriotic
development by calling them ignorant, degraded, demoralized, and priestridden. The Holy Scriptures somewhere say: “Thou, hypocrite, cast out first
the beam from thine own eye and then thou shalt see clearly to pull out the
mote that is in thy brother’s eye.” Let the editor of the Tribune take counsel
from that high source, and before he visits the lash of his envenomed pen
upon what he pleases to call the priest-ridden people of New Mexico, let him
administer rebuke to the unholy fanaticism which, Sabbath after Sabbath,
desecrates the pulpit of the North, by inculcations of resistance to the laws
of the land, of treason against the Constitution of the United States; of war
upon the peace, prosperity, and happiness of our imperilled country. Let him
turn the battery of his press upon the insane ravings of pretended ministers
of the Gospel throughout New England and New York, and he may then
rebuke the priestcraft of New Mexico. When he shall have succeeded in
the task of expurgating from the great city which tolerates his presence and
his slanderous, dirty press the degradation, demoralization, and religious
fanaticism which there exist, in the face of the highest moral and intellectual
influences known to the world, he may then visit his denunciations, within
the bounds of truth, upon the less favored region which I have the honor to
represent.9 Until then his false and insolent effusions must brand him, in the
estimation of every honest man, as an unscrupulous demagogue and a vile
calumniator.
Miguel A. Otero.
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C., Jan. 5, 1861
Exoneration of Otero
One can easily discern the content of Greeley’s earlier editorial by simply
reading through Otero’s impassioned and somewhat vitriolic response. At
what point Greeley saw the Otero letter is not clear. He apparently did not
read the original published in the Washington (D.C.) Constitution, for in his
book Greeley referred to the letter’s mid-February appearance in the Santa
Fe (N.Mex.) Gazette. He probably did not receive that copy of the Santa Fe
(N.Mex.) Gazette until late spring of 1861, long after the secession winter
session had ended. Greeley could only have been livid when he did finally
read Otero’s ad hominem argument. It would have increased his intense dislike of Otero, whom he considered a secessionist and an instigator of New
Mexico Territory’s slave code of 1859. When President Lincoln nominated
Otero as territorial secretary in July 1861, one of Greeley’s New York Tribune
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correspondents in Washington, D.C., believed Senate Republicans would
reject the nomination of “that half-breed Hidalgo,” and Greeley undoubtedly
rejoiced when the Senate refused to confirm Otero.10
The vengeful Greeley was not about to let the matter rest. After the war,
when he published The American Conflict, he categorized Otero’s Santa Fe
(N.Mex.) Gazette letter as an address designed to incite New Mexicans to
rebel against the United States. This was not a legitimate construction to accord Otero’s letter, but Greeley wanted to impugn Otero in the public mind
as best he could. Greeley’s confusing citation of the date of Otero’s letter
made it difficult from that day to this to figure out exactly what document
Greeley referred to in his book. Lossing, Bancroft, and Twitchell all repeated
the charge without questioning Greeley’s veracity on it. Otero apparently
made no response to Greeley after the war, possibly because he did not want
to have people reminded of his actual collaboration with the Confederate
invaders of New Mexico in 1862. So Greeley had his vengeance in print, but
his charge about Otero’s letter was a false and malicious accusation by an
eccentric New York Tribune publisher.
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Open Range: The Life of Agnes Morley Cleaveland. By Darlis A. Miller. The
Oklahoma Western Biographies series, vol. 26. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2010. xvi + 176 pp. 19 halftones, map, bibliography, index. $24.95
cloth, ISBN 978-0-8061-4117-6.)
Most of us know Agnes Morley Cleaveland through her engaging account
of ranch life in late nineteenth-century New Mexico, No Life for a Lady
(1941). Although that work is part autobiography, Cleaveland is actually quite
reticent about many details of her life. This makes Darlis A. Miller’s Open
Range all the more welcome, for it straightens out many of the biographical
kinks while restoring to the historical record the life of a busy, energetic, and
interesting woman. In addition to her clear and organized writing, it helps
that Miller knows the region of west central New Mexico—Datil, Magdalena,
Socorro—to which Cleaveland was so devoted.
Miller calls No Life for a Lady “still the best book we have about a western
woman’s ranch experience” (p. 124). In that Cleaveland was helped immeasurably by her editors, Kay and Lovell Thompson of Houghton Mifflin. In
a scene that is guaranteed to make any modern writer turn green with envy,
Cleaveland described herself and the editors spreading out her manuscript
chapter by chapter on the floor, after which they “proceeded to take the story
apart, like a piece of machinery, and put it together again, with repairs and
improvements” (pp. 118–19). In addition to this major surgery, Kay Thompson
followed up with detailed editing, paying particular attention to maintaining
the spirit of the stories even as she rearranged the prose. Finally, it was the
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press, not Cleaveland herself, who came up with the title. Her own title had
been We Made Our Own Tracks.
Still, there are unanswered questions. The first question stems from a lack of
understanding around the full meaning of what Cleaveland called her “JekyllHyde Life,” which began in her teens when she was sent east to boarding
school and college. Later, as a married woman, she shuttled back and forth
between a busy social life in California and the family ranch in Datil. In
Berkeley Cleaveland was a founding member of the California Writers Club,
a founder of the Berkeley Civic League, an active Christian Scientist, and
a lifelong friend of Lou Henry Hoover (wife of Herbert Hoover). Although
Miller describes these activities, they never attain the vividness of life on
the ranch, and the mental schizophrenia required to maintain her dual life
remains obscure.
Then there is the puzzling matter of gender, in particular Cleaveland’s
relationship with her mother. Talented and wealthy Ada McPherson, born
and raised in Iowa, was widowed at the age of thirty-one, but nevertheless
remained in New Mexico, where she held onto the family’s ranch holdings
for her children while maintaining an active letter-writing campaign for
women’s suffrage. Yet Cleaveland described her mother as “tragically miscast” for western life, and believed her incompetent to manage the ranch’s
finances.
Agnes Morley Cleaveland was a wealthy female ranch owner, but, as Miller
points out, throughout her life she claimed that the ranch was a classless,
genderless place where the only standard was whether one could be a “good
cowhand” (p. 123). It is precisely this fiction that makes No Life for a Lady
such good reading. Now, thanks to Miller’s illuminating biography, we can
see Cleaveland’s work more as idealized memory than as cold hard fact.
Sue Armitage
Washington State University

Fiasco: George Clinton Gardner’s Correspondence from the U.S.-Mexico Boundary Survey, 1849–1854. Edited by David J. Weber and Jane Lenz Elder. DeGolyer Library Series, no. 6. (Dallas: Southern Methodist University Press,
2010. xliv + 381 pp. 21 halftones, maps, appendix, notes, bibliography, index.
$50.00 cloth, ISBN 978-0-87074-562-1.)
At the conclusion of the U.S.-Mexico War, the two countries agreed
to field parallel teams to survey the newly agreed-on boundary. Over the
course of the five-year project (1849–1854), the teams contended with myriad
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obstacles—technical, logistical, financial, and especially political. They
nonetheless completed their work. In the process, they left historians with
a wealth of primary source material about the Borderlands and about midnineteenth-century Mexico and the United States more generally. Historians
have long drawn on the published writings of key figures in the survey, most
notably those of Comr. John Russell Bartlett and Chief Astronomer William
H. Emory. With Fiasco, editors David J. Weber and Jane Lenz Elder expertly
add 117 letters from a more junior and less political member of the U.S. survey
to the already published corpus.
Just seventeen years old when he accepted a commission to serve as
Emory’s assistant, George Clinton Gardner approached the endeavor
with the expectation of rapid career advancement and a bit of adventure.
In the early stages of the survey, Gardner’s letters to his family sometimes
included intriguing descriptions of people and places. A prolonged stay in
Panama, as the team made its way to San Diego, yielded brief but fascinating
descriptions of Panama City and local society. The letters here range from
playful accounts of the city’s young ladies to grim descriptions of a cholera
epidemic. Gardner spent nearly two years in and around San Diego as the
commission struggled with crises of leadership and funding. The hiatus
gave him time to get a feel for the town, and his descriptions of parties,
dancing, and socializing in San Diego are some of the most interesting
aspects of the book. Once the commission really got underway, however,
Gardner’s energies as a travel writer all but gave out. There is depressingly
little in the remaining letters describing the U.S.-Mexico border region
and its contending peoples.
The volume’s greater value lies in what it says about class, culture, and
especially politics in antebellum America. The letters are instructive registers
of the aspirations, anxieties, schemes, prejudices, frustrations, sensibilities,
and social networks of a certain class of mid-nineteenth-century American
males. Gardner’s humdrum fretting over clothes, connections, rank, job
prospects, and money reveal much about the fragility of social rank and the
complex and deeply communal nature of personal success in the midcentury
economy. Just as important, Gardner’s correspondence lays bare the absurd
if not altogether surprising ways domestic politics interfered with the commission’s progress. Feuds in Washington between Whigs and Democrats
resulted in the delayed appointment of multiple expedition commissioners,
none especially qualified. More critically Congress held back funding for the
boundary commission at key moments, leaving the long-suffering Emory to
sustain the enterprise however he could. Despite its respectable outcome,
most of the time the commission was, indeed, a fiasco.
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Thoroughly researched and richly annotated, this book is a model collection that will be of value to Borderlands historians and students of antebellum
society.
Brian DeLay
University of California, Berkeley

The Inquisition in Colonial Latin America: Selected Writings of Richard E.
Greenleaf. Edited by James D. Riley. (Berkeley, Calif.: Academy of American
Franciscan History, 2010. vi + 247 pp. Appendixes, notes, bibliography. $25.00
cloth, ISBN 978-0-8838-2066-7.)
James D. Riley pays homage to Richard E. Greenleaf’s Inquisition studies
by compiling eleven of his articles published between 1964 and 1994. This
collection of essays complements Greenleaf’s two previous monographs on
the Mexican Inquisition in the sixteenth century and a preceding anthology of
Greenleaf’s articles translated into Spanish, Inquisición y sociedad en el México
colonial (1985), most of which are included in the volume under review. The
Inquisition in Colonial Latin America describes the intricacies in the workings
of the Holy Office and its political, religious, and socioeconomic implications
to the formation and development of New Spain’s society. Greenleaf’s Inquisition was not the omnipresent, repressive, and obscure institution described
by many scholars. While he agreed that the Inquisition was a political, social,
and cultural tool used by Spanish authorities to exercise power over Native
peoples and colonists, he also saw it as a complex, heterogeneous, pragmatic,
and corrupt institution with dynamic responses to the religious, political, and
socioeconomic challenges it encountered. The volume shows Greenleaf’s
command of the early and late colonial periods, while leaving brushstrokes
of the colonial intermission. This thought-provoking compilation offers thematic opportunities for potential research and should foster further interest
in Inquisition studies.
The book is thematically organized and divided into four parts. Riley keeps
his editorial presence to a minimum by limiting himself to a brief introduction and even shorter introductions to each part. Providing a background,
the first part consists of two essays centering on the now-familiar problems
of competing jurisdictions between the Holy Office and diocesan authorities
over indigenous religious practices. The second part describes the institutional evolution of the Inquisition in colonial Mexico, including Inquisition
authorities’ inspections to suppress rampant corruption and its involvement
in the “spiritual economy” of New Spain through the financially successful
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Cofradía of San Pedro Mártir. The third and fourth parts both focus on the
viability of the Inquisition as an institution of social control. In the former,
after describing an inquisitorial process in the early sixteenth century, the story
jumps somewhat abruptly to the last decades of the eighteenth century and the
Inquisition’s unsuccessful response to the challenges of the Enlightenment,
freemasonry, and North American Protestantism. This part leads nicely into
the book’s fourth part which deals with the Inquisition in North America’s
Spanish frontier. Greenleaf’s last two essays underline the difficulties that
authorities faced when trying to suppress heterodoxy in the Borderlands of
New Mexico and Louisiana.
Greenleaf excelled in his knowledge of Spanish and Mexican Inquisition
archives, which were the backbone of his articles. However, to this reviewer’s
disappointment, Riley discarded all of the footnotes from the original essays
and instead added two appendixes with a list of archival sources and all
secondary sources from Greenleaf’s originals. The work would also have
benefited from the inclusion of a Spanish to English glossary. The publication
of this book comes at an opportune time because it coincides with increasing
scholarly interest in Inquisition studies in Latin America. It will certainly
spark further research into some of the subjects that Greenleaf pioneered.
David Rex Galindo
Southern Methodist University

To Form from Air: Music and the Art of Raymond Jonson. By Robert Ware and
MaLin Wilson-Powell. (Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 2010. 107
pp. 40 color plates, halftones, notes. $29.95 cloth, ISBN 978-089013-571-6.)
Abstract art is one hundred years old, yet it remains misunderstood and
underappreciated by many in the viewing public. This is particularly ironic
given the intensely utopian, spiritual, and transformative impact that many
of its founders imagined the art form would have on its audiences. Not
all abstract art derived from impulses that saw in abstraction the means to
transcend the artificial boundaries separating human groups and the natural
from the divine. But a substantial number of modern artists were involved
with utopian systems that they believed could not be expressed in traditional
pictorial terms. Their fountainhead was painter Wassily Kandinsky, whose
publication The Art of Spiritual Harmony (1911) profoundly influenced some
of the leading painters of the twentieth century.
Kandinsky found the highest reach of art in music, the art to which he
believed all painters must aspire. For painter Raymond Jonson (1891–1982),
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music was also central to his core aesthetic. Jonson, who has yet to receive
his due in a full-length biography, was not only a painter of significance
in his own right; he was arguably the single most important figure for supporting, introducing, and attracting modern art and artists to New Mexico,
particularly in the post–World War II era. He founded the Jonson Gallery at
the University of New Mexico in 1950.
Robert Ware’s essay, “Dis-Chords,” explores Jonson’s passionate and
profound vision of creating modern abstract art, which he called “absolute
painting,” grounded in modern, especially dissonant, music and in the principles of synesthesia (the belief that one sensory experience can be expressed
through another). Ware explains, “music’s intrinsic qualities of incorporeality
and emotional immediacy were valuable assets to artists searching for ways to
rethink what they considered the outmoded paradigms of representation” (p.
29). For Jonson visual musicality would enhance viewers’ “perceptual capacity” and their “emotional wisdom” (p. 45). Ware explores Jonson’s integration
of the visual and the aural, paying particular attention to Chromatic Contrasts,
Jonson’s longest-running series (1935–1965), and the one in which he most
self-consciously worked to render musical ideas in paint.
MaLin Wilson-Powell’s essay, “Earth Rhythms: Hot Rhythmic and Varied,”
illuminates the musical underpinnings of one of Jonson’s most powerful orchestral compositions, Grand Canyon Trilogy. Jonson’s triptych is one of the great
homages to America’s most renowned natural wonder. Wilson’s description
of the work iterates the power and beauty of the canyon’s dramatic colors and
rhythms captured at dawn and dusk so that the viewer undergoes “the vertiginous experience of standing on the rim of this mile-deep chasm” (p. 15).
To Form from Air is a much-needed contribution to our understanding of
Jonson and his place in the history of twentieth-century New Mexican and
American modern art. The text is enhanced by the excellent quality and
design of its accompanying color illustrations.
Lois Rudnick
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Beyond the American Pale: The Irish in the West, 1845–1910. By David M. Emmons. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2010. viii + 472 pp. Tables,
appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $34.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8061-4128-2.)
David M. Emmons’s knowledge about the history of the Irish in the American West is extensive. I suspected this twenty years ago when I read The Butte
Irish: Class and Ethnicity in an American Mining Town, 1875–1925 (1989),
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a book in which Emmons set an incredibly high standard and established
himself as a thoughtful and meticulous scholar. With Beyond the American
Pale, however, Emmons takes readers a huge step beyond the city of Butte
and another huge step beyond the geographical boundaries of the West. We
learn, among other things, that to know and understand the Irish in the West
we must understand the Irish in Ireland and the Irish in the eastern United
States. While this is no easy task, it is one that Emmons handles with equal
degrees of efficiency and style, an overall effect that leaves me grateful that
the emeritus professor did not simply retire to the golf course.
Emmons packs a lifetime of hard work and contemplation into this book,
and the result is, in a word, impressive. Not content to take the easy way out,
Emmons grapples not only with the generalities but also with the subtleties.
Nothing here is simple, and Emmons knows it. There are myths, there are
realities, and there are exceptions to the rule. Emmons is careful to separate
fact from mere interpretation; when he does venture beyond the facts, to fill
in the gaps or to speculate, he does so responsibly and convincingly.
The West that the Irish encountered and the Irish who encountered the
West can only be understood in terms of their mutual and subtle histories.
Emmons begins in the East, building a foundation based on both Irish and
early American history. He takes readers through the Revolution, through
the complex relationships between the Irish and the southern slaves in the
antebellum South, and then through the Civil War and into the frontiers
where the Irish first encounter the West and its Native population. Along the
way, Emmons never fails to remind us that this is not just a story of ethnicity and ethnic identity, but one of religion and the antithetical relationship
between Irish Catholicism and the entire western project as imagined by
Frederick Jackson Turner and others.
Not the least important, the book is incredibly well written and provides
just the right balance in terms of scholarship and historical suspense; it is history that you will want to read, page after page. The magnitude and diversity
of sources that Emmons musters is staggering, and he is equally adept when
reading and understanding archival materials as he is when interpreting
the literary artifacts of Irish and Irish American authors. He never reads too
much into his evidence yet provides enough to leave us convinced that he
is on to something. Emmons is not afraid to take a stance on controversial
issues. While some readers will find points to debate, nowhere will they find
Emmons lacking for evidence.
Matthew L. Jockers
Stanford University
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So Rugged and Mountainous: Blazing the Trails to Oregon and California,
1812–1848. By Will Bagley. Overland West: The Story of the Oregon and
California Trails, vol. 1. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2010. xxii
+ 458 pp. 21 halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $45.00 cloth, ISBN
978-0-8061-4103-9.)
This history of the overland trails during the 1840s is the first of a projected
four-volume series. Historian Will Bagley rightly opens with a lengthy survey
of the Indian occupation of the Plains and Rockies and the changes wrought
by the fur trade before taking up the first migrations of 1840 and 1841. From
there he alternates chapters on the annual migrations with topical chapters on
the “jumping off places,” the daily routine on the trails, and trail society. His
findings do not substantially revise John Unruh’s essential The Plains Across:
The Overland Emigrants and the Trans-Mississippi West, 1840–60 (1979),
which remains the best one-volume history on the overland trails. Bagley,
however, draws on a much larger base of evidence and supplies details that
can be found nowhere else.
There is much to praise in this work. Bagley gives himself the room to
explore cul-de-sacs and cut-offs as well as the main route, allowing him to set
the migration in its appropriate context. His discussion of the Hudson’s Bay
Company (HBC) and its reaction to the emigrants is exemplary for breaking
the aura of inevitability in many histories of the West. The HBC attempted
to organize a migration of its own from the Red River colony but failed,
Bagley argues, because of its focus on narrow commercial interests. Merchant
capitalism was no match for this folk migration. The book’s leisurely pace
also leaves room for many pleasant surprises, such as a brief survey of gold
discoveries in California before 1848 and an extended discussion of wagons
that includes apt comparisons among the rolling stock along the trails to the
Pacific, Santa Fe, and Red River.
Bagley’s bibliography of both primary and secondary sources is comprehensive, and, although he does not discuss historical scholarship, he takes
up the issues that have concerned scholars over the past thirty years. While
he devotes only a short section to “Women on the Early Trails,” women’s
experiences and perspectives are integrated throughout the narrative.
While following recent historians in offering warts-and-all portraits of John
C. Frémont and Marcus Whitman, Bagley insists that both men played
important roles in publicizing the trails and making them a success. He is
less convincing when he argues that the American state played a relatively
minor role, underestimating the importance of securing base camps on the
Missouri River, periodically patrolling the trail, and sponsoring and publish-
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ing Frémont’s surveys. To his credit, however, he provides the evidence for
a counter-interpretation.
Arguing that the overland trail was “an immensely significant enterprise,”
he notes that by 1848, some twenty thousand Americans had crossed the
continent to settle in Oregon and California, or at the Great Salt Lake (p.
119). To put that figure in perspective, over the same period the population
of the state of Iowa grew from about forty thousand to nearly two hundred
thousand. Bagley’s claim for significance is about preparing the way for the
Gold Rush. This prospect leads him to choose the murder of Marcus and
Narcissa Whitman as “the culminating event of the era” because it foreshadowed the violence that would rise with the swelling flood of migrants, with
a devastating impact on Indian people (p. 393).
Bagley has written a marvelous history and I look forward to his subsequent
volumes.
John Mack Faragher
Yale University

Conflict on the Rio Grande: Water and the Law, 1879–1939. By Douglas R.
Littlefield. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2008. xii + 299 pp. 21
halftones, line drawing, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $39.95 cloth, ISBN
978-0-8061-3998-2.)
In the sixty years preceding World War II, there emerged a sophisticated
system of water storage and distribution along the Rio Grande. The river
emerges in the southern Colorado Rockies and flows through the middle
of New Mexico to El Paso, and then along the Texas-Mexico border to the
Gulf of Mexico. To say the least, the Rio Grande traverses a contentious geographical and legal terrain. U.S.-interstate relations, the federal government,
and negotiations with Mexico provided a host of messy issues. Negotiations
first developed over a major storage reservoir. Unless stored, river waters can
disappear rapidly in the Southwest. Conflict then arose over water for irrigated
agriculture, urban uses, and power production, all of which typified water
controversies throughout the American West. Calling these controversies
over the Rio Grande typical, however, understates the persistent problems
revolving around the storage and division of its waters.
As the most recent study on dividing the waters of the Rio Grande, Douglas
R. Littlefield’s work takes a respected place in water scholarship alongside
Donald J. Pisani’s To Reclaim a Divided West (1991) and Ira G. Clark’s articles
concerning the building of Elephant Butte Dam and his subsequent book,
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Water in New Mexico: A History of Its Management and Use (1987). Littlefield’s book presents a case study, yet assumes larger dimensions because of
the strategic location of the Rio Grande as an international boundary and
as a river flowing through three U.S. states. Not only does place complicate
its history, but also greater demands for its waters occurred precisely at the
time the federal government, with the creation of the Reclamation Service
under the Reclamation Act of 1902, suddenly became a major player in western water. A congressional appropriation in 1907 for the U.S. Reclamation
Service to build Elephant Butte Dam, the Mesilla Valley, Las Cruces, and
the El Paso Valley; the Treaty with Mexico in 1906; the National Irrigation
Congresses; and eventually interstate compacts mark the path of this challenging narrative.
The federal government’s heightened presence in river affairs became increasingly clear with the advent of the Reclamation Service in the Progressive
Era. As the Reclamation Service (later named the Bureau of Reclamation in
1923) built reservoirs to supply additional water for arid land agriculture, it
also became a claimant on behalf of its “Reclamation Projects” for new water
rights. The Rio Grande, as an international boundary, inevitably drew the
federal government into the picture as did a similar situation on the Colorado
River farther west. In the process, Littlefield not too subtly notes the growth
of “a partnership between the U.S. government and local interests” (p. 146).
This partnership gradually eliminated local water companies and in turn
nourished another elite base that ardently supported federal water projects.
In spite of inevitable conflicts between locals and the Reclamation Service,
both the agency and water users formed two sides of the much-fabled Iron
Triangle that worked to sustain water project appropriations in congressional
committees into the twentieth century.
William D. Rowley
University of Nevada, Reno

Bridging National Borders in North America: Transnational and Comparative Histories. Edited by Benjamin H. Johnson and Andrew R. Graybill. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2010. x + 373 pp. 21 halftones, line drawing,
maps, table, notes, bibliography, index. $89.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8223-4688-3,
$24.95 paper, ISBN 978-0-8223-4699-9.)
Bridging National Borders seeks to “integrate the histories of both of the
international borders in North America, while demonstrating the intellectual
payoffs of such a project” (p. 3). Benjamin H. Johnson and Andrew R. Graybill
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want to help scholars “construct a more comprehensive North American history” by examining similar issues on the U.S. borders (p. 3). In this volume
the authors integrate their work into a continental borderlands framework.
With this goal in mind, the editors set a formidable task for which, despite
the pitfalls, they should be applauded.
A strong historiographic essay by Johnson and Graybill lays out the book’s
methodology. Pairs or trios of essays, focusing on the mid-nineteenth century
through the mid-twentieth century, compare both borders. The essays cover
mixed-race groups living in border areas, environment, boundary formation,
border enforcement, and the symbolism of the border. The opening essay
frames each of the groupings.
Andrea Geiger’s and Dominique Brégent-Heald’s essays provide a blueprint
for how future North American histories could be structured. Geiger examines
how the transit privilege—a legal loophole which allowed Asians to cross from
Mexico or Canada into the United States if they were passing through—shaped
national and international border policies and created a North American crisis.
Brégent-Heald compares how U.S. films portrayed the two borders in the early
twentieth century. Both of these essays compare the borders but also treat North
America as a region full of dynamic ideas and people.
Unfortunately, the strengths only heighten awareness of the book’s weaknesses. While the introductory essay points out that graduate schools train
historians to study nation-states exclusively and admits the narrowness of this
training, the editors do little to address this problem. In most of the pairings,
each essay focuses on one border while the partner focuses on the other. For
example Part 1 contains an essay on the Texas-Mexico border in the 1800s and
an essay on the Métis borderlands on the Northern Plains. Some readers will
potentially lack knowledge of one of these subject areas, thereby impeding
their ability to understand the overall theme. For three of the four groups, the
common threads remain elusive, unless one rereads the introductory essay.
Besides occasional references, the essays do not speak to one another. As a
result, the chapters do not build a greater understanding of North America
and how borders both define and unite this large region.
Essentially, being a comparative historian or Borderlands historian means
always having to apologize for not including some detail, or for not looking at
the whole nation-state. As more volumes on these subjects come to fruition,
better methodologies will emerge. Good efforts like this help us understand
what works and what does not.
Carol L. Higham
University of North Carolina at Charlotte
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Stealing the Gila: The Pima Agricultural Economy and Water Deprivation,
1848–1921. By David H. DeJong. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2009.
xiii + 247 pp. 16 halftones, maps, 11 tables, notes, bibliography, index. $49.95
cloth, ISBN 978-0-8165-2798-4.)
This compact volume holds rich, original historical detail and a larger set
of lessons for scholars interested in water rights and water adjudications in the
western United States. Stealing the Gila is a tightly woven, carefully argued
narrative chronicle of the Pima of south-central Arizona spanning nearly two
centuries. Although the author’s focus remains on the 1848–1921 period, the
case study speaks to hundreds of active and pending lawsuits, settlements, and
decisions in the United States. More pointedly DeJong addresses previous
attempts to make sense of federal reserve rights to western water, indigenous
water rights, and the competing interests of bureaucracies.
Historians of Native American land and water issues in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries will find a parallel story in Stealing the Gila, with a few
distinct differences that mark the experience of the Pimas. This indigenous
group was openly receptive to new trading arrangements in the nineteenth
century, especially in the wake of Spanish withdrawal and the increasingly
antagonistic relations with nearby Apache groups. U.S. military expeditions
to the region, and later Anglo-American immigrants and traders, found
the Pimas to be ideal allies and essential to the success of overland trails,
communication, and later settlement in the region. The Pimas became a
geopolitically strategic people, as new settlers arrived in the region and the
area was witness to a set of skirmishes during the Civil War.
The key points and arguments made by DeJong are compelling. First, the
U.S. federal government rarely honored any oral commitments to protect
the land and water rights of the Pimas, and agencies competed to either
deter Anglo settlement or promote it. Federal policies created bureaucratic
paradoxes for ensuring Native protections. Second, as water resources were
left unprotected, Pima villages and agricultural fields intensified and shrank
in acreage. Field sizes actually declined for the Pimas in spite of U.S. Indian
Agency dreams of expanding agricultural production on the constrained
reservation on the Gila River.
If there are minor quibbles with this volume, they have largely to do with
the neatness of the story and the lack of relative comparison to experiences
by other Native groups, both in the region and in this period. There is also
an interesting use of the demographic term “emigrant” to refer to incoming
Anglo Americans; the term is more commonly used to describe migrants
leaving from a source region. The arguments and materials in the empirical
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chapters, chapters 2 through 9, have appeared in a variety of academic journal
outlets during the last decade. These are appended by a clear and succinct
prelude, and an equally pithy and concise conclusion. The author, trained
in legal policy studies and history, has successfully integrated these chapters
in an attractive narrative and package, richly supplemented by tables, maps,
and photographs from the period. Historians, geographers, and scholars of
indigenous issues will find rich material in this volume.
Eric Perramond
Colorado College

Winning Their Place: Arizona Women in Politics, 1883–1950. By Heidi J. Osselaer, foreword by Janet Napolitano. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press,
2009. xviii + 218 pp. 18 halftones, map, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $45.00
cloth, ISBN 978-0-8165-2733-5.)
The story of western women in politics is often written as the story of
western exceptionalism: Anglo women came West and took up the tasks
necessary to make a new home in an arid landscape. With hard work, ingenuity, and perseverance, they earned the respect of men who granted them
suffrage prior to the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment (except in New
Mexico), and supported the appointment of female politicians, such as Helen
Ring Robinson, who was elected Colorado’s first female state senator in 1913;
Jeannette P. Rankin of Montana, who became the first woman elected to
the U.S. Congress in 1916; and Sandra Day O’Connor of Arizona, the first
woman appointed to the U.S. Supreme Court in 1981. Heidi J. Osselaer
both continues and complicates this narrative of the region’s more ready
acceptance of women into politics.
This well-researched and well-written book covers the early battles for
women’s suffrage in the region as women drew on a coalition of labor activists, socialists, and Mormons; the growth of women’s political activism within
the national parties and women’s clubs following statehood; and women’s
struggles to enter state government from 1914 to 1927, before emerging as
professional politicians in the 1940s. Osselaer ends her story in 1950 with the
transformation of Arizona from a Democratic to a Republican state, asserting optimistically that Arizona’s female politicians had “paid their dues” and
were ready to advance to statewide office—a transition the modern women’s
movement would make possible.
Osselaer adds not only a new chapter to the story of female citizenship
and coming of political age, but also offers two new arguments that have
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national implications. The first argument deals with demographics. Arizona
led the West in numbers of widows (10.5 percent of the female population),
many with small children (including 33 percent of Mexican American
households in Tucson). In the boom-and-bust economies of mining, farming,
and ranching, widows required paid work. Even their married middle-class
sisters constituted 43 percent of the female labor force in Arizona in 1900,
compared to just over 15 percent nationally. Politics meant bread and butter
to these women: what happened on the political landscape mattered a great
deal to them. Osselaer focuses new attention on the role of business and
professional women’s clubs as key actors in women’s political rise.
The second argument Osselaer puts forth is that Arizona’s female politicians actively pursued a broad range of concerns, not just the traditional
female agenda of clean government, health, education, and welfare. Rather
than focusing their attention on changing politics or insisting on standing
apart and on principle, Arizona’s female politicians saw their best chance at
successful governance as fitting in with male political culture. Pragmatic and
professional, they garnered success by following the same rules and utilizing
the same tactics as the men—doing deals, pursuing the possible, and getting
their skirts dirty when necessary.
Lee V. Chambers
University of Colorado, Boulder

Exploring Desert Stone: John N. Macomb’s 1859 Expedition to the Canyonlands of the Colorado. By Steven K. Madsen. (Logan: Utah State University
Press, 2010. xxi + 279 pp. 14 color plates, 60 halftones, 25 line drawings, maps,
notes, bibliography, index. $34.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-87421-707-0.)
In response to the U.S. Army’s difficulty in supplying its soldiers during
the Mormon War of 1857–1858, the federal government authorized a new
exploration of the Southwest. Capt. John N. Macomb Jr., an accomplished
officer within the elite Corps of Topographical Engineers, commanded this
reconnaissance across contiguous areas of New Mexico, Colorado, and Utah.
Tracking part way along the Old Spanish Trail between Santa Fe, New Mexico,
and Los Angeles, California, he assessed the route for possible use as a military
wagon road. Accompanying the expedition were celebrated cartographer and
artist Charles H. Dimmock and scientist Dr. John S. Newberry, who compiled
an impressive array of data about the beautiful desert and canyonland country.
Historian Steven K. Madsen has now assembled the first complete record
of this important exploration in a single definitive volume. The initial half of
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the book encompasses Madsen’s well-written narrative of the major events
associated with the reconnaissance. The second half includes Dimmock’s
diary and topographical memoir, an abridged version of Newberry’s diary,
highly descriptive letters from Macomb to his wife, and other important correspondence relevant to the cartographic and scientific work that continued
after the expedition.
In addition to laying out a practical wagon road, Macomb was instructed
to locate the confluence of the Green and Colorado rivers, map as much of
the region as possible, and undertake a scientific study of the Four Corners
region, especially the canyonlands of the Colorado River Plateau (p. xvi).
These important goals were attained, despite the great physical impediments encountered along the line of march and the difficulty of supplying
the column.
Madsen concludes his narrative with three essential chapters on the important work performed after this military survey. Following the reconnaissance, Macomb returned to the nation’s capital to prepare his official report
for publication. Newberry worked from his Cleveland home with officials of
the Smithsonian Institution to prepare the scientific specimens—especially
the paleontological items—for proper storage. Dimmock eventually moved to
Richmond, Virginia, where he resumed his work as civil engineer, architect,
and part-time poet.
Unfortunately, the Civil War delayed publication of Macomb’s narrative
report and maps until 1875. The most important map created from those
drafted on the expedition is Frederick Wilhelm von Egloffstein’s “Map of
Explorations and Surveys in New Mexico and Utah,” which was assembled
under the direction of Macomb and Dimmock. A fold-out reproduction
of this map is included in a packet at the book’s end and is worthy of close
inspection by modern researchers.
Madsen added another feature that makes the book even more valuable.
In addition to reprinting the numerous sketches of landscape scenes that
were drawn by expedition members, he has juxtaposed recent photographs
of the same scenes taken from approximately the same positions. The only
production issue that falls short of perfection concerns the reproduction
quality of some original segment maps. Readers should be advised that they
will probably need a magnifying glass to negotiate some of these cartographic
reprints.
Michael L. Tate
University of Nebraska at Omaha
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The Trail of Gold and Silver: Mining in Colorado, 1859–2009. By Duane A.
Smith. (Boulder: University Press of Colorado, 2009. xii + 282 pp. 32 halftones,
map, notes, bibliographic essay, index. $26.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-87081-957-5.)
Mining encompasses a deceptively large number of activities. Deposits of
whatever is sought must be found. Then these deposits need to be extracted
and often assayed or smelted so all of the good stuff can be removed. All these
activities require capital. They also have significant political, cultural, and
environmental impacts on society.
Duane A. Smith deals with each of these issues and more in his comprehensive but still easily understood history of gold and silver mining in
Colorado. This book examines the industry from multiple perspectives. Smith
is the rare historian who is as adept at describing a strike as he is a piece of
machinery. He draws his evidence from labor, management, government
reports, and outside observers. Every page is the product of Smith’s extensive
knowledge gained during a long career of studying mining.
As is the case with so much of Colorado history, the vast majority of the
book deals with the state during the nineteenth century, especially the early
rush to Pikes Peak and the strikes at Leadville and Cripple Creek, which created so much wealth for a lucky few. The early chapters are mostly a simple
account of discoveries and fortunes made, but Smith also offers more topical analysis of subjects like mining culture and the politics of silver to help
contextualize this narrative. Smith’s strength is in making subjects that might
have been dull—like the Sherman Silver Purchase Act—seem as important
as they must have been to the miners of the time. Smith also includes two
well-chosen photo essays in order to illustrate his narrative.
Perhaps the best thing one could say about Smith’s work is that it demonstrates that the history of mining in Colorado is central to Colorado history
in general. Native American relations, politics, and environmental concerns
all make appearances in the text, often prominently. This is no dry technical
history meant solely for mining buffs. This book is for people interested in
Colorado history who want to know about mining and for people interested
in mining who do not know much about Colorado history. It deserves to find
an audience of academic and nonacademic readers, as well as students at
many grade levels.
Of course any book this size has to make sacrifices about what to include
and what to leave out. For a book subtitled Mining in Colorado, more might
have been made of the state’s coal industry, even if it were not a central focus
of the work. It also seems sad that mining in the twentieth century gets a
comparatively short shrift. Even a comparison of nineteenth and twentieth
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century technological mining innovations could have shed more light on
the industry. None of this griping, however, should take away from a work
that is a great achievement from one of Colorado’s consummate historians
of any topic.
Jonathan Rees
Colorado State University–Pueblo

Hancock’s War: Conflict on the Southern Plains. By William Y. Chalfant, foreword by Jerome A. Greene. Frontier Military Series, no. 28. (Norman: Arthur
H. Clark Company, an imprint of the University of Oklahoma Press, 2010. xi +
540 pp. Halftones, 25 line drawings, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $125.00
special edition, ISBN 978-0-8706-2374-5, $59.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8706-2371-4.)
A frequently repeated maxim is that the U.S. Army does not learn from
its wars, thus it has to relearn its craft at the outset of any conflict. While the
human cost of this is tragic, the price can be equally high when a military
leader remembers all too well how he won a war, then applies it to the
wrong situation. Such a figure is Gen. Winfield Scott Hancock, the hero of
Gettysburg who in 1867 tried to quell the continuing unrest on the Great
Plains in the wake of the Sand Creek Massacre. Hancock, with the support
of his superior, Gen. William T. Sherman, applied the same “total war”
tactics that brought the Confederacy to its knees to the Great Plains, burning
hundreds of lodges in Kansas. While Southern whites, tied to their real and
personal estates, declined to become guerrillas when their cause appeared
lost, Hancock’s Indian foes were well versed in such tactics. The result was
an escalation of violence as the Cheyennes, Sioux, Arapahos, and Kiowas
killed civilians and soldiers alike, and the latter, led by Hancock, responded
in kind. Hancock believed that he forced the Indians to sign a peace treaty at
Medicine Lodge Creek in late 1867, but the conflict reignited soon after he
left the field and continued until the Indians, outraged at yet another broken
treaty, were confined on small reservations.
This is certainly not one of the army’s finest hours. In 1867 Hancock arranged a council with the Cheyennes, threatened them, and proceeded to
march fifteen companies of infantry and cavalry against them. Lt. Col. George
A. Custer commanded the troopers. Like Hancock, he had never fought Indians, and it showed. He accidentally shot two of his own horses, lost many
men in ambushes, became frustrated as more than 150 troopers deserted, and
was suspended from rank for a year by a court martial. To make matters worse,
reporters Henry M. Stanley and Theodore R. Davis, along with others, sent a
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stream of inaccurate and sensationalist reports to newspapers. Ironically, while
Hancock never again received a combat command, Custer returned to the
field with a vengeance in 1868 and met a violent end in 1876 at the hands of
the Indians.
This detailed work contains much fine research, but there are flaws. The
author uses a long list of published primary and secondary sources. The papers
of Sherman and even Gen. Ulysses S. Grant appear in footnotes; however,
there are no citations to any collections of Hancock’s papers. Chalfant also
does not use Reminiscences of Winfield Scott Hancock (1887), the memoir
published by Almira R. Hancock, the general’s widow. Likewise, in discussing
press coverage of the campaign, more newspapers should be used. Despite
these shortcomings, this is an important work and should be read by scholars
interested in both military and Indian history.
Richard B. McCaslin
University of North Texas

The U.S.-Mexican War: A Binational Reader. Edited by Christopher Conway, translations by Gustavo Pellón. (Indianapolis, Ind.: Hackett Publishing
Company, 2010. xxix + 208 pp. Halftones, maps, notes, further reading, index.
$14.95 paper, ISBN 978-1-60384-220-4.)
Selecting primary source material that fully reflects the history of any
conflict remains a challenging task. In meeting the challenge posed by the
U.S.-Mexico War, Christopher Conway chooses 114 documents from both
sides of the conflict and groups them into six chapters.
Starting with “the settlement and independence of Texas,” the work turns to
“the annexation of Texas and the road to war”; “scenes of war, 1846–1847”; “the
politics of war”; “legacies of war”; and the “literature, culture, and memory”
of war. If judged in terms of the relevance and scope of the primary source
materials, the authors of each of the sections provide no cause for complaint.
However, there are two matters of concern. The first is historiographic.
Conway’s decision to devote two of his six chapters to Texas clearly reflects
his judgment that events in that area served as a major catalyst for the greater
conflict of 1846–1848. Similarly, his contention that “by the 1830s and 1840s,
the ideology of Manifest Destiny had also taken hold in the United States as
a rationale for annexation” identifies the early and early-middle nineteenth
century as the era in which the origins of the conflict can be found (p. xviii).
However, a substantial number of scholars argue that the expansionist mentality and the sense of mission that remains an essential component of that
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framework originated long before the nineteenth century and persisted well
past the millenarian impulse of Woodrow Wilson’s foreign policy. This volume
would have benefited from the inclusion of at least one entry comparing and
contrasting these different perspectives.
The other matter concerns the issue of top-down history. In a successful
effort to avoid producing such a work, Conway includes the recollections of
common soldiers and generals, and of ordinary civilians and leaders. However,
at the risk of appearing to endorse that more traditional sort of history, the book
would have benefited from the inclusion of some additional statements by
those on the top rungs of the political and military ladder. These statements
include Pres. James K. Polk’s summary of a meeting held in 1848 in which
Mexican emissary Francisco Arrangoiz asked Sec. of State James Buchanan
if Mexico might rent the service of several thousand U.S. soldiers to crush
rebellions that had broken out in the wake of the defeat of the Mexican
army. That material, as well as Polk’s statement that a primary objective of
his administration was the acquisition of New Mexico and California, can be
found in the president’s diary and would have added to our understanding of
the topic. Similarly, one of Gen. Winfield Scott’s many reports documenting
the seriousness of guerrilla attacks on his supply lines would have provided an
additional perspective on the military situation. Cecil Robinson’s The View
from Chapultepec: Mexican Writers on the Mexican-American War (1989)
provides additional material by leading Mexicans.
In summary this is a competent work with several flaws.
Irving W. Levinson
The University of Texas–Pan American

Deadly Dozen: Forgotten Gunfighters of the Old West, Volume 3. By Robert K. DeArment, foreword by Roger D. McGrath. (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 2010. xiv + 396 pp. 18 halftones, notes, bibliography, index.
$29.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8061-4076-6.)
Robert K. DeArment is well known to aficionados of the Wild West. A
graduate of the University of Toledo, he took up writing only after a successful
career with a major corporation. Beginning with Bat Masterson: The Man
and the Legend, which appeared in 1979, DeArment has written numerous
well-received volumes, including George Scarborough: The Life and Death of
a Lawman on the Closing Frontier (1992), Jim Courtright of Fort Worth: His
Life and Legend (2004), Ballots and Bullets: The Bloody County Seat Wars
of Kansas (2006), and (with Jack DeMattos) A Rough Ride to Redemption:
The Ben Daniels Story (2010).
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This present work is the third and concluding volume in DeArment’s
anthology of biographical sketches of western personalities. While many
persons included in the book are lesser-known shootists, several earned some
recognition for their proficiency with weapons. James Louis Smith, better
known as “Whispering” Smith, had a long, if controversial, career as a detective, lawman, and all-around tough guy. Smith gained some recognition
when Frank Spearman published a novel entitled Whispering Smith in 1906.
While the writer used Smith’s name, the story is about a fictional railroad
detective. Through Spearman’s subsequent association with Hollywood,
“Whispering” Smith became a stock character in movies and serials and is
best remembered from Alan Ladd’s film of the same name from 1948. The
real Smith, a belligerent and thoroughly unlikable sort, became an alcoholic
and took his own life in 1914.
David B. Neagle, another of DeArment’s subjects, became widely known
(and notorious in some circles) as a lawman in Tombstone, Arizona, and as
a deputy U.S. marshal in California. While serving as a bodyguard for U.S.
Supreme Court Justice Stephen J. Field in 1889, Neagle shot and killed David
Terry, a well-known lawyer and former judge who attempted to assassinate
Field. The efforts of California authorities to prosecute Neagle prompted a
controversial (but important) court case that reached the U.S. Supreme Court
the following year. In the high court’s decision, In re Neagle, the justices ruled
that the deputy marshal was doing his duty as a federal officer and was thus
immune from local prosecution.
DeArment also devotes a chapter to James P. Masterson, who has been
overshadowed by the reputation of his better-known brother, William “Bat”
Masterson. Yet, Jim Masterson earned a reputation for bravery among his
contemporaries and policed some of the same dangerous frontier streets as
his brother. It was Jim’s misfortune to die of tuberculosis in 1895, while Bat
continued to work for many more years as a sports promoter and writer.
Readers will enjoy DeArment’s sketches of other lethal frontier characters,
including Porter and Isaac Stockton, a pair of dangerous brothers from Texas;
and Jim McIntire, a sometime deputy U.S. marshal who admitted, apparently
without remorse, that he once skinned a Comanche female with his knife
and made a purse from her stomach. As in all of his publications, Robert
DeArment writes in a clear and straightforward manner, with enjoyable turns
of phrase. As a glance at his bibliography reveals, the author goes well beyond
newspapers and published memoirs in his research. Readers will surely agree
with DeArment when he expresses the hope that other writers will be moved
by the Deadly Dozen series to write full-length biographies of his subjects.
Larry D. Ball
Arkansas State University
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Leaving Mesa Verde: Peril and Change in the Thirteenth-Century Southwest.
Edited by Timothy A. Kohler, Mark D. Varien, and Aaron M. Wright. Amerind Studies in Archaeology series. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press,
2010. xiii + 437 pp. Line drawings, maps, tables, graphs, notes, bibliography,
index. $65.00 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8165-2885-1.)
The archeological record of Ancestral Puebloan history is so robust in terms
of settlement patterns that by the 1920s, a decade before tree-ring dating gave
researchers calendar dates for cliff dwellings and other ruins, archaeologist A.
V. Kidder (An Introduction to the Study of Southwestern Archaeology, 1924)
was able to describe the abandonment of the Four Corners region by farming groups in late prehistory and the consequent shift of population into the
northern Rio Grande Valley in terms that require only minor revision today.
We now know that depopulation occurred during the thirteenth century and
that a rapid increase in areas occupied by historic Pueblos was underway by
the mid-fourteenth century. This was accompanied by a remarkable aggregation of populations into communal dwellings that were vastly larger and
more socially complex than the ones in the abandoned areas. Except for the
dating, Kidder and his colleagues knew all this too. However, they did not
know why the farmers left. Kidder assumed that “nomadic” tribes had upset
the fragile balance of subsistence farming so badly that emigration represented
the only viable solution for farmers, a view that few archaeologists shared then
or now. The explanation that came to dominate archaeological thought was
that deleterious climate change, especially droughts, drove farmers to more
favorable areas. This is a “prime mover” or single cause explanation, and while
it was popular in many circles, archaeologists have never been able to link
regional population dynamics to specific climate change in any consistent
fashion—at least not in a way that researchers all agree makes sense for the
archaeological record.
Leaving Mesa Verde is the latest archaeological attempt to resolve this
persistent problem. The individual contributions in this edited volume are
essentially a culmination of more than three decades of intensive interdisciplinary research on the human occupation of southwestern Colorado by
government agencies, several universities, and the Crow Canyon Archaeological Center. Some of the issues are familiar ones, such as reconstructing
past climate or estimating population size through time, but others represent
new directions and unexpected insights, particularly the role of violent conflict as a possible precipitating factor driving emigration in the thirteenth
century. The chapters in this volume highlight the vast improvements in
archaeological data over the last few decades, especially greater temporal
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resolution, that allow researchers to confidently reject any single causal factor
(or prime mover) for abandonment. However, these same data apparently
have not yet provided a similar level of confidence about the relationships
between multiple variables that led to depopulation. A theme throughout
the individual chapters is that while socioeconomic change was complex
and often opaque, it was likely that connectivity among farming communities provided opportunities for crises or problems in one place to “cascade”
throughout larger regions. Abandonment is perhaps just the most dramatic
illustration of this connectivity.
I suspect that this connectivity involved non-farming populations, which
may be explicable in terms of competition between populations with varying subsistence strategies. But the possibility that non-farming groups were a
factor in migration processes receives less than one page of passing attention
in the nearly four hundred pages of text. In such an otherwise exhaustive
examination of social and environmental conditions surrounding abandonment, sidestepping this issue leaves out a potentially critical variable.
Be that as it may, the research reported in Leaving Mesa Verde is exemplary. Each chapter includes innovative methods and integrative analysis
that closely track the central issue of regional depopulation. The editors have
crafted an exceptionally effective synthesis from multiple datasets and research
problems that provides the reader with a clear, step-by-step progression that
builds a compelling argument for the dismissal of simplistic prime mover
explanations and the development of more realistic multivariate approaches.
This is certainly a benchmark publication in southwestern archaeology and
is likely to stand as the most authoritative work on the archaeological record
of the Mesa Verde region for a very long time to come.
W. H. Wills
University of New Mexico

Satan’s Playground: Mobsters and Movie Stars at America’s Greatest Gaming Resort. By Paul J. Vanderwood. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press,
2010. xii + 392 pp. 89 halftones, maps, notes, sources, index. $89.95 cloth,
ISBN 978-0-8223-4691-3, $24.95 paper, ISBN 978-0-8223-4702-6.)
Based on his previous works that have examined crime mysteries, folk heroes, and intriguing cultural tales, Paul J. Vanderwood can now be expected
to produce a study that combines historical analysis with a tantalizing story.
His recent book, Satan’s Playground, does not disappoint. The title of this
delightful tome says it all. Vanderwood tells the story of Tijuana’s burgeon-
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ing gaming industry—and other recreational vices that developed alongside
it—in the early twentieth century. In a fascinating and skillfully constructed
historical narrative, he provides an important examination of the culture
of the U.S.-Mexico border in the 1920s. In doing so, Vanderwood reveals
the numerous ways U.S. and Mexican cultural spheres became intricately
intertwined, particularly along the border.
The focus of Vanderwood’s study is the luxury gaming resort Agua Caliente, which was opened in 1928 by U.S. and Mexican “Border Barons.” The
casinos, sports complex, cabarets, and hotels that made up Agua Caliente
attracted a diverse crowd ranging from “ordinary folks” to all variety of celebrity. Emerging in the midst of ever-stricter prohibition and anti-vice laws in
the United States, the Mexican resort filled a recreational void and provided
a guilty escape for Americans in search of gaming, liquor, and other forms
of libertine entertainment. The book’s title, Satan’s Playground, refers to
the sobriquet used by many to refer to Tijuana during this time. And it was
an appropriate moniker since a duplicitous criminal element, including
mobsters, gangsters, hoodlums, and petty crooks, played an important role
in Tijuana’s development.
That criminal element provides the opening vignette and then morphs
into the backbone of the narrative. With the attention to detail of a master
storyteller, Vanderwood recounts the intriguing story of a caper in 1929 that
resulted in two deaths and the hold-up of Agua Caliente’s money car as it
was on its way to deposit the weekend earnings. In his subsequent narration
of the investigation and the arrest and trial of the “thugs” who pulled off the
heist, Vanderwood reveals that what initially appeared to be a crime carried
out by unknown hoodlums was in fact an intricate mob-backed scheme that
juxtaposed organized crime with Agua Caliente’s powerful Border Barons.
The central theme that persists throughout the narrative is that the intrigue
and seedy details that emerged from the investigation into the money car heist
only added to the allure of Agua Caliente as part of “Satan’s Playground.”
With this study, Paul Vanderwood makes an important contribution to the
historical literature on Tijuana and the border region in the twentieth century.
But of equal significance is the example he sets for creating a historical narrative with the attentiveness and verve of a historian with a passion for his craft.
True to form, Vanderwood has integrated a multifarious assortment of sources,
including judicial records, news stories, personal interviews, and even detective
magazines. His adroitness as a historian is not only his ability to synthesize these
myriad sources into a cohesive narrative, but also his ability to do so in a way
that allows the reader to experience the spirit of a different time and place.
Monica A. Rankin
University of Texas, Dallas
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Natalie Curtis Burlin: A Life in Native and African American Music. By Michelle Wick Patterson. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2010. xiv +
402 pp. 12 halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $45.00 cloth, ISBN 978-0-80323757-5.)
Natalie Curtis Burlin is a sound historical biography about an Indianist
composer, ethnologist, and reformer-idealist determined to shape American
understandings of “the West” based on her own imaginings of the region.
The offspring of an affluent New York family, Natalie Curtis was a classically
trained pianist who matured professionally a decade after Czech composer
Antonin Leopold Dvorak declared in 1893 that an American musical identity
might be built upon the use of Native American and African American folk
melodies. As such Curtis is best remembered for her research emphasizing
Native American and African American music. Natalie Curtis Burlin analyzes
how her worldview, shaped by an aristocratic northeastern heritage and her
gender, gave rise to her publications: The Indians’ Book: Songs and Legends
of the American Indian (1907), Negro Folk-Songs (1918–1919), and Songs and
Tales from the Dark Continent (1920).
Curtis conducted research nationally, but was particularly enchanted by
the American Southwest. Michelle Wick Patterson usefully describes Curtis’s preservation-minded collection of music within Hopi and other Pueblo
communities. Curtis’s desires for cultural “preservation” are rightly shown
to arise from Euroamericans’ romantic construction of the Southwest at the
intersection of upper-class northeastern philosophies (transcendentalism,
primitivism, and spiritualism, as well as the “arts and crafts” movement),
European-derived anti-modernist practices (such as the incorporation of “folk
music” in classical composition, or preservationist protections of historical
architecture in towns like Rothenburg, Germany), and changing femininity
at the turn of the twentieth century (pp. 200–201). Patterson also provides a
brief but insightful account of the early twentieth-century artist colonies at
Santa Fe and Taos and the influential role of northeasterners like Curtis in
defining the character of southwestern Indians and arts.
Patterson portrays Curtis as a progressive reformer that bridged nineteenthcentury assimilation to twentieth-century “gradualist” policies intending
to integrate Native American peoples. Curtis’s results in Indian reform,
however, were mixed. Despite modest success in Yavapai land claims, she
otherwise displayed a “lack of substantive results” (pp. 172–76, 204). On the
other hand, her advocacy for African American music in New York City is
more compelling. Curtis’s work with African American musicians, addressed
only in a single chapter, sparkles as the centerpiece of the book. Patterson
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provides a nice comparison between African American and indigenous
music, noting that African American music more successfully captured the
American imagination, not only because larger populations of Americans
were in personal contact with urbanized former slaves (and, hence, more
aware of musical styles such as ragtime), but also because trained African
American composers consciously sought “to arrange and develop their folk
traditions in order to express their ‘American’ nature” (p. 304).
Patterson’s portrait of Curtis is informative and candid. This is most evident
in her analyses of the self-absorbed activism of Indian reformers. Evolutionary
thinking saturates Curtis’s works. Native and African Americans represented
to Curtis less evolved peoples whose music and spiritualism could rejuvenate
“over-civilized” urban Americans out of touch with the natural environment.
Curtis’s romanticizing of purportedly “primitive,” even enslaved, peoples is
honestly depicted. Although Curtis is an ambiguous protagonist-hero, Natalie
Curtis Burlin nonetheless provides solid insight into post–Civil War American advocacy and the role that upper-class northeastern reformers played in
defining early twentieth-century governmental policy and imaginings of “the
West,” as well as southwestern Indians and arts.
T. Chris Aplin
Pasadena, California
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Stricken Field: The Little Bighorn since 1876. By Jerome A. Greene, foreword
by Paul L. Hedren. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2008. xxix +
352 pp. 99 halftones, maps, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $34.95
cloth, ISBN 978-0-8061-3791-9.)
John Ringo, King of the Cowboys: His Life and Times from the Hoo Doo War
to Tombstone. By David Johnson, foreword by Chuck Parsons. 2d ed., A. C.
Greene Series, no. 6. (Denton: University of North Texas Press, 2008. xiv +
366 pp. 22 halftones, map, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95
cloth, ISBN 978-1-57441-243-7.)
Massacre at Mountain Meadows. By Ronald W. Walker, Richard E. Turley
Jr., and Glen M. Leonard. (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008. xvi +
430 pp. 40 halftones, maps, appendixes, notes, index. $29.95 cloth, ISBN 9780-19-516034-5, $17.95 paper, ISBN 978-0-19-974756-6.)
Lewis & Clark and the Indian Country: The Native American Perspective.
Edited by Frederick E. Hoxie and Jay T. Nelson. (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2007. 366 pp. 12 maps, notes, bibliography, index. $70.00 cloth,
ISBN 978-0-252-03266-0, $24.95 paper, ISBN 978-0-252-07485-1.)
The National Museum of the American Indian: Critical Conversations. Edited
by Amy Lonetree and Amanda J. Cobb. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 2008. xxx + 475 pp. 21 halftones, notes, index. $29.95 paper, ISBN 9780-8032-1111-7.)
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Mediating Knowledges: Origins of a Zuni Tribal Museum. By Gwyneira
Isaac, foreword by Jim Enote. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2007.
xiv + 207 pp. 11 halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $50.00 cloth, ISBN 9780-8165-2623-9.)
Survival along the Continental Divide: An Anthology of Interviews. By Jack
Loeffler. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2008. xvii + 268
pp. 18 halftones. $24.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8263-4439-7.)
Towns of Lincoln County. By John LeMay. Images of America series. (Charleston, S.C.: Arcadia Publishing, 2010. 128 pp. 205 halftones, map, bibliography,
index. $21.99 paper, ISBN 978-0-7385-7908-5.)
The Crash of TWA Flight 260. By Charles M. Williams. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2010. xvi + 250 pp. 46 halftones, notes. $21.95
paper, ISBN 978-0-8263-4807-4.)
Muscogee Daughter: My Sojourn to the Miss America Pageant. By Susan Supernaw, foreword by Geary Hobson. American Indian Lives series. (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 2010. xxiv + 233 pp. 25 halftones, chart, notes.
$24.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8032-2971-6.)
Sacred Sites: The Secret History of Southern California. By Susan Suntree,
foreword by Gary Snyder, introduction by Lowell John Bean, photographs
by Juergen Nogai. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2010. xx + 291 pp.
31 halftones, notes, bibliography. $34.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8032-3198-6.)
The Afro-Latin@ Reader: History and Culture in the United States. Edited by
Miriam Jiménez Román and Juan Flores. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University
Press, 2010. xiv + 566 pp. Halftones, tables, notes, index. $99.95 cloth, ISBN
978-0-8223-4558-9, $29.95 paper, ISBN 978-0-8223-4572-5.)
The Very Nature of God: Baroque Catholicism and Religious Reform in Bourbon Mexico City. By Brian Larkin. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 2010. xiii + 312 pp. Halftones, 11 tables, appendix, notes, bibliography,
index. $27.95 paper, ISBN 978-0-8263-4834-0.)
Jungle Laboratories: Mexican Peasants, National Projects, and the Making
of the Pill. By Gabriela Soto Laveaga. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University
Press, 2009. xiii + 331 pp. 24 halftones, line drawings, maps, appendix, notes,
bibliography, index. $84.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8223-4587-9, $23.95 paper, ISBN
978-0-8223-4605-0.)
Crafting Mexico: Intellectuals, Artisans, and the State after the Revolution.
By Rick A. López. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2010. x + 408 pp.
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16 color plates, 22 halftones, line drawing, map, notes, bibliography, index.
$89.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8223-4694-4, $24.95 paper, ISBN 978-0-8223-4703-3.)
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News Notes

Archives, Exhibits, and Historic (Web) Sites
The Albuquerque Museum of Art and History has opened “Albuquerque
Celebrates 1912.” This exhibition relates some of the major events taking place
in Albuquerque around the time New Mexico became a state, including the
National Irrigation Conference of 1908, the first airplane flights at the Territorial Fairgrounds, presidential visits to Albuquerque, and the ratification
of the New Mexico State Constitution at the Alvarado Hotel. This exhibit
runs through January 2012. The Albuquerque Museum of Art and History is
located at 2000 Mountain Road NW in Albuquerque. For more information,
visit the website: www.cabq.gov/museum/.
The New Mexico Farm and Ranch Heritage Museum has opened “It’s All Symbolic: The State Symbols of New Mexico.” This exhibit profiles New Mexico’s
official and unofficial state symbols, including the stories behind the symbols
(or those who created them, like the writers of our state songs) and how the
symbols came to be officially recognized by the State Legislature. The exhibit
runs through 1 July 2012. The New Mexico Farm and Ranch Heritage Museum
is located at 4100 Dripping Springs Road in Las Cruces. For more information,
visit the websites: nmfarmandranchmuseum.org or nmcentennial.org.
The New Mexico Farm and Ranch Heritage Museum presents “The Land
of Enchantment: Commemorating the Centennial of New Mexico Statehood,” opening 18 November 2011. This exhibit presents an eclectic look at
the last one hundred years of New Mexico through historical photographs and
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artifacts, including objects depicting previous statehood celebrations (40th,
50th, 60th, and 75th), flags of the past, one hundred years of New Mexico
license plates, and more. The exhibit runs through 1 September 2012. The
New Mexico Farm and Ranch Heritage Museum is located at 4100 Dripping Springs Road in Las Cruces. For more information, visit the websites:
nmfarmandranchmuseum.org or nmcentennial.org.
The Indian Pueblo Cultural Center presents “100 Years of State and Federal
Policy: Its Impact on Pueblo Nations,” opening on 6 January 2012. This historic
exhibition examines one hundred years of State and Federal policy (1912–2012)
and its impact on Pueblo communities. The exhibition personalizes Pueblo
Indian history by drawing connections between the human experience and
those enacted policies. The exhibit runs through 6 January 2013. The Indian
Pueblo Cultural Center is located at 2401 12th Street NW in Albuquerque. For
more information, call 505-843-7270 or visit the websites: www.indianpueblo.
org or nmcentennial.org.
The Roswell Museum and Art Center presents “Roswell: Diamond of the
Pecos,” opening on 6 January 2012. This exhibition focuses on the history
and accomplishments of Roswell since its inception as a trading post in the
Pecos Valley along the Goodnight-Loving Trail in the 1860s. The exhibit runs
through 6 January 2013. The Roswell Museum and Art Center is located at
100 West 11th Street in Roswell. For more information, visit the websites:
www.roswellmuseum.org or nmcentennial.org.
Calendar of Events
4–5 November The Pacific Coast Council on Latin American Studies (PCCLAS) will hold its annual meeting at California State University, Los
Angeles, California. For more information, visit the website: www.pcclas.org.
16–20 November The American Anthropological Association announces its
110th annual meeting, “Traces, Tidemarks, and Legacies.” The meeting will
be held at the Palais des Congrés de Montréal (Montreal Convention Center) and the Hyatt Regency Montreal in Montreal, QC, Canada. For more
information, visit the website: www.aaanet.org/meetings.
19 November The El Camino Real International Heritage Center will host
the “Celebración de Otoño.” Celebrate the Center’s sixth anniversary with
living history demonstrations of life on El Camino Real, special performances,
and more. For more information, call 575-854-3600 or visit the website: www.
nmmonuments.org.
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6 January 2012 The New Mexico Farm and Ranch Heritage Museum presents
“Centennial of New Mexico Statehood Event and Taft Signing Ceremony
Re-enactment.” This event commemorates the 100th anniversary of New
Mexico statehood, including the presenting of the New Mexico flag, singing
of the state song “O Fair New Mexico,” and a re-enactment of the statehood
proclamation ceremony exactly one hundred years to the minute after President Taft signed the document in Washington, D.C. (11:35 AM Mountain
Time). The re-enactment begins at 11:00 AM. The New Mexico Farm and
Ranch Heritage Museum is located at 4100 Dripping Springs Road in Las
Cruces. For more information, visit the websites: nmfarmandranchmuseum.
org or nmcentennial.org.
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